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FACT FILE 
JAK AND DAXTER 

Publisher: Sony CEA 

Players: 1 

Release: December 

Genre: Action 

m Website: www.scea.com 

PLAYSTATION 2 

POWER METER 

WARM ¢ HOT ¢ ON FIRE! 

BIG GAMES FIRST. CHECK OUT OUR 
TAKE AS WE GET TROPICAL WITH J&D 

    

      

   rash Bandicoot’s creators at Naughty 

Dog may have left their radical marsu- 

pial behind (Universal Interactive took 
control of the latest Crash title), but 

dont fret—they've got two new plat- 
form stars making their debut on the PlayStation 2. 

Enter Jak and Daxter. Borrowing heavily on the 
Emperor s New Groove formula, Jak is the straight 
man while Daxter’s the goof. The plot also strikes a 
similar note, as Daxter suffers a rather unfortunate 
transformation after falling into a pool of goo. Jak 
offers to assist his pal on a quest to return him to 
his former state. Boom! Instant game. 

Unlike the straightforward action play of the 
Crash games, J}&D's adventure is far more open- 

  

ended. You can seek Power Cells in whatever order 

you choose, and many different levels are available 

  

The game’s adventures will 
take Jak and Daxter by land, sea or even air. Good stuff. 

  

  
Our intrepid duo will have to 
work together to overcome 
nasty obstacles. 

+ to you from the outset. In fact, there aren't really 
evels at all. The game's world is completely open 
from the get-go, How you go about collecting cells 
is up to you. Chat with townspeople, haggle over 

buying some, or do some down-and dirty 

exploratory work. 

As a cuddly critter, Daxter isnt much of a fighter. 
Luckily, Jak is up to the task with a brutal collection 
of spins, punches and kicks. Jak can also power up 
using Eco, glowing energy balls that enhance his 
power and allow him to open locked doors. 

Although Daxter doesnt really contribute much 

  

 



  

*also available in 
convenient travel size.     

“Frogger’s hopping into stores this fall in 
two new magical adventures! Experience 

full 3D platform action on the 
PlayStation®2 computer entertainment 
system and classic Frogger gameplay on 

Game Boy® Advance. Everybody’s 
\. -: favorite amphibian is back and 

betfer than ever! 

       

   

    

= 

on G     
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MINI-GAME MANIA: J & D’s adventuresome antics 
include more than just scavenger hunts. In order to obtain some 
Power Cells, you may have to play a crazy mini-game! You'll be 
herding wayward cattle (with your fists), controlling a wild jet ski, 
and doing some relaxing fishing within the first few hours. 

                                

    

in the way of combat savvy, he does offer his 

never-ending commentary on what's happening. 

Some of his babble is actually helpful advice. Most 

of his zany one-liners are more comical than useful 

though, as he has an inexhaustible collection of 

hilarious put-downs at the ready when you die. For 

example, asking his expired comrade for his prized 

stamp collection isn’t really very helpful. 

Visually, the game truly exhibits the raw polygon- 

producing power of the PS2. Sunny beaches, 

steamy jungles and fog-shrouded harbors all spring 

to life with intricate detail. Even though there are 

no bandicoots to be seen, the vibrant graphics 

employ the same style as the beloved Crash titles. 

Just as the Crash games set the PSone graphical 

standard for action/platform games, Jak and Daxter 

is poised to quickly fill the PS2’s mascot void. 
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TAKE HOME THE YEAR’S 
HOTTEST ACTION-ADVENTURE! 

DVD SPECIAL COLLECTOR'S 
EDITION INCLUDES OWE qc 

4 

5 ORIGINAL DOCUMENTARIES - 

DIRECTOR'S COMMENTARY 

4 DELETED SCENES 

ALTERNATE MAIN TITLE SEQUENCE 

U2 MUSIC VIDEO, "ELEVATION" TOMB RAIDER MIX 

MANY DVD-ROM FEATURES‘ 

ACCESS TO THE TOMB RAIDER ONLINE EXPERIENCE** 

LARA CROFT TOMB RAIDER 
VHS INCLUDES 25-MINUTE 
DOCUMENTARY, “DIGGING 
INTO TOMB RAIDER” 

J id ONDYD = 

iVAILABLE TO RENT ON VHS AND DvD 

UTUAL Pity LG Si | PAG-13 |ranenrs ermonary cautioned 
COMPANY aap led 
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PRODUC’ 

  

  

For more information on US film ratings, A VISkEm SeRrenY 
go to www. fimratings.com 

  

www paramount comhomevided 
“Requires a computer capable of playing GYD mayies, running Microsol@® Windows 98 SE® or higher * *Onling features require 
att internet conection. UYD special featiires and availability subject to change withoul nolice. TOMB RAIDER and LARA CROFT are 
trademarks of Core Design 11d. All Rights Reserved TM, © & Copytight © 2061 by Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved 

  
   



Take an early look at Panes the 
Rapper 2 on our import page. 

Get the straight dope on Sony’s 
plans to bring the PlayStation 2 to 

the world of online gaming. 

Hot new anime, portable cheat 
devices and built-it-yourself robots. 

What more can you ask for? 

uy! Orirtire aa 
ee oe 

TEST EERSTEac256 R04 eNOS FHS AAE GATE ER CATAL CORBSTES CORA STO ORES TPER IESE SRDS TTS POISE APD AIPOTER 

Get all the latest gaming info 
from Electronic Gaming Monthly 
at WWW.egmmag.com. 

Nintendo GameCube 
Goes on Tour in the US 

We had the chance to visit the LA club, where SSX Tricky, 
Madden 2002, NHL Hitz 20-02, FIFA Soccer 2002, All Star 

Baseball 2002, StarFox: Dinosaur Planet, Dave Mirra 2, Sonic Adventure 2 and 

Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 3 were all shown in playable form for the fi 

Everyone from ‘Cube freaks to celebrities like Leonardo DiCaprio to 

Mandy Moore showed up for the event, which was hopping from dusk till 

dawn. Here's the skinny on the games: sports titles were all on par with 

their Xbox counterparts; Sonic was a little disappointing (we want a new 

game for the ‘hog, darnit!); and Tony Hawk looked a smidge better here 

than he does on Sony's system. The big standout was Rare’s new StarFox 

title, which offered a cool mix of Zelda-style adventure and classic Arwing 

action. All said, the parties were a great domestic kickoff for one of the 

coolest video game systems ever. 
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Do you groove to the PS and If it’s PC games that warm 
PS2 best? Then check out your heart, www.comput- 
www.playstationmagazine.com. - ergaming.com has it all. 

irst time. 
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GameNOW will be put online 
in the near future, so stay 
tuned for updates.  



 



  

Want to buy a new 
system? Don’t know 
which one? Weve 
taken the gloves off 
for a blow-by-blow 
debate on which sys- 
tem’s king. Read on. 

PHIL THEOBALD 
GA-GA FOR 

MARK MANZO 
PUSHING FOR 

  
Phil, Ethan and Mark duke it out over which 
system they think will win the console wars. 

  

PHI Dee S a it, for the cost of 
an sas or a PS2, you can get a 

Cube and two games. 
MARK: That may be true, but 

people buying PS2s won't be 
forced into making bundle orders. 

ETHAN: Yeah, but if PS2 or Cube 

players want to go online, they're 

gonna have to pay up the nose 

for components that come with 
the Xbox at no extra charge. 

  

ETHAN: For games, “Xbox i is 

where it’s at. One look at Halo 

will Som anyone of that. 

PHIL: If you want PC games, 
maybe... 

.RK: If you want games, the 
ps2 currently has about 140, and 

more is on the way. 

ETHAN: Just watch... eventually 

the Box will host Mario, just like 
ioe ae Sega games now. 

MHIL: The Cube and PS2 are also 

aie Sega, if you'll recall. 

| Once again, the PS2 has 

the widest range of games, and 

you can play PSone games, too. 

  

PHIL: How — Xbox’s Teniane I 

ously large controller? 

ETHAN: The controller is comfy 

erin first person shooters. 
PHIL: Great, that’s one type of 

rei How about everything 

else? 

XK: Another great thing 

about the PS2: It has one of the 

most familiar control schemes 

ever. 

PHIL: | gotta give Mark that... 

Still, the Cube controller is fan- 

freakin-tastic. 

And | gotta give Phil that. 

  

ETHAN: Microsoft has done a 

great job offering support to 
exciting upstart game companies. 

MARK: PS2 has the largest third 
party support, period. 

ETHAN: Give developers the best 

hardware, and they'll be able to 

make the best games. 

PHIL: Madden, Tricky, Tony 
Hawk...all Ethan’s “killer apps” 
are remakes and rehashes. 

ETHAN: You couldn't do Halo on 

any of the other systems. No way. 

Impossible. 
PHIL: It’s a FPS! Who cares? 

Nintendo is releasing yet 

another Mario game, another 

Zelda game, and whee, | can 

blow up the Death Star yet again. 
Where’s the originality in that? 

PHIL: Like you’re not gonna line 

up for the new Zelda game.. 

No, ‘cause I’m over (zk 

PHIL: | know you, Ethan, you're 

a fan of REAL games. You will 

want the new Zelda game. 

ETHAN: Zelda... yeah, that’s 

cool, but I’ve been there before. 

I’ve never been to the worlds 

Microsoft is cookin’ up. 

HIL: What? First person shooters 
and Tony Hawk games? Please. 

  

ETHAN: OK, what about online? 

Xbox is set out of the BOX, baby, 

  
and you know online play is 

where the fun is. 

RK: | will give you that, but 
so was DC. That system's pushing 

up daisies now. 

ETHAN: The Xbox is broadband 
only, which is going to make con- 

nections nice and fast. 

PHIL: What about the people 

who don't have broadband? 

They're screwed. Online play is a 

fun extra, but it’s hardly a selling 
point. As Mark said, look at the 
DC. And what online stuff will we 

see from Xbox? Tony Hawk? 

We've played that game before... 

"These guys make some good points, but here’s what a reasonable robot thinks. Each of these systems have their own pluses and minuses. 
At the end of the day, however, it all comes down to the games. Check out each of the system’s available games. Whichever system has the 
most games you wanna play—that’s the one you gotta buy. Simple as that. 
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Easily the most impressive aspect about the 

game is its graphical prowess. 

  

Shrek looks gorgeous and its attention to detail 

is astounding... 

  

The production values are movie-like...They’ll wonder if 

  

you are playing the game ‘Shrek’, or watching the movie 

  

Shrek. And people will get hooked 

                
  

    www.shrekgame.com 
Shrek ™ & © 2001 DreamWorks L.L.C. Microsoft, Xbox, and the Xbox logos are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries and are used under license from Microsoft. 

 



  

22 Catching air in 

22 Welcome to NYE, 

MILD LYRICS 

circuit #178. Virgin run and you're off pace. 

 @iiee , 

  

  
You can learn the line. Or just go for style points 
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Pa 
  

off, Project Gotham Racing. Xbox, and the Xbox logos are either registered tradems 
sclated logos, and the Ferrari FSG distinctive designs are trademarks of Ferran S_p.A.Licersec ae 
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     and live to race another day. You need both, can only choose one. Again, your call, tough guy. 

With over 25 cars, 4 cities and 200+ circuits, 

what will you do? It all depends: 

What's driving you? 
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  of "a 

All The Latest Gear & Gizmos 

@ GAMESHARK FOF 
BOY ADVANCE 

ls Castlevania: Circle of the Moon proving to be a bit too 
tough for you? If so, it’s time for a GameShark, my friend. 
Just like the GameSharks for other systems, codes entered 

into the device will allow for infinite health, unlimited lives 
and other such cheats. You can even connect the the GameShark 

to your PC via a USB port and download cheat codes off the 
internet directly into the GameShark. The GBA GameShark is avail- 

able now for $39.99. 

     

   
   

    

   

   

O 
Video games are fun and all, but sometimes you should get a little more 

involved with your electronic entertainment. If you’ve been feeling the need 
to create, the Lego MindStorms Robotics Invention System 2.0 is what 

you’ve been looking for. This set allows you to build functioning robots out 
of Lego blocks. Once you’ ve finished your creation, you use the included 
software with your PC to program the robot to follow a series of com- 

mands. The MindStorms set is available now for $199.99. 

GET ONE OF THESE 
This crazy-looking robot here is 
actually programmed to climb walls. 
He was built with parts included in the MindStorms Ultimate Builders 
Set. Add-on sets like this retail for around $49 and allow you to 
build more complicated robots. 

  

The original Ah! My Goddess series (released as Oh 
My Goddess! here in the States) is regarded as one of the best 
anime OAV series out there, even though there were only five 
episodes. The series revolves around geeky college student, Keichi, 
and his girlfriend, the lovely goddess, Belldandy, who Keichi inadver- 
tently summoned while calling for takeout food. Last year in Japan, 
the Ah! My Goddess movie hit theaters, and Pioneer is now brining it 
to the US on both VHS and DVD. In the movie, Belldandy’s mentor 

uses a virus to disrupt the Goddess System that all goddesses work 
for, causing all sorts of chaos for Keichi and Belldandy. The VHS ver- 
sion is English dubbed and retails for $24.98 while the DVD features 
both English and Japanese tracks for $29.98. Also included on both 
versions in an episode of the Adventures of the Mini-Goddesses, a 
hilarious show featuring super-deformed versions of Belldandy and 
her divine sisters. Check this movie out on November 27. 

  

EVERYONE 
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A Quick Look At What’s Selling 

DECEMBER GAME RELEASES U.S. TOP TEN 
THE 10 BEST-SELLING GAMES OF DECEMBER R EAD = m4 

1. Madden NFL 2002 TOP TEN 
. Pokemon Crystal 

  

BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR THESE FINE GAMES! 

  

  

  Conflict Zone 

  
  

  
  

      

      

    

  

    

    
  

  

       
    
   

     
       

   
   

  

  

  

  
    

  

         

   

   

  

An American Tail Grandia 2 3. Gran Terismia 3: Aespoc [) Super Mario Advance 
Army Men Annihilation Jade Cocoon 2 4. Super Mario Advance _ (Nintendo /GBA) 

Columns GBA Jak and Daxter ea —- ’ 

Flintstones Big Trouble Jimmy Neutron Boy Genius 5. NCAA Football 2002 re — _- 
Jonny Moseley Mad Trix Jonny Moseley Mad Trix 6. Mario Kart: Super Circuit 3 (Acclaim /PS2) 
Mortal Kombat Advance Legend of Alon D’ar 3) Gran Turismo 3: A-spec 
Shaun Palmer’s Pro Snowboarder NBA 2K2 7. Resident Evil Code: Veronica X (Sony /PS2) 
S! for Kids Basketball Powerpuff Girls : e 
Star Wars: Jedi Power Battles Rayman M =, mace NFL 2002 NBA Street 
Sonic the Hedgehog Advance The Weakest Link 9. World Series Baseball 2K2 (EA SPORTS BIG/PS2) 
The Land Before Time Wizardry Forsaken Land . RE Code: Veronica X 

10. NBA Street (Capcom /PS2) 

sAMECUE XBOX 
i Camelot RPG i@ Batman: Vengeance 

| Mf Eternal Darkness: Sanity’s Requiem ™@ Blood Wake 

Extreme G 3 @ Gunvalkyrie EDITOR’S TOP TEN 
| M@ NFL Quarterback Club 2002 t@ NBA Live 2002 

| Picassio t@ NFL Blitz 2002 ‘ion = J Number  * 

f Rogue Spear @ NFL 2K2 Devil May Madden NFL} | Luigi’s _| Bomberman 
B Resident Evil: Zero @ NHL 2002 Cry 2002 Mansion Online 
§ SSX Tricky m@ NightCaster se ie 

| Mi Super Smash Bros. Melee @ Silent Hill 2: Restless Dream 

@ Star Wars: Obi-Wan Number , | 2 
PLAYSTATION lm SSX Tricky Star Wars: Castlevania : | Phantasy 

| ™@ Mega Man X6 @ WWF Raw Is War pial Chronicles ar suns 

  

   

      

   

    

The Weakest Link is slat- 
ed for the PS2 this 
month. No offense to 
Anne Robinson, but 

JAPAN TOP TEN [le Mario Kart: Super Circuit 
JAPAN’S 10 BEST FROM 10/1-10/7 (Nintendo /GBA)    
  

  

    

  

log Kegan? 1. Dynasty Warriors 3 } Madden NFL 2002 
we’re hoping it comes - 
bundled with a Guncon. 9. Time Crisis 2 (EA/PS2) 

a &) Pokémon Crystal 
3. King’s Field IV (Nintendo /GBA) 

Sly a Castlevania: COTM 
5. Ace Combat 4 . (Konami /GBA) 
  

6. Super Robot Wars A 40 Final Fantasy: Chronicles 
(Square EA/PS) 

Let us know what you’re playing! 
8. Luigi’s Mansion Write to us at the address below. 

GameNOW 
Top Ten 

10. Wario Land Advance P.O. Box 3338 
| Oak Brook, IL 60522-3338 

          
“Barney! What the heck » 
happened to my GBA? | 
want to check out our 

new Flinstones Big 
Trouble game coming out 

this month!” 

7. Digimon Battle Spirit 
  

  
  

9. Capcom vs. SNK 2 
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The Right Monster For The job — 

- Use — ” ee AVAILABLE NOW! 

Mild Violence 
ee a    

  
   



ADDITIONAL 
INFO FOR THE 
MOST CURIOUS 
OF GAMERS. 

Is now coming exclusively to the Xbox. 
That means those of you planning to 
play in on the Dreamcast this winter 
are going to have to wait a while 
longer. No release date has been set, 
but we'll keep you posted. 

Why are we wasting space on a game 
that’s set to be released mid-2002? 
Because it looks that good. Kingdom 
Hearts is a Square RPG that blends a 
traditional RPG character (Sora) with 
well-known stars from the Disney fam- 
ily. We’re not sure what spells or skills 
Donald and Goofy can offer, but we’re 
anxious to find out. Final Fantasy char- 
acters (Selphie, Tidus and Wakka) help 
round out the cast. An intriguing story- 
line has you pitted against the 
Heartless, a race of soul-stealing 
shapeshifters. There will be nine 
worlds to explore, including those of 
Pinocchio, Tarzan, Aladdin and The 
Little Mermaid.   

        
PaRappa Raps Again On PS2 

ou beat the original 

PaRappa the Rapper 

game for 
PlayStation, right? 

Remember how 
there was a brief teaser at the end 

of it for PaRappa the Rapper 2, but 
the next game in the series that 
we saw was the semi-sequel, 
UmjJammer Lammy? Well, the true 

sequel is finally out in Japan, and 
if you loved the first game, you'll 
really dig the sequel. 

    
Much like the original game, 
PaRappa 2’s plot is incredibly non- 
sensical. PaRappa is desperately 

trying to become a man after his 
sweetheart, Sunny Funny, calls 
him a baby. His quest for manli- 
ness finds him flipping burgers, 
practicing “Romantic Karate” with 

Chop Chop Master Onion and 

training in a military camp, 
among other things. Meanwhile, 
everything in PaRappa’s home- 

town Is being turned into noo- 

dles, and only PaRappa and his 
dad, a eccentric inventor, can 
help. It’s bizarre, but that’s par 
for the course with PaRappa. 

  

In addition to the standard story 
mode, there's also a versus mode 

  

One of the more original stages finds 
PaRappa in an old-school video game. 

  

  

  

The cast of UmJammer Lammy hasn’t been forgot- 
ten. The girls of Milk Can make cameos and eventually jam alongside PaRappa. 

that allows you to rap against the 
computer or a friend. To add an 
extra bit of replay value, PaRappa 
earns different colored hats the 
first few times you play through 
the game. 

    

Both PaRappa the Rapper and 

UmjJammer Lammy have definite 
fan bases here in the U.S., but 
Sony has yet to announce an 
American release of the game. 
Hopefully, it will soon. 

y - SS 
go tta beie epee: 

“| gotta do what?” Fans of the series 
know that PaRappa has to believe. 

   
    

, i i After every two 
stages, you play a reflex-based mini- 
game in which you must break boards 
held by Chop Chop’s students. 

Ge ree naa free eg 

During his cronies PoRappa rips it up 
on a BMX bike, Dave Mirra-style. 
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Star Wars Rogue Squadron II: Rogue 
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et 1 pedion Wiel the Dark Ge! Get rent w ad og 
in epic dogfighting so real, they’ll have to peel you out of the cockpit. 

-eader only for Nintendo GameCube”



  

    

      

   
  

     

    

ak. = © Upstate Games: Your #1 source for import game. = 

      

  

Celibi Pokemon Gameboy 
Advance 

  

    

   
    

  

              
Sony, but similor kins llontke 1. = : | 
market for Bas e ap Mio a 7 Haste eas                           

  

tty </ dws aminrarate cain dingo ted: 

  

Go to www.upstategames.com for a great selection of import 
games and gaming-related items. 

    Go online with GameNow editors 
Phil and Ethan want to go explor- 

ing with you in Phantasy Star Online 
Ver. 2 for the Dreamcast. If you 

want to join them, here’s what 

you need to do: e-mail Ethan 

(ethan _einhorn@ziffdavis.com) 

with your real name and your 
character’s name (characters must 
be Level 10 or under) on 

November 21 (e-mails sent before 

that date will be disqualified). The 

first two people who write in will 

get to accompany GameNOW’s 

dynamic duo on a PSOv2 quest. 
The winners will be sent an e-mail 

telling them the ship, block, game 

name and password for the game 
that will occur on November 30 at 

6:00 p.m., Central Time. 

  

    
    
    
    

   
       

    
    
    
      

  

Here’s the ideal set-up, 
including the LCD screen, 
which remains unannounced. 
Hmm, to us it looks like 
Sony is “Trojan Horsing” a 
way into the PC market to 
bolster their VAIO line.   
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Ultimate Surf Action. Drop into 20 of the worlds 

sweetest breaks with 13 of the world’s hottest surfers.   From Teahupoo to Pipeline to Huntington, use the 

- moves that made guys like Taj Burrow, Andy Irons a fe 

Shane Dorian famous to pull off massive airs, blazit 

tailslides and hundreds of other mind-numbing tric 

  

Immerse yourself i in an endless set of waves that look 

feel like the real thing. Keep. an eye on your karma met 

Hitch a ride with the Reef Girls. Watch 

sharks. And remember to save your best stuff 

photographers who might put you on the in: 

cover of TransWorld SURF. www.transworldgam 

: a1 a as 

  

Mild Violence 

    
Strong Lyrics 

CONTENT RATED BY 
ESRB 

  

(hs TransWorld SURF™ © 2001 Infogrames, Inc. All rights rose aa | Angel Stu 
InFoGRAMeS of Time4Media, Inc., used by Infogrames under license. All rights reserved. All other tr 

or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countrie  
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Cloud City as 

ture doesn't st 

friendly confines of his home swamp. 

Frogger’s newest quest will take him 

hs of the Goblin Caves to the heights of 

Once the preci 

PRU GOES 
ee 

member Frogger? Well, he’s back—in 

Game Boy form—and the animated 

mphibian once again must leave the 

  
Ne tries to retrieve five stolen elements. 

ous elements are recovered, the adven- 

op, because Frogger must remove the   
more detailed 

thieves from the sacred Temple of the Frog. 
Although Frogger’s Adventures is much bigger and 

than the arcade Frogger we all know 

and love, the gameplay remains pretty much the 

    

  
  

(32) IGAMEN (7 oecemeen 2001 |   

same (players hop in one of four directions by press- 

ing the D-pad). The Green One has also picked up 

some new tricks, which is sure to help deepen some 
of the aspects of gameplay and make for more fun. 

If you're looking for a fun, lighthearted romp of the 
Game Boy 

Advance, then 

Frogger’s the 

game for you. 
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Space-age construction. Stone-age fun. It doesn't take a rocket scientist to see that 

Micro launches scooter technology into the 21" century. Micro’s s extra- -long extruded 

     

     

deck with molded oo and adjustable T-bar is engineered for performance and 

  

Suenos 

    
  

_ Please ride responsibly and always wear a helmet. - © 2001 Huffy Bicycle Company
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olumn’s Crown plays a bit like an elec- On opponents’ heads. There’s also a story 
tronic version of Connect Four. Players involving a young princess’ attempt to restore 

, clear stacks of falling gems by connect- a magical crown by finding its missing gems. 

ing them vertically, horizontally or diagonally. Unfortunately, though, the interesting story 

Like other popular games in the genre, players _ idea isn’t enough to distinguish the game 

can create combos and dump garbage blocks from the crowded puzzle pack. 

Soe
 Ss = Ss    

  

SUAS SIG peli Ls 
PHARM BUILDER 

  

   
    

    
    

    

  

eplace the roller coasters in the PC hit Players make every decision affecting the 
Theme Park with genetically engi- park, including construction, advertising, and 
neered dinosaurs, and—presto!—you dino breeding. You can even decide what to 

get JPII!: Park Builder. That’s right—instead of sell at the park’s gift shops. While collecting 
running from hungry dinos, the object of the all 140 dino species is fun, the game gets a 

game is to hatch and care for them to attract bit monotonous. Still, it’s a welcome addition 

throngs of visitors to your island theme park. to GBA’s strategy-poor game library. 

    

  

  

ased on an upcoming movie, Ecks vs. engaging story, the game is packed with loads 
Sever plays like a pint-size version of of real-world weapons. It also has a number 
Perfect Dark and GoldenEye. Gamers of multi-player games, such as deathmatch, 

play as one of two main characters: tortured bomb kit and assassination. If you think a 
FBI agent Jonathon Ecks or rogue NSA agent sachs first-person shooter can’t be as 
Sever, skilled assassins both. In addition to an 1gaging as its PC counterparts, think again. 

SOS 
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MAGNI-LIGHT WORM LIGHT Pius SHOCK ‘N’ 
SCREEN LIGHT AND MAGNIFIER PASS-THRU SCREEN LIGHT STEREQ SOUND AND B 

POWER PAK STRONG BOX EZ GRIPS 
T-HOUR BATTERY AND CHARGER PROTECTIVE STORAGE CASE SEA! NON-SLIP COMFORT GRIPS  



        
   
   
    

     
      

   

   
   
    

   
   

   
   

     

ver since the original Gradius landed in 

arcades in 1985, the series has been 

known as the Cadillac of side-scrolling 

shooters. Wave after wave of enemy ships, 
punishing power-ups, screen-filling bosses— 

the games had it all, and so does Gradius 

Galaxies, the series’ first installment on the 

Game Boy Advance. 

Gradius Galaxies puts players at the controls 

  

  

pyro’s PlayStation quests were some of 

the best action/adventures to grace the 

system, so it was with understandable 

trepidation that we picked up the little 

dragon’s first Game Boy Advance offering. 

After all, how well would a game that pushed 
the PSone to its limits work on a handheld? 

Surprisingly well, as it turns out. 

Publisher Universal Interactive thankfully 

  

of the Vic Viper, a fast and deadly attack ship. 

In classic Gradius fashion, players can choose 

their craft's initial weapons configuration, with 

options such as twin cannons, photon missiles 

and beam lasers. After the configurations are 

set, though, players can still enhance their 

offensive and defensive abilities by grabbing 

the all-important power-ups scattered 

throughout each level. 

. 

resisted the urge to turn Spyro into a side- 

scrolling platform game; instead opting for a 

go-anywhere adventure seen from an 

isometric (slightly overhead) perspective. 

Spyro can do everything he could in his 

previous quests, including breath fire, glide, 

hover and ram enemies. Sparx, Spyro’s 
dragonfly companion/life gauge, has even 

survived the trip to the GBA. 

    

  

Each of the game's eight original worlds is 

vibrantly drawn and filled with such hazards 
as floating asteroids, erupting volcanoes and 
roaring waterfalls. In addition to adjustable 
difficulty levels, there’s a hint section, which 

features tips for beating each level and boss. 

Whether you're a grizzled arcade veteran or 

a newcomer to the series, Gradius Galaxies is 

sure satisfy your appetite for destruction. 

  

Spyro is tasked with freeing dozens of fairies 
from their crystal cages while battling his old 

foes, the Rhynocs. The game essentially 

amounts to a big Easter Egg hunt, interspersed 

with simple puzzles and shooting levels. 
While kids typically love these kinds of 

treasure hunts, older players may find the 

game a bit repetitive. Still, there’s nothing 

here that will tarnish Spyro’s good name. 
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° | Three multiplayer game modes: 
_ ATTACK, SCORE and RESCUE mode 

~e ° Up to 200 levels ot Plane ice ee 
puzzles pa: aa : 

Coeds See oh 

Mild Violence 

© Defend the planet from F ravenous space aliens in Defender 
¢ Jake to the air on your winged bird of prey in Joust 
¢ Destroy hordes of marauding mutant robots 

in Robotron: 2084 , 
¢ Prevent evil from bee unleashed 

in Sinistar 

    

    
¢ Hace 10 different speed machines through 14 tracks_ 
e Three gameplay modes - Cruis'n Cup, Championship 

and Freestyle mode _ 
¢ Game Link® Cable support pate 

you challenge up to four of 
your friends 
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§ oot Wheels Burnin’ Rubber, a GBA racer 

that doesn’t star big-headed mascots 

on go-karts, has its ups and downs. 

The game features 15 authentic Hot Wheels 

that you can race around giant-size environ- 

ments. You can earn credits to buy better 

parts for your mean machine, and extra cars 

  
and tracks can be unlocked by winning races. 

That’s the “up” part of the game. 

On the down side, the tiny cars flicker badly 

and every course is completely flat, making 

them all race virtually the same. Unless you're 

a major Hot Wheels fanatic, you'll probably 
want to satisfy your need for speed elsewhere. 

  

        

iven the number of accidents that 

have occurred on Jurassic Park, you'd 

think they'd just napalm the place, 
but no... In JPIll: Island Attack, you play as a 

lone adventurer stranded on the infamous 

island park. Your objective: to escape before 

something big and scaly passes you through 

  

its lower intestine. Although the graphics, 
especially the dinos, look nice, the isometric 

perspective makes it difficult to shoot 

accurately and line up tricky Jumps. Certain 

puzzles and boss encounters are also repeated 

throughout the game, which is a cheap way of 
extending it. 
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‘ve never seen Men in Black, the animat- 

ed TV series, but if it’s as lame and unin- 

spired as this Game Boy Advance game, 
we don’t want to. From sloppy control to 

unclear mission objectives to mindless ene- 

mies, the game breaks every rule of good     

re} rani eee z mga a ‘ 

1 ¥ ¢ be x 

} % Zz mY We ay i Gor ay! | i 1 eas See ee \ } | { : 

game design. What's more, its graphics are 
bad by even GBC standards. The developers 

tried to spice things up by tossing in several 

trademark MIB gadgets, but they aren't nearly 

enough to save the game. Thankfully, with six 

measly levels, the game is mercifully short. 
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JOSHDIRKSEN 

BACKSIDE 900 JT JOSH AND THE REST OF THE DC TEAM IN 
THE NEW WHITE‘ BRAINSTORM AT A STORE NEAR YOU 

   
   

BUILT-IN PUMP AND RELEASE VALVE. 

         
ure 

Meeninetenee anes e®® ‘i 

USED TO FINE TUNE THE FIT 
FOR PERSONAL COMFORT. 

  
AIRLINER WITH BUILT-IN PUMP. 

    
TO SEE THE LATEST NEWS, TEAM INFORMATION AND SHOES. i 3 
VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT : 

WWW.DCSHOECOUSA.COM 

FOR STICKERS, POSTERS AND INFO SEND $2.00 (U.S. CURRENCY ONLY) TO ™ ———_ DC STICKERS, 770 SYCAMORE AVENUE #471. VISTA, CA 92083. OFFER j gis OEE a q 
VALID IN USA ONL % : : 

800-886-8225 —— oe ~, 
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o_  swwwwecaspergamecom lS 

Inc. ‘Casper’, its logos, all related characters, names and related indicia are trademarks of Harvey Entertainment, inc. All Rights Reserved. Casper Spirit 
ntertainment, Inc. Source code © 2001 TOK Mediactive, inc. All Rights Reserved. “PlayStation” and the “PS’ Family logo are registered trademarks of 
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BEETHE RODEO FLIP 
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Also known as the 

~ ready for a magazine cover. 

ee ee 

The nice thing about freestyle is that you can 

huck in the park (fig. A) or boost in the pipe 

(fig. B) and crack your pelvis either way. 
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a ry This 

a Home.* The nice part of this trick is that once 
you‘re insane enough to try it, 
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THE MEDIA INTERV I     

DON’T: 
Forget the shout-out 

Act like you care 

DO: 

Act sullen 

Speak incoherently 
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Pa ENGLISH: 4 

) «1 “THAT WAS A NICE 
TRICK. * 

» FREESTYLE: 
t “DAG!° 
i 
' ENGLISH: 

| ‘I LIKE YOUR 
§ PANTS.” 

| FREESTYLE: 
t “DAG a - 

ie 
1 ENGLISH: i 
1’ *I THINK I'VE 

tp FRACTURED MY 
“fy PELVIS." 3 
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recognize the game’s art style. All of the 
characters were designed by the talented 
Japanese artist, Katsuya Kondou. You’ve 
probably seen Kondou’s work in Hayao 
Miyazaki’s brilliant films, Kiki’s Delivery 
Service and Princess Mononoke. If you 
haven’t already, go rent them today. 

   

    

      

     

   
   
   
   
   

  

    
   
   

    
   
    

    
    

   
   
   

      

  

FACT FILE 
JADE COCOON 2 

Release: Sa ember 
Genre: RPG_ 
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Sir. where's the chief? 

I wanna be a Cocoon 

Master | 

ULUON 2 
Catching ’em all on the PS2. 

S you can probably tell from this 

article’s sub-head, Ubi Soft’s Jade 

Cocoon 2 has quite a bit in common 
with Nintendo's ever-present 

Pokemon series. After all, the game 
stars a rough-and-tumble young lad who embarks 
on a quest to capture and raise hundreds of differ- 
ent monsters with the ultimate goal of becoming a 
Cocoon Master. Sounds a bit familiar, no? 

Despite these similarities, you won't have to 
spend much time playing Jade Cocoon 2 to see that 
it is not some Pokémon ripoff. In fact, there are 
many areas in which Jade Cocoon 2 surpasses the 
old Nintendo workhorse. Obviously, the PS2 can 
produce graphics that are much prettier than what 
the Game Boy could muster, but you may be sur- 
prised to find that the world of Jade Cocoon is far 
more rich and involved than that of Pokémon. 

You play as Kahu, a spritely youngster with lots 
of pointy, anime-style hair and a big, floppy hat. 

  

  

He desperately wants to become a Cocoon Master, 
a person who specializes in evil-defeating magic. At 
the beginning of the adventure, Kahu finds himself 
in the Lounge, a gathering place for BeastHunters. 
The BeastHunters are a new breed of Cocoon 
Masters—a “super-hyper Cocoon Master,” as one of 
the Lounge’s patrons informs you. You'll soon leave 
the comfort of the Lounge, but you'll be back to 
check out the Lounge’s Bulletin Board, which lists 
jobs that will earn you at least a buck or two. 

Before Kahu can become any type of Master or 
Hunter, however, he must first learn to fight with 
Divine Beasts, the Pokémon of the Jade Cocoon- 

universe. This is where Levant comes in. Although 
Levant looks like a hackey-sack-playin’ tree-huggin’ 
dature boy, he is actually a legendary Cocoon  



    

    
I'm you! 

You re Gonna turn 

  

   

into me! 

  

  

    

Master that can teach Kahu all the skills he will 

need to succeed. 

W
r
 

After the initial training battles, the game's plot 

kicks into high gear when Kahu runs afoul of an 

evil duplicate of h inrwel After bad Kahu kicks 

  

  

goody-two-shoes Kahu’s butt in battle, the clone 

reveals himself to be one of the Kalma, a horrible 

race of creatures that infest Divine Beasts in an 

effort to take over the world. Just to keep paced   
3 

interesting, or rather, horrifying, bad Kahu infests 

hi d- who good Kahu, giving him a lizard-like tail and 
Oo oO 

      knows whe 

After this lit tle setback, you'll have to begin deal- 

ing with more battles. The abe ng system is rather 

original. Kahu stands i enter of his party 

while his active Beasts (you can fight with up to 

Se. 

  

@ 

  

a around him. Different Beasts it at a time) circle 

have us rent ‘ie al attacking; some are good 

f f e healers, etc. To win, you're 

gonna need some am offensive Divine Beasts on 

your team. There are more than 200 species of 

Divine Beasts, and by capturing and crossbreeding 

them, you can create a near-infinite number of 

fighters. After you’v i lilt up a powerful team 

a friend in the game's two-   you can fight again 

player battle m mis, 

he PlayStation 2 can always use another high- 

lity RPG, and Jade Cocoon 2 seems up for the 

task. The characters are fun, the quest is challeng- 

ing and the Divine Beasts have a lot of potential in 

terms of strategy. We'll be keeping our eyes on this 

game. 

      
  

  

  

        

  

  

  

 



  

      

  

   
(1) Antz (Sly provided a voiceover) 
(2) Cliffhanger 

(3) Demoliton Man 

(4) Judge Dredd 
(5) Rambo 

(6) Rocky 

(7) Stop, or My Mom Will Shoot! (OK, we 

made that one up, but for years we’ve 

pined away for an Estelle Getty simulator.) 

FACT FILE 
DRIVEN 

Players: 1-2 
Release: November 2001 

Genre: Racing 
Website: 
www.bam4fun.com 

I =| PLAYSTATION 2 

POWER METER 

  

  

    

     
    

    
     

  

     

Yo Adrian! Start your engines! 
rom the name alone, one might hope 

that Sly’s latest foray into the gaming 
world would have combined elements of 
Driver and Riven (after all, “Riven’s 
wicked”). Sadly though, it doesn’t. So 

what, then, is Driven about? Well, take Indy-style 
racing, blend it with a little Destruction Derby, 
sprinkle in some cinematic elements and then give 
ita “Yo!” for good measure. 

The first thing you'll notice about Driven is its 
story mode. A rarity among racers, the story mode 
has you following the plotline of the movie as you 
race to unlock different cars and characters (our 

favorite racer is Max Manley—he’s one mantastic 

man). So, does this innovation have you ready to 
race? Well, sorry, you'll have to wait. And wait. 
And wait. So far, the version we played was riddled 
with some of the longest loading times we've ever 
seen. We're not kidding; feel free to mow the lawn 
or grow a beard between races. Hopefully this kink 
will be ironed out in the final release. 

Once the race finally boots up, you'll be in for 
some Cart Fury-style racing, with some “movie-like” 
camera angles and effects. To keep with the 
movie's feel, Stallone himself even offers some 

  

      

   
   

            

   

  

   
   

  

   

        

   

    

   

voiceovers during game time. Our favorite: 

Stallone’s “Gentlemen, start your engines!” We 
vere hoping for more famous quotes like, “Yo 
Paulie!” or, “Duck, Colonel Trautman,” but let’s face 
it, those wouldn't quite work in Driven. 

As for the gameplay, get ready for some arcade- 
style racing: You can fly around corners, barrel-roll 
in the air and crunch walls at top speeds. Racing 
unscathed is indeed a challenge, because oppo- 
nents frequently crash into you, and when they do, 
your car takes major damage. Each time you smash 
into something, the camera abruptly zooms in and 
Out, causing a disorienting effect, which makes 
avoiding crashes at all costs one very smart move. 

As another “cinematic” factor, Driven features a 

mode where you're “in the zone” while driving. 
What happens in the zone? The sound drops out, 
wind breezes take over and motion blurs streaks 
down the sides of the roads. It’s a little bizarre to 
say the least, but it’s there to up your concentra- 

tion factor at top speeds. 
So, like to race? Like Stallone? Since there’s no 

Death Race 2000 in the works, Driven may just cure 
what ails ya. Our question is: when are Frank and 

  

Jackie finally going to make a jet ski game? 
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   The term “Tactical Action” was created as 
a way to describe Dynasty Warrior 2’s 
slick combination of sword-clanging, super 
trooper action and its map-based strategic 
planning modes. Unlike most strategy- 
based games, where much of the action is 

witnessed instead of played out, the 
Dynasty Warriors series allows players to 
duke it out in a big, fun way. 

FACT FILE 
DYNASTY 

WARRIORS 3 
Publisher: Koei 

Players: 1-2 

Release: November 2001 

Genre: Tactical Action 

mw Website: 
www.koeigames.com 

though we’re sure this will come as 
a huge disappointment to soap 
opera fans, Dynasty Warriors 3 is a bit 
of a misnomer in that it does NOT 
feature Joan Collins and Linda Evans 

duking it out with axes and swords. The lack of 
Colorado oil company theatrics notwithstanding, 
we think Dynasty Warriors 3 is pretty good for what 
it is—an amazing addition to an amazing series. 

There’s a lot to get excited about, as Dynasty 
Warriors 3 offers 13 new playable characters 
(increasing the count from 28 to 41), an additional 
15 stages and even more bone crushing moves. 
Want more weapons to choose from? Done. Want 
to ride something other than horses into battle? 
How bout’ some king-sized elephants? Done. 

Even with all these great additions, Koei kept all 
the good stuff from previous Dynasty Warriors: You 
still pick a warrior with varying skills and combos, 
you still choose strategic locations to do battle 

The thinking man’s hack ‘n’ slash game. 

  

   

  

   

   
   
   

  

   

      

   

  

   
   
    
    
    
     

(choose wisely or it curtains for you!) and you still 
have all the troop-based hack ‘n’ slash action that 
makes the Dynasty Warrior games so darn fun. 

And if that weren't cool enough, Dynasty Warriors 
3 has gone multi player! Yep, now you can team 
up with a buddy and kick some butt together, or 
you can face off against each other in versus mode 
(there’s nothing more satisfying than whupping 
your friend up the side of the head with a sword or 
trampling him with a horse). Still want more? How 
about better graphics, full voiceovers and cool cin- 
ematic cut scenes? It’s all there and it’s all good. 

So, if you like huge battles, rockin’ music, sweet 
moves and some strategy thrown in as well, you'll 
want to grab a buddy and get ready to wage war 
this November!
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Well, there’s 20 levels in Frequency, and 

although some of them focus on stuff like 
drum ‘n’ bass, there’s also a healthy dose 
alt-rock and rap -metal to keep you honest. 

rReQuens 
. A 

Music...Makes the people...Come together... 

    

      

nce upon a time, a “musician*” Musicians might be surprised by the level of cre- 
went on local access cable and ativity that the game affords you. If you just want 
complained about the ease of mak- — to make music, you don't necessarily have to stick 
ing modern music: “If you hit the to the preset points within the tunnels. Instead, you 
Control key, you get a kick drum can Jam away in Freestyle mode. Feel free to 

sound.” Poor sap. Doesn't he know all you really scratch or mess with synth tracks, all with the ease 
need to make music is a PlayStation 2? of your control pad. If you hit the preset points, 
Welcome to Frequency. First off, this is no MTV great: if not, that’s fine too. It’s all about creatively 

Music Generator 2. Frequency is more of a remix exploring the music in this mode. 

program, and thus centers mainly on electronica, Also, just as some artists were meant to go solo— 
hip-hop and house music (Garth Brooks fans and thumbs up, Donny Osmond!—others simply do 

| 5 folks who want to make original music may want better with groups. Frequency recognizes this, and 
"Seabee Shuinee «late ape to go elsewhere). As a virtual remixer of songs by allows you and up to three friends to jam together 

Crystal Method, Dub Pistols and more, you'll coast in multiplayer mode. This adds a “party” factor to 
through musical “tunnels” and activate different the game, and you'll be able to turn your living 
sounds (everything from drums and bass to guitar room into a virtual rave in no time. Heck, you can 
‘iffs and power fx) by hitting buttons at the right even pop the disc into your CD player if you just 
time (Think Bust-a-Groove without the dancing). Hit — want to listen to the music. 
the right sequence on your control pad, and you'll If you're a closet deejay or a wannabe producer, 
activate the track. Make a mistake and the music Frequency may just be your bag. 

FREQUENCY will stop, knocking your “energy bar” down a bit. 
If there’s more mess-ups than music, it’s game 

over. 
Publisher: Son 

Players: 1-4 

Release: November 2001 

Genre: Music 

Website: __ 
Www.scea.com 

  
  

http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/171/nicholas_stern.html  
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It’s true that most multi-player party games 
tend to suck when you play them by your- 
self, but Rayman Arena seems fo hold up 
fairly well. You should be warned, though: 
The computer players are surprisingly smart. 
They’Il hunt you down relentlessly in 
Battle mode and flawlessly tear through 
the course in Race mode. 

   

  

    

                              

   

Vel 

veryone’s favorite no-limbed video 

game character, Rayman, has decided to 

break out from his traditional 

action/platform style of gameplay. Like 

Mario, Crash and various others before 

him, the little guy is starring in his very first multi- 

player party game. 

Unlike other party games that feature a board 
game-type setup, Rayman Arena (you may remem- 
ber that this game used to be called Rayman M) is 

all about fast-paced competition. There are two 

distinct modes, Race and Battle, and each features 
a variety of multiple games to choose from. 

You probably don’t need a highfalutin video 

game writer to tell you that the Race mode has you 
competing in a race against your fellow players. 

The environments that you race through aren't sim- 
ple kart game tracks, however. Some of the courses 

are quite complex, so there’s a lot of challenge just 

finding the quickest way through the level. To spice 

FACT FILE 
RAYMAN ARENA 

Publisher: Ubi Soft 

Players: 1-4 

Release: December 

Genre: Part 

Website: 

www.ubisoft.com 

    

  
Na ( 

ARENA 
Sweet multi-player Ray. 

fA / 5 

  

  

  

things up, there are variants on the Race mode that 

have you collecting glowing fairies (called Lums) or 
shooting at butterflies to extend your available 

time in the race. 

The Battle mode is a good old-fashioned arena 

fight that drops you into a maze where you must 

grab a weapon and zap your opponents before 
they zap you. Again, different styles of play ensure 
that the game stays fresh (check out the picture 
captions for some examples). 

If you play well enough, you will unlock some of 
the several secrets in the game. New levels, bonus 

modes, extra character skins and hidden characters 

all await skilled players. Rayman Arena should keep 

you and your buddies busy until Rayman 3 finally 
comes out. 
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IES BEEN AROUND FOR 

A WHILE? 

Yep. Ever since the first Test Drive debuted 
in the ‘80s on the Commodore 64, numer- 
ous Test Drive games have made appear- 
ances on many systems and have taken 
many forms. From off-road games like 
Wide Open to the infamous Test Drive: 
LeMans, players have been taking their 
favorite cars for the “test spin” of their 
dreams for a long time now. 

Big trucks + mud + enclosed stadium = 
| if 

Whether you’re on land or in the drink, it’s 
full steam ahead to those checkpoints! 

FACT FILE 
TEST DRIVE OFF-ROAD: 

WIDE OPEN 
Publisher: Infogrames 
Players: 1-4 __ 

Release: November 2001 
Genre: Racing 

m Website: 
www.infogrames.com 

    

f you like your racers sweaty, muddy and 
mean, then boy do we have an Xbox game 
for you. If you like your significant other to 
share the same characteristics, then, well, 
we re SO very, very sorry. 

So what's this sweaty, muddy game about, any- 
way? Well, much like its counterpart released 
months ago for the PS2, Test Drive Off-Road: Wide 
Open drops you in the driver's seat of Jeep 
Wranglers, Ford Broncos (Bruno Magli shoes and 
“non-fitting” gloves not included), Dodge Durangos 
and more. You'll be able to take these bad boys on 
the various off-road landscapes of Yosemite, 
Hawaii, Moab and some massive indoor stadiums! 

Choose from Single Race, Career Mode, Stadium 
or Free Run, then pick vehicle, a color, a level of 
modification (everything from Standard to 
Unlimited) and hit the road. You'll engage in races 
ranging from “River Jump” to “Free Fall” and 
much, much more. Although there are checkpoints 

It’s wide open, baby. Wide open indeed. 

    

you'll need to reach in each race, feel free to drive 
anywhere you want in the levels. As the name sug- 
gests, the terrain is in fact “wide open,” and stay- 
ing with the pack isn’t always necessary. If you do 
decide to stay with your fellow racers, watch out 
for collisions—they will literally send you flying, 
which will definitely set you back a bit. 

Add in some extra goodies like traffic, weather 
effects, music by artists like Fear Factory and 
Metallica, and you've got yourself a pretty cool off- 
road experience. By the way, feel free to take 
advantage of the Xbox’s four ports and engage in 
some multiplayer action—it promises to be fast 
and furious. 

If you're a 4x4 Evo fan, dug Smuggler’s Run, or 
just want to drive where your Plymouth K car 
won't let you, watch for Test Drive Off Road: Wide 
Open in November. 
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    Actually, it’s both. Players will encounter 
aliens from the MIB series, numerous “car- 

toony” level elements pulled from the show 
and everyday environments from the Men 
in Black movie. So whether players are 
fans of the series, the movie, or both, MIB: 

Crashdown will have something for every- 
one familiar with the MIB universe. 

  

   

  

   

   

                

   

          

   
    
   
   

  

    
    
    
     

MEN IN BLACK: 
CRASHDOWN 

WARM + HOT © ON FIRE! 

Bes 

A 
me) | 

Pecbae 
Lota 
Black suit with the black Ray Bans on... 

reak of 

hostile space aliens lately? Sure, they 

ave you noticed the recent outb 

try to blend in, some hold jobs, some 

shop at Home Depot—heck, some 

even go to Neil Diamond concerts. But 

what about the bad ones? The ones who ate the 

neighbor’s cat AND keyed their car? Men in Black: 

Crashdown gives you the opportunity to show those 

nasty aliens what-for in what promises to be a top- 
notch first-person blastfest for the PSone. 

As Agents “J” or “K” (Will Smith and Tommy Lee 

Jones-esque bad boys), you'll pursue slimy alien 

baddies through locales such as Coney Island, 

China Town and a creepy underground tunnel sys- 

tem. Since you'll be armed to the teeth with every- 

thing from Neuralyzers to Noisy Crickets, you'll be 

blasting the legions of alien scum back to the nebu- 
lae they came from. 

Dig the series? Saw the movie? Like to get jiggy 

with it? Everything about the MIB world, from the 
multiple characters (both alien and human) you'll 

  

  

  

  

  
SLAG 
WN 

  encounter to the gadgets to the locales, is faithfully 

represented in the game, which lets you know the 

game’s designers definitely did their homework. 
Let’s face it, the PSone has not been the best sys- 

tem for first person shooters, but MIB: Crashdown 
looks to break the mold with great graphics, tight 

gameplay and AMAZING sound. The atmospherics 

and pulse-pounding score in Crashdown will have 

you sweating bullets as you pursue that alien down 
a murky corridor, and thus deserves some major 
props. 

Speaking of props, you won't hear the voices of 
Will Smith or Tommy Lee Jones in Crashdown, but 

you'll be blasting away so much, who’s got time to 

stop and talk anyway? MIB: Crashdown comes out 
in October, so pack your black suit, black shades 

and save planet earth! 
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~ bring you EGM, OPMand 
_GameNow, these special 

magazines « can be found 
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order. Look for Pocket Games and EGM’s. 

__ Video Game Buyer's Guide 2002 on stands 
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his issue features GameNOW’’s first reviews of GameCube and 

Xbox games, which has gotten the staff wondering which of 

the new systems will succeed and which will end up in the 

“Dead Zone,” our term for Mark Manzo’s cubicle, which hous- 

es such dead systems as the Jaguar and ColecoVision. 

Nace e Oia Ged aad 
Dan seems to be fudging on his mantra of, “If it ain’t 
sports, | don’t play it,” as we’ve seen him logging time 
with Devil May Cry and Super Monkey Ball. 

NHL 2002, NBA 2K2, Halo, Maximo 

    

Although Justyn is only allowed to write about crappy 
games, he did write a nice poem about Super Monkey 
Ball—he cried when Phil said the verses were lame. 

Super Monkey Ball all day long 

After spending way too much time playing Super Monkey 
Ball, Phil has decided that every game would be better if 
it featured monkeys. Monkey Gear Solid 2—just imagine. 

Monkey Ball, PaRappa 2, Bomberman Online 

  

Halo. You don’t just play it, you live it—which means 
Ethan is no longer GN’s previews editor; he’s a hardcore 
space marine. Just don’t ask him to do 100 push-ups... 

Halo (duh), DOA3, Munch, FFX, Rogue Leader 

  

Plain and simple, this is how we break it down to come up with a final 

  

Shane Bettenhausen grade. Keep in mind that a C is average, B is good and A is great. 

  

Shane got lucky last month when Phil was chosen to 
review Portal Runner instead of him. However, his luck 
soon ran out when he didn’t get to review Monkey Ball. 
Favorites: Half-Life, Army Men games (Ha-ha! Not really) 

Gary Moliohan 
The wee little GBA continues to stun our handheld guru, 
Gary. Who’d a-thunk that the system could handle both 
a quality FPS and an incredible version of Tekken? 
Favorites: Gradius Galaxies, Ecks vs. Sever, Tekken GBA 

Todd Zuniga 
Known for his infamous work within the pages of 
Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine, Todd spent his month 
skateboarding on his carpeted bedroom floor. 
Favorites: Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 3, Grand Theft Auto III 

  

and - are used to add a little spin up or down. Enjoy! 

  

Greg Sewart 
EGM’s previews editor reunited with his old compadres 
at GameNOW to bang out a NASCAR review and general- NOV RATED- Once we’ve thoroughly 
ly irritate everyone with bad Canadian humor. 
Faverites: NASCAR Thunder 2002, Grand Theft Auto III give it our final “Now Rated” grade. 

Games receiving a D or F are poor and don’t deserve your time. The + 

  
played a 100-percent version of the game, we'll



on 

   

                                      

You'll find stat coins scattered 

around different levels the way 
you find pennies curiously surface 

in your bedroom. The question is: 
What stat category should you 
spend them on? First chance you 
get, take all the points off Lip 
Balance. It may look cool to do, 

but point-wise, it’s useless and 
won't make you a better skater. 

My advice is to stat up on Air and 
Hangtime and Speed. Those will 
help you get to hard to reach 
places in a hurry, but then again, 
I’m a vert guy. If you’re better at 
street skating, stock up on Rail 
Balance and Manual Balance. But 
remember that Speed is key. It'll 
help you hurry around levels when 
time is short. 

    

Here’s the half pipe. Build 
speed and push right and 
hold Circle after you’ve 
gotten air. 

Find the red flashing lights and 
grind the bars atop them. Make sure 

TC’s rail is right here for you don’t Wall Ride. It won’t work. 
the grinding. Hop on and 
hit Triangle. 

You'll have to watch and wait for the Molten bucket to come out 
of the side of the wall. When it does, wait for it to start dump- 
ing its liquid steel, then fly off the ramp and hold down Triangle. 
You'll catch the tip of it and it'll fall. 

All you'll have to do for this trick 
is circle around the water pool and 
grind the switch. Easy pickin’s.



      

  

  

    
    

ise 

The Boneless is pom useful. 
To execute it you push Up, Up 
while holding X, then let go of X. 

it’s basically an extension of an 
ollie, but the real key is that you 
can use it for two reasons. It can 
1.) multiply your score and 2.) help 
get you a tad more air. Use it all 
the time. Don’t leave the ground 
without it. 

A nice little trick is to push Up 
all the time. Always, when you're 
on the ground, push Up. Up, Up, 
Up, Up. That way the Boneless is 
cocked and ready to go. 

At the beginning of the level, 
hop over the fence to your right. 
You'll find five skaters. On a ramp 
before each of them do a move of 
worth, like a 720° grab of some 
sort. Once all five are impressed, 

your mission is accomplished. 

Use the ramp you enter the level 

Then Boneless over to the next 
bridge. From there, Nosegrind all 
the way around the ropes. 

EDELEPS Shab Fd 

  

on to get onto the wooden bridge. 

  

See the snowy tree over your left shoul- 
der at the outset? Get up some speed, 
then use the ramp on the right and float 
into that tree. Snow will rain down. Or 
snow down. And the burial will begin. 

Stupidly easy. To the iis of the starting 
point, run into the guy with his tongue on 
the flagpole. 

Easy stuff. Get up steam, hold 
Right and Circle and land on 
the other side of “the Blade.” 

FACT FILE 
Publisher: Activision 

Players: 1-4 (online 

Release: Out now 

Genre: Action sports 

gw Website: 

www.thps3.com 

| PLAYSTATION 2 
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In Tony Hawk 2, the street 
skaters had all the advantages 
because of the addition of the 
Manual system. Now, with the 
Revert, things have evened out for 
ver tskaters and big scores are 
there for the making. 

Here’s how it works: after you 
land a vert trick, you need to tap 
R2. It’s important to hit the button 
right as your board hits the ramp. 
At that point your skater will basi- 
cally “switch” and then you need 
to push up/down or down/up to 
go into a Manual or Nose Manual. 

You'll have little more than a 
second to get from the Revert to 
the Manual. Timing is everything. 

After you're in the Manual your 
skater will be going more slowly, 
but you should have more than 
enough locomotion to get up the 
other side of a halfpipe for a 540. 
After that, you can land in the 
Revert again, Manual, then try to 
get up one more time. But your 
best bet is to ollie up to the top of 
the ramp and start a grind. If you 
can do that, you can gain multipli- 
ers for a huge score. Even when 
you’re first getting used to it, you 
should be able to net scores in the 
100,000 point range. 

cream ee oe de 5 
a haunted house. Brill 

This is a bit of a pain if you 
don’t have the Air or Hangtime, 
but get good speed off the ramp 
next to the Trailer Hop, then 
Boneless your way over the 
entire trailer. Otherwise, it 

won't count. 

Go to the house that fea- 
tures the ramps to the roof 
in the backyard. Let go of 
X and then hold down 
Triangle while lining up 
with the power line. 
That'll take care of half of 
the mission. Then grind the 
line to the right to take 
care of the second half. 

Grab the axe from the unbuilt home 

and then shuttle it over to the man 

standing by the mansion. He'll hack 
down the door and you’re welcome to 
the house of horrors. 

Jusurahys duavai tye 

      
Go to the five spots and make a 
mess of these pumpkins with grinds. 

Easy as pie. Find the ramps in the trailer park 
where the photographer’s standing. Do a 
Nosegrab between the nearest ramps and 
you’re set. 
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The Dispatch 
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: n > ma The heightened security of airports translates well into 
FP i ni THPS3. You'll have to dodge cops that are trying to stop 

= — you from grinding your way through the terminal. 

Balance is the key. Grind these two spots all the =, if ied eed _ 
way around to take down every one of the flags. j= === = | Here’s a shortcut: go to the right, over the 

——_—_—_  ———— ticket counter once the level starts. Then slip 
<= into the baggage claim. From there you'll get 

to a helicopter and past that are escalators 
going down. Those are the ones you'll need to 
Airwarlk over. 

   

                                                            

Flatianding 
Along with the Revert, the 

other new moves set are the 
Flatland tricks. If you’ve ever seen 
a Rodney Mullen skate video, you 
know what we’re talking about. 
There are Caspers and Anti- 
Caspers and instead of having to 
ollie between moves (like in the 

first two THPS games) you can just 
link them together without the 
interruption of an ollie. For 
instance, if you have to push Up, 
Down, Triangle for a Primo, you 

can go right into a Casper with, ei ) a — 
say, Right,Down, Triangle. There’s 3 —_— _ a, ef Tickets 
no jumping in between and transi- ———< | ee ee 
tion is absolute silk. ~ ‘a | Grind the counter to your left 

- and you'll be on your way. 
— | Remember, though, if you go 

Unlockables i. ~— a - | through the oat ice the 
We didn’t want to ruin any sur- Baggage Clai rrr” |__| ticket will be voided. Use the 

prises for you, but if there’s one — oe ramp to get over the detectors. 

thing that puts THPS3 over the 
top, it’s the legendary unlockables. 
After you beat the game once, 
you'll want to keep beating it over 

Follow the Airwalk Over the Escalator 
instructions for a short cut to the baggage 
claim. From there, push up and right or up 
and left for a Crooked Grind. 

and over. Trust us. We know. After | | These five disorderlies are a pain 
mastering the game once, we’ve - in the butt, only because of the pan- 

been going around the clock just to | | icked victims. Just run into them and 

  

see which unlockable skaters : : they’re “stopped.” 
would make an appearance. It’s 
quite a list. So get to it. 

Ine 3) INE port's SJ | rae lid 
1.Godownallof “ee [ 2.Rideupthe 2. “~o 3. Grind 
the elevators SKe | ramp, then hold around until 
until you get to oo down Triangle © --you run into 
the terminal, then —-. after you’ve coe le __ 3 the Secret 
turn right and —{ | 4 ==" passed the first a 
look to your left a gf... sed bar. You'll | : 
for the ramp with = - we stick to the 
the “C” on it. sie second red bar 

d ____ if you time it 
right. 
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and all you have is your tru 

axion. Combine the 

fire, water, earth, 
5 

and explore your way throu 
a 

aF 6 ‘vast realms of Perathia. f 

and, \  



  

CUTE) 

Next month, GameNOW will 
bring you maps of all of the com- 
petition levels and tricks on how to 
beat them. But until then, we 
thought we'd tell you that there 
are secret areas in each of the 
three competition levels. Maybe 
you'll find them before we tell you 
about them next month (where 
we'll also detail the final, hidden 
level) or maybe you won't. 

Trying to finish a level off in one 
two-minute run is the best way to 
accomplish no goals within that 
time. Much like the bigger levels 
from the first two games, it’s best 
to pick a goal and go after it, rather 
that’s spelling S-K-A-T-E or beating 
up on the Sick Score. Of course, 
much like in the first two games, 
the first level is an exception. Try 
netting all nine at once and you'll 
feel like a king. It’s doable. 

    

  

    
on 

      

   
   

seltown makes for perfect skati 
dry. It’s also where the makers of | 

definitely accurate. == 
      

  

    

   

                  

   

                        

   

the two red balls off their moorings is a 
This is easy stuff if you know the pain. Line them up and ollie into them. Simple. 
four rails. Just go down them the 
whole way until you hear a twisting 
metal sound. After four are done, 
the highway collapses. 

After the Earthquake’s 
underway, go through the 
carwash and use the ramp 
on the right to propel you 
onto the highway. From 
there, grind the part with 
the leaning automobile 
and you’re done. 

Break through the glass and 
get to the stairwell. Use the 
nearest ramp for momentum, 
then grind onto the staircases 
middle handrail. Then, Varial 

Kickflip (Down+Right, 
Square) and grind onto the 

This will clear a goal and take vert nuts to the levels real money spot. 
To get there, go right after the stairs at the start. Then get to the half- 
pipe by the Nokia building with the fountain. All you'll have to do is a 
One Foot Japan (Up+Left, Circle) onto the next level of concrete. You 
won't need to go over (which is possible, but really, really hard). 
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Chrono Cross OST (3 CD set) 
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Chrono Trigger OSV 
PSCN5021 

< Original: Soundtrack 
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Veul Gear Solid OST 
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+ Final Fantasy V- 

= Gran 1 Turismo 

Final Fantasy IX OST (4 CD set) 
SSCX10043 

GameNMusic.com 
Experience your favorite games 

over and over again... 

Music aiso available from the following games: 

* Bio Hazard + Guilty Gear — 
+ Bouncer + Jet Set Radio 
* Bust a Move - Legend of Mana 
* Chrono Trigger 
* Dance Dance Revolution 

* Legend of Zelda 
+ Marvel vs. Gapcom 

   

    

+ Dead or Alive + Onimusha — 
+ Dino Crisis Pa tappaTheRapper 
+ Dracula Apocalypse Parasite Eve | 
*DraculaX ss Phantasy Star 
+ Dragon Quest + Pokemon 
+ Einhander _ + Ridge Racer 
+ Final Fantasy 1V :  Seiken Densetsu 2 

  

     
   

     
- Final Fantasy Tactics _ 
+ Genso Suikoden — 

Final Fantasy VII OST (4 CD set) 
$$CX10028 

: fectibies too) 

                

  

    

  

   

    

Final Fantasy Vil OST (4 CD set) 
SSCX10004 

      

* Street Fighter 
« Tales of Eternia 
* Tekken 3 
* Tekken Tag Tournament 
* Tenchu 
* Vagrant Story 
+ Valkyrie Profile 
* Wild Arms 
+ Xenogears 
« Zone of the Enders 

sag Mash much mare! 

We carry anime music Cis, 
UVOs6 books. ane e coc! cor 

 



  

      

    

. < Create your 
N own skater ond 

givethem 
whatever spe- 
cals you want. 

  

  

    
    

    

    
        

   

  

   

    

  

ony Hawk 3 is one of __ of your “life. You' i think 
the best games on the _about it constantly. Yo 

  

  

  

   

   

PS2. It’s the kind of numb your thumb from 
game that defi ines a overuse, But you'll do it all 
system in its early _ with a wide grin. — : 

A. Bam Margera from MTV's 
Jackass comes into the fold, 

replacing Bob Burnguist. 

stages. If you buy it, you're at If you've never jumped onto: 
serious risk of losing weeks out the griptape of the THPS series, 

a this is the perfect time. The _ 
also-rans have figured out that 
the THPS series is untouchable — 
and it’s motivating Neversoft to 
make sure no one ever bridges 
the gap. There are more tricks 
than you can imagine plus t 
inclusion of flatland tricks and 
the Revert. It’s also more forgiv- 
ing than the earlier games, 
which is perfect for beginners. 

But the greatest part of 
THPS3 is the Career Mode. 
You'll have nine tasks per level 

and each one has a glitzy per- 

                              

     

   

   

      

   

NOW RATED 
Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 3 is a 
must-own. It’s fast, fun, accessible 

and will make everyone warm up 
to the idea of buying a skate- 

  

“G60 BONELESS + @EBELE KICKELIP MADONNA 

aMRO xX 2 | hoard. Buy it. It’s amazing. 
      

  

New flatland tricks don’t 
involve jumping between 
button combo’s. Makes for 
the smoothest of transitions. 

  

    

  

   
< Some of the special tricks are 

downright crazy. Like this one, 
from Geoff Rowley. 
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i] beaks ail good 
@ Jordan’s here 
@ It’s out for the 
start of the season 

The rebounding is 
horrible 
@ Weak CPU Al 
@ Poor physics 

SF 6C OUNCAN 
PG OL. «MARTE 

CONTROL 
Use the speed burst and sometimes 
you'll swear the game is being 
played on ice. Limited role in 
rebounding hurts, too. 

IMPACT 
Good overall look is hampered by 
a camera that pans around too 

| much. Sound is average at best. 
Overall, it’s kinda dull. 

LIFESPAN | 
Go ahead, we dare you to tolerate 
an extended season of NBA Live 

    

2002. Modes and options are stan- , 
dard fare. Rent first, please. 

EXTRAS 
Jordan is a nice late addition to 
the game, and One-on-One is a 

  

cool mode for bragging rights with | 
friends. 

Whether you like basketball sims 
or high-flyin’ arcade action, plan 
on being disappointed. NBA Live 
2002 is slow, boring and unim- 
pressive in nearly all areas. 

  
        

    

    

       

                            

     

  

  

  

Don’t let “The Answer” square 
up from three. Try to catch and 
shoot, as only the best players 
can shoot off the dribble. 

  

    
    
        

  

   C-Webb spots up in the paint. Check >i 
out the cool reflective floor surface. 

        

BA Live hasn't been sailbecolisutit, where 
astrong EAfran- —_ just drops into a pack 

chise for some years _ ested, unjumping 1 
now. Sure, it sells wt) fi wees 
well enough, but 

most gamers seem to shrugit 

off as a sports also-ran. It’s easy — 
to see why, too, as this year’s 
version is another less-than-stel- 
lar attempt at video game 
hoops. a2 

Live’s biggest problem (anda _ pil 
personal pet peeve) isits terrible t 
rebounding. | want to see play- _—_ oO ness Of a real NBA i : 
ers jump and grab the ball. With te nse ng 4 |_| m Publisher: EA SPORTS 
Live, | just watch and grimace as _ NB BA Live 2002 i ot oa ' im Players: 1-4 
the majority of missed shots fall -- Jp Release: Out now 

to the floor. Even worse is the = re 7 ome Seta Me © i Genre: Sports 
Website: _ 
www.EA.com 

== | PLAYSTATION 2]) 

The traditional free throw T- 
meter bar is back. It works, 
but it’s not too exciting. 

     



NOW RATED 
NHL Hitz 20-02 is definitely 
worth a rental or two. High-scor- 
ing mayhem is always entertain- 
ing, and this game definitely deliv- 
ers in that department. 

4 

ockey players have 

never met a fight 

they didn’t like. The 
problem was, up 

until now, there was 
no game worth fighting in. 

Video game publishers have 
given us blood on the ice, sure, 
but never before has a hockey 
game given you any sense of fun 

during the fisticuffs. NHL Hitz 
changes all that. Fighting is fast, 
fluid and rewarding. Maul a guy 
senseless, for instance, and he’s 
out for the game, which offers a 
real reward for those able to 
deliver the knockout punch. 

Of course none of this would 
matter if Hitz was a lousy game, 
which it certainly isn’t. Granted, 
we'd like to see something a lit- 
tle different from the old NFL 

Blitz formula, but hey, it’s 

GAMENOW, DECEMBER 2001 

Midway; it’s what they do. 
What you do is enjoy three-on- 

three, no-holds-barred, uptempo 
hockey. The body checks are 
vicious, there are no penalties, 
and the goalies are a bit more 
forgiving than the real thing. 
And while it’s not ground-break- 
ing on the visual front, Hitz does 
offer a fair amount of flair. The 
ice glimmers and players move 
like you’d expect them to. 

The only area | can really fault 
Hitz in is long-term value. I can 
only stomach a few 11-8 wins 

before | tire of all the “high- 
intensity.” The CPU is easy 
enough to beat, so plan on forg- 
ing some multi-player rivalries to 
keep this one fresh. Skills Mode 
is also worth a look. 

- Dan Leahy     
Publisher: ewes 

Players: 1-2 | 

  

Release: Out now. 

Genre: Sports 

Website: _ 
www.midway.com 
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= Smart and deep 
@ Sim style gameplay 

A gazillion teams 
@ Quick load times 

   
Camera has to be 

moved foo far back 
@ More realistic feel 
means less scoring 

   
     
      
  

   

CONTROL 
A nice array of moves on offense 
and defense. Lob passes still seem 
problematic to us, but we'll chalk 
that up to needing more practice. 

    

           

FIFA’s glossy style can get even 
disinterested soccer fans hyped up. 
Commentary is great and the 

gameplay is pure joy. 

LIFESPAN 
All the leagues, all the teams, all 
the nations...need we say more? 
Go for the cup or run your own 
custom league for added depth. 

   
    

        

    

        

     

  

   
No soccer game has ever been 
loaded with extras, so it’s hard to 
judge. We'd say the best extra is 
the inclusion of every league. 

NOW RATED 
Even if you’ve never taken an 

interest in soccer, there’s a lot of 

video game fun to be had here. 
It’s also perfectly balanced as a 
one-player or multi-player affair. 

AQ - 

14 a sates TOAMENOVY, 75 
  

e know what 

you probably 

think about soc- 

cer players. You 
think these guys 

wouldn’t last three seconds on a 
“real” football field. Well, wipe 

that smirk off your face and be 
prepared for a kick in the 

teeth—FIFA takes its soccer seri- 

ously. 

This is, most definitely, a 
man’s game (which bears almost 
no resemblence to last year’s 

arcadey effort). Take, for 

instance, the controls. Multiple 

and precise button presses are 

required to pull off advanced 

manuevers. You’ll need to 

focus on the basics before you 

should even attempt any of 

alien ai 

hf. Thar’ elg the old cranium. seth whi e the 
ball is in the air to p siti 

the more fancy stuff. Moving 
the ball on offense means pass- 

ing to open space or fighting to 

win those lob passes. Very rarely 
do you use what past games 

called “special moves” to get 

around defenders. Patience, not 

button mashing, is the skill of 

choice in 2002. 

If FIFA 2002 sounds very 

simmy, then I’ve done my job. 

EA has done away with the 

“one-pass, long-run-down-the- 
field, blow-it-by-the-dumb- 

goalie” formula that marred 

other efforts. Now you get 

smart soccer and all of the other 

aspects that you loved about 

yourself for a h 

FIFA. The options (tons), TV pre- 

sentation (great) and off-the- 

hook multiplayer intensity add 

up to a great deal of fun. If you 
like your football round, not 

oval, then you’ll find FIFA 2002 
is a definite blast. 

- Dan Leahy 

FACT FILE 
Publisher: EA SPORTS 
Players: EA SPORTS 
Release: November 15 
Genre: Sports 

m Website: i 
www. EA.com 
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@ Silky control — 
@ An ultra cool hero 
Unlimited ammo 

BS es — times 
@ A bit short 

ave ie dak pres sad nov 
you're pulling off as you | | 

We’ ot Wi Si Snake. Dante s bleeding | We’ve seen survival horror 3 ee > % 
before, but it’s never been this — a aa eas cool; he’ s the 

| fast or fluid. gee this to be the ; : 
S first ing long, h Ithy se series. 

LIFESPAN _ 
After you beat the game, you'll [pam tpimlibidabe 2 . A ve — 
not be likely to want to play Ck lg Bi igh; : ae os i 
again, but it’s a great ride while it e al pene FAC ] Fi LE 

) _ | , Publisher: Capcom 

ef —_ debt we'll se ube | * _ about ‘6 sa i Ps | sche Players: 1 
a “director’s cut” in the future,a * fear not y 1m Release: Available Now 
lo Resident Evil? | ae ' dante Genre: Survival Horror 

‘moves like lighting, an 

hs double jump abiity 
This is far and away the best sur- 4 me ' fle» ble exp eri | =F! PLAYSTATION 2 
vival horror experience that’s : Hn ss scope = 7 
come from the wizards at Capcom. a ~ \ 
It’s perfectly paced and action- 
packed. 

MATURE  



    

     
     

        

      

   

@ Wickedly funny 
@ Great characters 
@ Cool bosses 
@ Good story 

      

Long load times 
M@ Tedious dungeons 

Boring, simplistic 
battle system 

    

       
    

    

    

   

  

@ CONTROL 
Fine... for what it is, but the turn- 
based battle system offers nothing 
in terms of innovation. Easier for 
kids than Final Fantasy, though. 

© IMPACT 
It’s one of the first major RPGs on 
the PS2, and it has the coolest 
characters I’ve had the pleasure of 
traveling with. 

© LIFESPAN 
Expect around 30 hours of play—if 
you don’t get tired of the tedious 
battles—and forget about replay 
altogether. 

   
        
      

   

      
    

   
    
    
     

Beyond a none-too-interesting 
scavenger hunt, Okage offers little 
more than a straight forward, 
totally linear adventure. 

NOW RA 
Stan is the man, but his game is 
sorely lacking in the gameplay 
department. RPG fanatics will 
need this, but casual players 
should probably take a pass. 

        i J 

   

SHAO ONY 

— VOh, oh, | know you, 
You are the former 

Teen idol Evid King.. 

64 This is marvelous entertainment, 
but as an RPG, it’s a washout. 99 

ver the past five 

years, RPGs have 

become more 

about spectacle 

and less about 

solid, thought provoking game- 

play. Okage is the natural exten- 

sion of this steady evolution: the 

game’s art direction, character 

development and narrative com- 

bine to create a stunning multi- 

media package, but its battle 

system is appallingly weak. 

You’ll wait for the simplistic 

turn-based melees to deepen, 

but they never become interest- 

  

ing (as you reach the fourth 

hour of play, you’ll realize that 

success on the battlefield 

requires absolutely no strategy). 

Nope, all you need to in order 

to win is a hearty stock of 

health-replenishing nuts and an 

inhuman level of patience. 

If you can tolerate these total- 

ly botched play mechanics, you'll 

have no trouble falling in love 
with Okage’s boldly drawn char- 

acters. The heroes in this game 

are insecure, they like to gossip 

and they’re preoccupied with 

dynamic personal issues, just like 

real people. Their dialogue is 

biting and poignant, and that’s 

because the words reflect the 

characters’ frustration with the 

quest and with each other. This 

sharp-tongued cast will remain 
in your memory long after 

you’ve completed the game. 

As an interactive fairy tale, 

this is marvelous entertainment, 

but as an RPG, it’s a washout. 

Too bad for Sony... and for us. 

- Ethan Einhorn 

FACT FILE 
OKAGE geen KING 

Publisher: Sony 

      

   
   

    

   

  

   
   

Release vai ble Now 

Website: | 
Ne diniielonoa 
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@ 43 cars per race 
@ More than 55 
licensed drivers 
@ Every series track 

   
Could use a better 

race weekend setup 
@ Still some drivers 
missing 

  

lr 
@ CONTROL 

Cars go where you want them to 
and react realistically to most situ- 
ations. Plus there’s enough setup 
options for just about anyone. 

   

  

      
  

      

A NASCAR fan’s dream come true. 
FA has finally made this franchise 
feel like a legitimate sports game. 
About time. 

© LIFESPAN 
If you're a fan of the sport, mak- 
ing the 20-year run through career 
mode should keep you busy for 
quite a while. 

  

    
      

      

    
      
   

   
    Outside of a few extra cars to 

unlock, there’s not a whole lot in 
the way of extras. A Madden Card 
type bonus thing would be nice. 

Hands down the best NASCAR 
game to hit a home console, ever. 
EA’s finally given this sport the 
respect it deserves and then some. 
Awesome. 

         

  

eing the die hard 
NASCAR fan that | 
am, I can’t tell you 
how happy NASCAR 
Thunder 2002 has 

made me. Finally, EA is treating 
this series like a real sport! 

This game includes everything 
you’d expect and more. Not 
only can you run a full season 
(at every track on the circuit, a 
first for NASCAR games), but an 
awesome Career mode as well. 
Basically, you start with a lowly 
car and pit crew and earn 
money in order to buy better 
parts or train your crew for 
faster pitstops. How? Either by 
winning cash at each race, or 

  
  

@ GAMENOW ANAT 

wooing big sponsors (like 
Goodyear or Outback 
Steakhouse) and living up to 
their expectations. The ultimate 
goal is to beat the record held 
by Richard Petty and Dale 
Earnhardt—winning eight 
NASCAR Championships. 

The game features superb con- 
trol and—most importantly—43 
cars per race. In my opinion, 
that’s what makes Thunder 2002 
so great. Now you’re always run- 
ning doorhandle to doorhandle 
with the competition. No losing 
contact with the field and run- 
ning lap after lonely lap any- 
more. Better learn to navigate 
traffic at high speeds. 

        

  

         

    
    

In closing, | want to point out 
that the Xbox version of 
Thunder is almost identical to 
the PS2 game, so everything in 
this review (right down to the 
final score) applies to it. 

- Greg Sewart 

FACT FILE 
NASCAR THUNDER 

EVERYONE 

E  



   
     

  

   

    
      

    

    
      
    
  
   

T EES Wye 
Lesiseel Zee 
G4 Save your money for something else. yy 

he most frustrating 

thing about Top Gun: 

Combat Zones is that 
as soon as you get the 

hang of the very 

simmy control scheme, the game 

FACT FILE 
TOP GUN: 

COMBAT ZONES 

Publisher: Titus 

Players: 1 

Release: Out Now 

m Genre: Combat Sim 

mg Website: 

www.titusgames.com 

rl =| PLAYSTATION 2 

  

destroys whatever hope you 

may have had for a good time 

with an angry looking “Mission 

Failed” sign. | want to like this 

game, I really do, but like a bit- 

ter ex girlfriend, | don’t think it’s 

going to let me. 

Perhaps the game’s greatest 

feature is its control—it just 

feels nice. Sure, you’re only 

given the ability to change your 

view at the beginning of the 

level just about two milliseconds 

before you’re sent careening 

into the side of a mountain, but 

once you get your bearings, tak- 

ing control of the F14 

Tomcat is a lot of fun. 

Learning how to 

maneuver your plane 

through the thick of 

   @ Looks OK 
@ Dogfights can be 
fun 

   @ No interaction 
with your copilot 
mM Uneven difficulty 
levels 
@ Stupid time limits 

wld 

© CONTROL 
For a console flight sim, the con- 
trol is actually pretty good. The 
DualShock 2’s analog stick is a 

tural for pitching and rolling. 
combat is exciting, and blasting ee 
away bogies and bandits is a 

reward in and of itself—that is if 
you can get far enough in the 
game where air-to-air combat is 

even an option. And don’t get 

me started on the absolutely 

inane (and apparently arbitrary) - LIFESPAN 

time limits that Maverick himself 
couldn’t meet. 

Top Gun could have been a 

really great combat sim, but it 

isn’t. Save your money for some- 

thing else. 

With mediocre graphics and ques- 
tionable gameplay, you should        

    
   

  

               

            

     

expect to see this game in the bar- 
gain bin by early next spring. 

  

   If you don’t walk away from the 
second training level in disgust, 
there’s hope—but that’s only if 
you like beating games out of 
spite. 

- Justyn Harkin 

    

There’s a few unlockable planes in 
there for you to find. Pretty stan- 
dard stuff. 

   

     

I’m giving this game a “C-” for 
effort, but if it so much as looks 

at me the wrong way, I’ll knock it 
down to a “D.” The control is 
nice, but the game needs work. 
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@ CONTROL 
It gets a little tough to control 
when the action gets choppy, but 
overall it’s not too bad. 

© IMPACT 
The best part of the game is build- 
ing your own racer. Other than 
that, it’s like most kart games. 

© LIFESPAN 
You'll spend a lot of time in the 
Adventure Mode trying to find all 
the hidden Gold Bricks. 

   

  

   

        

  

    

   

    

    

  

   
     

  
   

The Car Builder mode is the only 
extra that you need. You have 
have near-infinite fun with it.      

Zak the Legomaniac 
would love this game. 

@ CONTROL 
For a friendly ghost, Casper sure 
has some very unfriendly controls. 
In fact, they’re downright mean. 

© IMPACT 
Your controller will impact a wall 
after you steer Casper into the 
floor for the thousandth time. 

© LIFESPAN 
The game is relatively short, but 
you'll probably become too frus- 
trated long before finishing it. 

After you get sick of playing the 
game, you can use the disc as an 
expensive frisbee. 

Casper: SD is a truly 
horrifying game.   
  

et’s face it—there’s just 
i way too many kart racing 

games out there these 
days. That being the case, is 
there any reason to play Lego 
Racers 2? LR2 does have its 
redeeming qualities, but unfor- 
tunately, there are also some 
problems that drag it down. 

Since the cars you race with 
are made out of Lego bricks, you 
can design them yourself (you’ll 
waste a lot of time making the 
craziest looking vehicle possible). 
And once your car is built, 

oe 

ope 

there’s a lengthy Adventure 
Mode full of secrets and mini- 
games that give the game some 
depth. 

When the action gets to fran- 
tic, however, things slow down, 
making the cars tough to steer. 
Additionally, the game can be 
rather difficult. Fall behind the 
computer, for instance, and 
there’s no chance of catching up. 

Casual gamers may have some 
fun with LR2, but hardcore kart 
fans should look elsewhere. 

- Phil Theobald 

jt = 
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FACT FILE 
LEGO RACERS 2 

Publisher: Lego Software 

Players: 1-2 
Release: October_ 
Genre: Racin 
Website: 

Tay www.lego.com 
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GG It stinks like Casper’s rotting corpse. 99 
ight from the start, 
Casper: Spirit Dimensions 
doesn’t know its audi- 

ence. It seems like it’s a kid’s 
game, but it’s far too hard for 
children. It might be an adult 
game, but it’s far too tedious for 
anyone over the age of seven. 

&#. See that guy in the stocks? 
He needs Casper’s help. 

80) GAMENOW intr 

Making matters worse is the 
tremendously bad control 
scheme. The makers of this 
game should have checked out 
Zone of the Enders to see how to 

effectively control an object in 
3D space. 

Sure, the game has some great 

M&A. Burn down houses to reveal the 
treasure inside.     

Danny Elfman-esque music and 
it has some decent graphics, but 
overall it stinks like Casper’s rot- 
ting corpse. 

- Phil Theobald 

FACT FILE 
CASPER: SD 

Publisher: TDK Mediative 

Players: 1 

Release: October 

Genre: Action/Adventure 
Website: 

TY www.tdk-mediactive.com



@ Cool characters 
@ Looks just like the 
cartoon 

@ Solid voice acting 

@ The control is 
unforgiving 
@ Obstacles are 
poorly designed 

© CONTROL 
Batman is given a lot of cool 

  

moves to perform, but that doesn’t 
make up for sluggish running and 
jumping animations. 

  

This is the best Batman console 
game yet, but that ain’t saying 
much; Spider-Man is still the king 
of the video game super heroes. 

"@® LIFESPAN 
Pretty satisfying in terms of 
length, but you won’t be pulling it 
out much after you’ve gotten to 
the end. 

@ EXTRAS 
You can watch any of the (grainy) 
unlocked cinemas or play the cred- 
its directly from the menu, but 
that’s about it. 

NOW RATEL 
This isn’t Spider-Man, but Batfans 
will still find a lot to like here. It 
capably captures the look and feel 
of the television show, and offers 

  

            

      

fairly entertaining level objectives. 

    

1 

g 

  

  

  

Batman takes on the Swamp Thing for bragging 
Wrights to Heather Locklear’s heart. 

Nobody’s a cooler villain than 
the Joker, and now you can deck 
the guy personally! 

From the first time you out- 
stretch your cape and glide 

between skyscrapers, you’ll feel 
as if you’ve been transported 

directly to Gotham City. This 
tremendous achievement has 
been accomplished with terrific 

irection (the look of the 
aptured perfectly) and 

oice acting. Vengeance is 
active set of episodes 

series, plain and sim- 

   
   

    

       

        

    

     
    

  

has only one real 
but it’s significant: 
sn't control very 

  
  

  

  

mall distance 

ence isi 

his fists. Since most 

revolves around 

Fak 

You don’t want to be the guy 
on the other end of that stare. 

J dk if you've been tt 
irectly to Gotham City. 99 

a running start to 

      
   

    

   

platform action and hand-to- 
hand combat, this problem is 
hard to ignore. Batmaniacs will 

love the game regardless, but 
more casual fans may want to 
rent it first. Either way, this is a 
great start to a new franchise. 

| - Ethan Einhorn 

FACT FILE 
BATMAN: VENGEANCE 

Publisher: Ubi Soft 

Players: 1 

Release: November 

Genre: Action 

Website: 

www.ubisoft.com 
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Press the 
Circle but- 
fon to far- 

get foes 
with lock- 
on aiming. 

  

  

   

    

  

That guy usedtobe your |) 14) a 
esteemed colleague. Now . aon ie! 

he’s toast. 
     Once in the cart, Gordon Freeman is 

Tram Raider.       

  

    

  

can't disguise the fact that — 
Half-Life is nearly four years 

if- old. Compared with new titles _ 
1e like Red Faction or Devil May 
Cry, Half-Life’s visual flair is 
_ definitely muted. Also, the __ 
voices and music have been __ 
_ directly lifted from the PC ve 

t as fu alasthe sion with no enhancements. 
bey of aPC hevoosrd, | _ The somewhat scratchy voices 

You are able to reconfigure the | could have used a little clean- 
. a controls, though, and the deep ing up, soit’ssadtosee that =—> 
—  « options menu lets you tinker (wines iN the - oF i  . 

_—_.——S—C—s hhh ‘until you’re happy. — : oe , ed plotisn’t 
_ The graphics and Sbund make 

FACT Fl LE a similarly solid transfer from - 
_ the PC. In fact, the visuals look 
better in many aspects. _ 

: : _ Monsters, environments and the ex oof 
Publisher: Sierra ____ Transplanting mot d-key- characters all benefit from BS i ying the traditional Half-Life 
Players: 1-2 __ board gameplay ont new, high-res PS2 makeovers. single-player game is still : very 
Release: October Usil it However, pen a glossy refit Pampelling, b but it 5 ‘not quite 7 a 

Genre: FPS _ ceases : a 
Website: 
www.sierrastudios.com 

PLAYSTATION 2} 

: hether you's ve 
playeditor — defai 
not, odds are i just fin 
that you've at _ing an 

‘wl least heard of ~—= twoan 
he dae PC game, Half-Life. 

Some critics have called it the — 
reatest game of all time, and 
ome overzealous reviewers — 

1 gave it an “11” out 
‘score of 10. Of 
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Make sure you're stocked with 
ammo before any potential 
= wdow. wns like this one. 

) GAMEN OW i ntu “i 
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The machine gun is a good all-purpose 
| weapon. 

    
 



    
      

  

    
   
   

      

   

          

   
   

        

   

    

    

  

     

       
    

    

   

    

  

    

   
   

   

    

standard splivsereen iwipiayer ve 
de delivers GoldenEye-style 

eathmatch fun with six charac- : can’t hel 

ters anda handful of levels. It’s jing that its. a ws would 5 

__ only for two players, but it’s a have been fiercer had it arrived 

the codsaind that many PC play fal Life i is still ‘one of 
ers seem to have thought i tw n 
when the game first came ou' 
Gameplay concepts that m 
have seemed cool in ’98 (like — 

    

difficult jumping puzzles and —s great diversion from the super- earlier. It’s easy to overlook a 

box-pushing) don’t have the © serious single-player experience. few minor quibbles when you | Tense, movie-like 

same charm anymore. | _ The other new mode is called experience the thrill of explor- atmosphere 

Some of the lingering PC “Decay” and happens concur- ing a massive research facility @ Great new two- 
gameplay elements, such as the __ rently with the game’s normal crawling with otherworldly : player modes 

ability to Quick-save, drains the plot. All-new environments, tons _ beasties. Half-Life is exactly the _ < 

challenge from a game. Sadly, of enemies and tricky new puz- type of game that will you plas- 
   

you’ll need the Quick-saving due _zles make this more than just a _ tered to your screen at 3 a.m., 

to the many cheap deaths in the _ last-minute remix of the original _ gripped with fear, frustration 

game. You'll accidentally die mission. You’re forced to switch _ and a desire to press onward. 

when you try to go down lad- between both characters, soit’s | Shane Bettenhausen 

| ders, you’ll plummet to your a logistical nightmare. Stick to 8 =——™ 

doom while engaging in the the regular game if you’re tak- 
| jumping puzzles, and you’ll find ingitsolo.If youcangraba 

other silly ways to die (non- friend to tackle this mode you'll > ; 

moving fans are dangerous!). have a blast. It’s - . 

Perhaps Sierra knew that PS2 fiendishly hard, : ee. se 

gamers deserved a little some- and strategic a pond 

thing extra in their Half-Life, as — is” Ss 
: it thoughtfully includedtwo = tf ee : - e 

new modes of play. Afairly —s e 

7 The PS2 controller does a fine job 
| with the complex gameplay, but the 

| crappy jumping control detracts 
| from the whole se puiacaned 

. So The graphics are a step above the 
Dealing with bosses can be harrowing. You can shoot them all you want, “| old PC version of the game, but — 
«fc but they'll shake it off and proceed to crush you like an ant. The key to d od ve pr — seen —— sae the 

defeating them lies in using your surroundings. For example, this nasty 
beast resides in the base’s blast pit. It’s located beneath a giant (yet inactive) fur- 
nace. To turn it on, you'll have to find the Power, Fuel and Oxygen controls and 
switch them on. However, you'll have to get past the creature to reach those 
rooms. Briefly stun it by lobbing grenades down the pit it inhabits, but be care- 
ful—it recovers anicnty, 
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This later boss is similarly impervious to your weaponry. Grenades 
don’t even slow this thing down, so simply run past it into the tunnels. 
Look for an down-elevator that leads to a dormant power generator. 

Remove the block that’s blocking its gears and it will start running. Head back to 
the monster’s area. Run past him toward the long, dark tunnel that dead ends. 
Make sure he’s chasing you, and when he gets dlose enough, flip the power switch 
and watch him roast. 

   

      

   

eep you ni while y you peel 
the cavernous sone. , 

‘Now RATED | 
If this is your first taste of Half- 
Life, you'll probably be hooked. 
It’s not perfect, but it’s a solid 
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f=, You've got two health 
_-f meters; one represents your 

physical power and the other 
your armor. Always keep a keen eye 
out for these stations—they refill your 
health meters by 50 points each. 
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Jumping puzzles |



  

Publisher: Nintendo 

Players: 1 

Release: November 

Genre: Action 

Website: 
www.nintendo.com 
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J 66 Luigi won't wow you the way Mario did 

when he ushered in the Nintendo 64. 95 
ike Frank Stallone, | 
‘Tito Jackson and 
Donnie Wahlberg, _ 
Nintendo’s Luigi has 
had to live in the | 

shadow of amore popular 
brother his entire life. Even with 
a starring role in a GameCube 
launch title, Luigi’s still going to’ 
play second fiddle to Mario. 
Although we’d love to see the 
green plumber go all the way, it 
doesn’t look like Luigi’s Mansion 
is going to be strong enough to 
do it for him. 

If you don’t already know, 
Luigi’s Mansion is nothing like 
Super Mario 64. The game’s 
backgrounds aren’t bright and 
poppy; they’re dark and dank, 
more akin to the mansion in 
Resident Evil than Bowser’s cas- 
tle. Our hero doesn’t even 
bounce on his enemy’s heads 
(Luigi can’t even jump!); 
instead, he sucks them into a 
super-powered vacuum cleaner, 
Ghostbusters-style. 

Whiles it’s obvious that 
Miyamoto and company have 

(84) GAMENOW/ DECEMBER 2001 

  

"had a lot of fun with these 
_ innovations, the game is far too 
_ short—most players beat itin 

_lessthansevenhours. | 
_ Disappointed? It’s understand-- 
able if you are. This is a solid, — 
exciting game (while it lasts), — 

but ultimately, Luigi won’t wow 
you the way Mario did when he 
ushered in the Nintendo 64. 
Comparisons might not be 

fair, but at system launch, play- 
ers have come to expect a 
killer app from Nintendo, > 
and this title simply 
doesn’t fit the bill. 
Luigi’s Mansion m 

probably w 
know how tl 2 

looks when compared 
with a PS2 title, and it 
must be said that the 
game is substantially sharp- 
er looking than any of Sony’s 

initial offerings. The animation : 
Is beautifully fluid; when you 
see Luigi in motion, you'll have | 

plenty of reason to get excited 
_ about the system. Also impres- 

sive are the load times—the 
game runs as smoothly as a car- 
tridge. It’s cool, but on launch 
day, you’ll want to spend your 
bills on Rogue Leader instead. 

- Ethan Einhorn 

   

  

   

    
  



  

  

@ Highly innovative 
@ Sweet graphics 
@ Cozy control 
@ itsa heem: Luig 

  e 

  

     

   

| Way too short 
Limited environ- 

Zap this guy while he’s yawning, then watch out for fly- __-_—_ If you blow open the window, this ghost will put her 
ing books (be sure to stand to left of the chair). 2 hand to her eyes, giving you a chance to suck her in. 

CONTROL 
You’ve never played a game like 
this before; grabbing up ghosts is 
fun, and the controller feels 
absolutely perfect i in J seed hand. 

IMPACT 
Remember these guys from SMB 2? Here, you have to This pair can be a pain; stay on the rotating dance floor, 
suck off their masks to make them vulnerable. and zap ‘em when the male ghost proclaims his love. paler pie aces Pe 

see rip-offs in no time. If it were 

   

  

, hidden eginlad —— pa "il 

This one’s a piece of cake; suck up the pages to the When you get fire power, light the invisible hallway a very exciting prize. The game is 
ghost’s music score, and it'll drop its guard. ghost’s candles, then follow him to the staff room. ‘nol ax traordinarily deep. : 

Near perfect for as long as it 
lasts, Luigi’s Mansion would have 

been a must-have title if it had 
been left in the cooker a bit 

longer. It sure is pretty, though. 

  

   

    

    

twice gs Aength, i itd be a classic. 
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66 With a name like that, the game 

can’t be all bad, right? 99 

  

Publisher: Sega 
Players: 1-4 _ a 
Release: November 
Genre: Hot Monkey Action 
Website: 
www.sega.com 

 



               

   

@ Monkeys—plenty 
of monkeys 
@ The bonus games 
@ You'll never want 
to stop playing 

@ The control takes 
_ getting used to       

    

  

Monkey Race 

CONTROL 
If you fall off the floor, don’t 
bother blaming anyone but your- 
self. The control is precise, and it 
doesn’t allow for mistakes. 

   
   

     
      

      
    

   

   With its crazy premise and solid 
gameplay, expect Super Monkey 

Ball fo turn some heads. The game 
100 3 | 

Even after you complete the Main 
   

    

  

      
      

  
Monkey Billiards : Monkey Bowling | Monkey Golf 

Just like I said above. The bonus 
games are like the icing ona 
sweet, sweet cake. There’s only 
six of “ em, but they’re all wah 

Mind-boggling mazes, fantastic 
bonus games, spot-on control and 
monkeys. If ever there was a 
recipe for a great game, this is it. 

Don’t miss out on the fun.



jes variety of 
7 erforming ce cer- ee 

NOW RATED 
  

It’s hard to find fault with any 
aspect of Madden NFL 2002. It's 
smart, gorgeous and never gets 
old. Sounds like the perfect date 
to us. 
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‘KG ...Madden is king for | now, and 

that’s all that really matters. 5 
hat’s a console 

launch without 

a good football 
game to support 

it? Lame, for 

‘starters. Well, have no fear, 
potential Xbox owner, because _ 
the biggest name in console 
sports has you covered. 

thing its cousinonthe =—s 

PlayStation 2 can do. and then. 
some. Fields, lighting, uniforms — 
and reflective helmets all look a 
smidge better here. It also does- _ 
n’t hurt that the Xbox Madden 

plays a shade faster than the © 
PS2 version. : 

It’s just too bad I couldn’t ae 
past the one major negative: the 

controller. | know that a large 

  

portion of you could get com-— 
fortable with it in a week or so, i z 
but why put yourself through — 

There’s nothing wrong with 
holding potatoes, mind you, it’s 

- just not what you want to be © 
: _ doing while Ray Lewis zeroes in 

Madden NFL 2002 does every: - on your quarterback. 
But I’m not here to review the 

controller. Nope. I’m here to tell 
~ you that Madden shines in every — 
area of gameplay. If you own an 
Xbox, you should own Madden. — 

This is not kiddie football or 
high-scoring NFL Blitz—it’s as _ 

      

  

“real as it gets. The CPU can be 
_ beaten at the highest levels, but 
it will always put up a fight. 

the struggle? It’s like trying hold : 
a couple of large potatoes. 

Friends may howl and hype 
_ over NFL 2K2 or NFL Fever, but 

‘Madden is king for now, and | ae 
7 that’s all that really matters. te 

- Dan Leahy a 

FACT Fl LE 
Publisher: EA SPORTS 
Players: EA SPORTS 
Release: November 15 
Genre: Sports 

Website: 

www.EA.com 

EVERYONE



© Gants new ee | 
@ Five original 
levels. 
= Faster load times. : 

‘old ak caneige 
M Missing the — 

trick teas the PS2- 
version | 

3 of S PILOT WINGS 

ony Hawk’s Pro Skater game items. It’s not terribly   We will admit that the more 

almost single-handed- 

ly made “extreme” 

sports the hottest 

genre in town. That 

was four years and three Tony 

original, but it almost never gets 

old. The levels here look better 

than ever and there are more of 

them to like—five are exclusive 

to Xbox, and they’ve also 

we played THPS 2X, the more 

we wanted to play THPS 3. It’s 
like getting your favorite band’s 

greatest hits collection while 

knowing the new album is out. 

  

NOW RATED 
Think of it as Tony’s Greatest Hits 
and you won’t be disappointed. 
While it shows it’s age, THPS 2X 
still entertains longer, and better, 

than most games on the market.   

Hawks ago. To that we proclaim, 

“$0?” Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 2X 

is the David Copperfield of gam- 
ing. Any real sense of magic is 
tired and gone, but darnit if the 

tricks aren’t still fun. 

If you need an introduction to 

the THPS series at this time, 

here’s a brief summary: Skate 

around brilliantly designed levels 
picking up letters, cash and 

other goals in an attempt to 

upgrade your skater and unlock 

  

thrown in all the parks from the 

original game. 
The real jewel of the game, 

however, is the trick system. 

Born out of genius and honed to 

near-perfection, THPS 2X lets 

beginning skaters perform some 

rather impressive moves. Grinds, 

kickflips, and Rocket Air are 

there for the taking. Add to that 

the somewhat recent “manual” 

maneuver and there are a seem- 
ingly infinite number of combos. 

  

- Dan Leahy 

FACT FILE 

Publisher: Activision 

Players: 1-4 

Release: November 15 
Genre: Extreme Sports 

mw Website: 

www.activision.com 

EVERYONE 
® 

Tne OAMEMO UY, 89)



  

NOW RATED 
ttt 

  

   
     

   
f mm minds, r d like to 
be blunt for a moment. If 

you own a Dreamcast and 

a don’t buy this game, you’re © 

_ dumb. 

_It sounds harsh, but it’s true. 

~The Bomberman games haven't 
always provided the best single 

__ player experience, but if you’re 
looking for a kick-butt multi- 
player game, they can’t be beat. 

be played online. 

Although this is a fan- 
tastic feature, I’ll still 

_ always prefer oe 
_with three of my — 
friends where we can 
freely trash talk each 

_ other. 

Variety is the spice of 
- Bomberman, so there 

_ are five different 

ERMAN ONLINE 

  

gameplay modes available. 
Although they all share the com- 

mon “blow up your oppo- _ 
_ § nents” theme, each mode is 

§ very different and very fun. : : 
You owe it to yourself to Publisher: Sega 

pick up Bomberman Online. Players: 1-4 
Not only is it one of the last Release: October 
Dreamcast games, it’s one of | Genre: Action 
the best. Website: | 

TR www.sega.com 

DREAMCAST 

The main draw of Bomberman 
Online is pretty obvious: it can 

  

Is calling this game 
“the bomb” too clichéd?     - Phil Theobald 

    
   

  

fp ar f a lesion   
(OW RATED | 
cela 

    

           
    
   
   
   

cessing power), and worse still, 
modestly deep park editor anda __ the control feels less responsive 
really solid soundtrack. Visually, on Sega’s controller. If you’re a 
it’s nearly indistinguishable from —_ fan of Activision’s O2 games, put © 

its Sony counterpart (totally your 50 dollars toward one of 
inexcusable, given the DC’s pro- _ the other next gen systems, 

eee, pecause this letdown is the last 
DC Xtreme game you'll see. 

- Ethan Einhorn | 

FACT FILE 
Publisher: Activision 
Players: 1-2 

Release: Available Now 

ny new software release _ entertaining two player mode, a 
on the dying Dreamcast 

: is a satitied big deal, but    

      

   

  

    

  

Kinda like Tony Hawk, 
but ugly and boring. _ Even in a mediocre game, it’s 

fun to get some air time. 
Website: 

EVERYONE www.activision.com < The environments look just 
like they did on the PS. 

 



  

    

Use the crossover manuever to leave opponents 
Y —— Michael - (#4) demonstrates. 

  

    

  
      

    

    

    

  

       

      

        

   

    

@ Amazing, deep 
gameplay 
@ Online play 
@ Street Mode 

‘Ml Fast-break is eee & = re. 
tough to run ae ere tells a dibentes to “step off” 
m@ CPU not enough of while ny for two. 

challenge - 

CONTROL 
Crossovers look awesome, passing 
is the bomb, and shooting has 
never been so much fun. Perfect 
speed rounds t all out. 

“The best overall looking game in | ? ... |, CF rCSC rs—Cti«=Ci‘te 
its genre. Player models and ae | - = ANG CNer sn 

    

LIFESPAN 
Online play guarantees 1 that it will 
stand the test of time. Join a 
rankings ladder and see how you 
rate for months to come. 

1 Old #23 shows he can still Publisher: Visual Concepts 

: — seg ae is | N get it done in the 2K2’s Players: 1-8 
eles pth ‘hae is the ult ( «—<f Boa : Street Mode. Release: Out now 

mate. | ) | £ Shoot at the top of your — | Genre: Sports 
jump for best results. ¥ mw Website: 

www.sega.com 

  

Dreamcast owners rejoice! Here’s 
a AAA basketball title to tide you 
through the winter. PS2 owners 
should also grin, as 2K2 comes out 
on that console in late November. 

EVERYONE 

 



      

  

       

  

FACT FILE 
Publisher: Son 
Players: 1. 
Release: November 
poutas = venture 

   
    
    

    

   
     

            weariplayotetlon:con 

2D. | PLaYstaTION 

  

Ithough even 

newly released 
PSone titles look 

dated by today’s 
standards, you 

can’t always judge a book by 
its cover. To wit: Syphon Filter 
3 reinforces a significant video 
game rule—interesting play 
mechanics are always more 
important than great graphics. 
Beautiful as most PS2 titles 
are, few of them are as absorb- 
ing or as fun as SF3. Gabe 
Logan’s new mission pulls you 
in from the get-go. 

The game starts with a dra- 

  

matic Silent Scope-inspired 
intro, then jumps—guns-a- 
blazin’—into a free roaming 
adventure mode. This portion 
of the game doesn’t stretch to 
innovate, but it doesn’t have 
to; the classic Filter engine has 
aged well. 

“Part 3” is tighter and more 
exciting than the first two 
games were. You'll never lose 
your way sneaking around 
enemy compounds because a 
handy map highlights all of 
your objective locations. Body 

armor is distributed in all the 
right places, and ammo is scat- 

tered liberally through- 

| as most PS$2 titles are, few of 
or as absorbing or tun as SF3. 99 

  

out. In adventure games like 
this, there is a fine line 
between suspense and frustra- 
tion, and these developers 
have been careful not to step 
over it. 

Longtime fans will appreciate 
Sony’s move to deepen and 
mature these characters. Gabe, 
Mujala and Lian’s heightened 
conflicts are pulled together in 
a great story, which is told in 
an interesting flashback struc- 
ture. With all these elements in 
place, Sony is set to deliver one 
of the last great games you'll 
see on the PSone. 

- Ethan Einhorn



CONFIDENTIAL MISSIONS 
Syphon Filter 3 isn’t very difficult, but it may take new recruits a bit of time to get used to the ins and 

outs of the game. We’ve outlined key points for the first missions of each major playable character; if 

you can bust through these stages, you should be able to get through the rest of the game with ease. 

| FIRST MISSION: 
| @ Retrieve gear 
| @ Eliminate Shi-Hao 

| @ Incapacitate 

armed enemies 
I Protect hostages 

| FIRST MISSION 
| @ Gather explosives | 
| @ Free the slaves 

| @ Detonate the mine | 
| Find the foreman 

| Code computer 

pode 

FIRST MISSION 
@ Eliminate seven 
snipers 
@ Document troops 

M@ Sabotage 
weapons cache 

SS Se ee eae et 

  

GABE LOGAN 

After taking out Shi-Hao with 
your sniper rifle, start your 
descent to the hotel exit via the 
stairwell. Use your tazer to 
shock thugs into submission. 

This feisty hostage is more than 
capable of handling herself, so 
don’t worry about offering her 
jrofection from enemy fire; just 
guide her to a safe hiding place. 

LAWRENCE MUJARI 

This is a level that'll require 
tight sniper skills. Before you step 
into a new area, scope it with 
your sight and eliminate enemies 
from a distance. 

LIAN XING 

Your first task is to knock off 
one of the ground soldiers so 
you can steal an effective 
weapon. Avoid sniper fire as you 
grab his machine gun. 

Once those explosives detonate, 
run fo the mine cart and hitch a 
ride. As it rolls, make sure you 
remember to kneel down, or 
you'll get knocked off. 

Sniper 1] has to be taken out the 
hard way—climb up to greet him 
with your newfound machine 
gun, then snatch up his flak jack- 
ef and scope rifle. 

NOW PUAYVING, 

You'll master your dodging skills 
in the hotel lobby, which is 
swarming with enemies. Some 
firepower is needed here; hit R2 
to switch between targets. 

Mik’) 
ft i 

pases 
La 

At the very end of the stage— 
when the bad guys start charg- 
ing—let your comrade do the 
blasting. His armor is much 
stronger than yours. 

Use the night-vision scope rifle to 
incapacitate the remaining snipers. 
As you progress, be sure to grab 
the armor and ammo your adver- 
saries leave behind.   

oecret Gharacter! 
There is a fourth playable character who shows up at the very end of the game. 
Who is it? Listen carefully to the cinema sequences for a clue...   
  

@ Engaging story 
@ Exciting action 
sequences 
@ Stong voice acting 

Ugly graphics 
@ Multiplayer mode 
isn’t fun 
@ Lock-on is flaky 

@ CONTROL 
It almost feels as if the Sony con- 
trol pad was designed specifically 
for this game; Gabe and company 
are a breeze to handle. 

Apart from a few new settings, 
this is the exactly the same game 
as part 2. Wait for the PS2 “SF” 
to take things to a higher level. 

© LIFESPAN 
The game’s plenty long, and it’s 
loads of fun all the way. It has a 
good shot of replay value, just as 
the other games in the series did. 

The multiplayer stuff and the 
minigames won’t do much for you, 
but they’re nice throwaways. The 
taunts in 2-player are hilarious. 

NOW RATEL 
Sony gives Gabe Logan a stylish 
system send-off with the best 
Syphon Filter game yet. A strong 
story, cool characters and tight 
action make this a real winner. 

 



  

  
| does the impossib 

offe ing the implest controls 

| Mini ames, customizable player 
re Players...0 

This should impress anyone who 
was a fan of Virtua Tennis. Easy 

_____ to play, hard to master, and per- 
—__ fect for 10 minutes or 10 hours of 

entertainment. 

  

OM COM ie 

hs hoe 

nb Get som 

Publisher: Hitmaker 
Pla ers: 1-8 

Genre: 5 orts 

Website: 

WWW.sega.com    
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CONTROL 

  

, Gide. 
The control is surprisingly accurate. he 3D action game has Monster, Inc., which serves as - ae “Nerves.” By pressing 

You should have no problem scar- become a fairly standard the prequel to the Disney movie the correct buttons ina 

ing the robotic Nerves. genre on the old of the same name, is the latest PaRappa-style sequence, you 

PlayStation. Dozens of creatures game in that prolific category. freak the little robots out. 

from dragons to crocodiles to Although the gameplay feels Granted, there’s been count- 

Everything looks and moves rather Grinches have travelled across familiar, it’s actually surprisingly less games like Monsters, Inc., 
nicely for a PlayStation game, but polygon landscapes on a quest fun if not terribly original. but this one should keep 
it’s not all that original. eh | Th RSS tiatnndl jewels or coins or e game’s main gimmic younger gamers entertained. 

LIFESPAN whatever. shows up when you scare the - Phil Theobald 

The game is fun enough that you'll — 
want to go back to previous stages we 3 a 
and collect all the extra medals. ee ————- Mae m 

There’s plenty of medals to earn ° ; 
and lots of scenes from the movie Publisher: Disney Int. 

to unlock. "<5 | rae i ‘ Players: | 

The kids will dig these ae ei 
not-so-scary monsters. enre: ACION 

CONTENT RATED BY 
ESRB   
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Trick of the Month! [@ Silent nit 2 
Silent Scope 2: Dark Silhouette BW 

On the title screen, access the 
options. On the “Options” screen, 
press L1+R1 simultaneously. An 
“Extra Options” screen will appear 
where you can change the zoom of 
your map, weapon control, blood 
color, view control and more.       

SORT: UCauetefua 

ae Extra 5 Seconds 
In the middle of the 

game, press START 

to pause. Then 

press Up, Up, 

Down, Down, 

Left, Right, Left, 
Right, X, Circle. 

Once you have 

entered the 

code, the clock 

will gain 5 seconds, 

but one of your lives 
will go down by half. 
Extra Half Life ao — 
In the middle of the game, Set blood color — 
press START to pause. Then code, one of your lives will 

: m §6press Circle, X, Right, Left, increase by half, but your 
You'll gain more time and one of — Right, Left, Down, Down, time will go down by 5 sec- 
your lives will decrease by half. | Up, Up. Once you enter the _ onds. 

  

    

    

EXTRA OPTIONS 
pon Control Switch 

Map. Zoom In 
Blood Color qGreen Pp - 

Waik/Run Control Normal 
_View Control Switch 

  

When your time is running low, 
pause and put in the code. 

NEA SS 
ne    

    

     

   

    

On the “Options” screen, hold L1+R1 and you 
will access the “Extra Options” screen. 

AeAIT: REDE 

BackTrack 

Refill Ammunition 
While playing the single player game, press the SELECT button to bring up the 
game menu. On the menu screen, press L-Shift, Right, B, L-Shift, R-Shift, Left to 
access the BSBODSOM computer. Press the A button to use the password screen 

and enter the word, AMMO. Press the A button again to accept the code, and : : ee 
press SELECT to exit back to the game screen, where you will see your ammuni- oC ae se color if aay purple, or any Hon vefilied. ofher “less offensive’ color. 

  Mario Kart: Super Circuit 
045. Uniock Tracks 

agg ~= For each normal cup, there is an Extra Cup that contains the tracks from that cup 
; In the original Mario Kart on SNES. These tracks aren’t available from the start: 

you have to unlock them. To access the Extra Cups, you must first play through 
the entire GP mode and acquire gold on each cup. Then, replay any cup and get 
at least 100 coins throughout the tracks. It doesn’t matter what rank you get or 
what place you finish (as long as you qualify). Once you have fulfilled the criteria, 
access the Extra tracks by pressing L-Shift or R-Shift on the Cup screen. To open 
the Extra tracks in Time Trial, just open the Extra Cups on the 150cc level. 

(96 GAMENOW Ge 

Rainbow 

course.   
 



  

  

Mat Hoffman’s Pro BMX 

Pause the game during play and hold the L-Trigger 

button while entering any of these codes. The 

screen will shake when they are entered correctly 

Special Meter Always Full 

Left, Down, Y, B, Up, Left, Y, X 

Balance Meter 

Left, B, X, Y, X, B, A 

Extra Time 

X, Up, B, A 

Unlock Granny 

Pause the game and choose the Retry option ten 

times in a row. The game will then tell you that 

you ride like a Grandma. After that, you will turn 

into Granny 

        
To get Granny, simply retry the game 10 
times—she will automatically become available. 

Dexter's 
Laboratory: 
Robot Rampage 

On the title screen, press 

A, A, A, A, A, A, A, A, A, 

A, B, B, B, B, B, B, B, B, 

B, B, SELECT. You will 

hear a sound when the 

code is entered correctly. 

Return of the 
Mina 

From the main menu, 

choose the Password 

option to get to the 

entry screen. Enter your 

passcode as 5TKWFDT 
7VFYOM1 HINT and you 

will be able to choose 

any level up to Stage 6. 

Sponge Bob 
Squarepants: 
Legend of the 
Lost Spatula 

From the main menu, 

access the Continue 

option. Enter D3BVG- 

MOD3 for the password. 
Press START to pause 

the game and the Level 
“Select Option” will be 

on the bottom of the 

screen. Choose a level to 

start with all game 

items. 

WWE: Betrayal 

On the main menu, 

choose the Continue 

option. Put in 4232 for 

your password. A debug 
screen will appear, 

which will allow you to 

choose your levels, turn 

on god mode and more! 

GAMENOW, (a7) 

Awesome GBC 

Tricks to 

the Rescue 

a
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4 Nascar Heat 2002 

Cheats That Burn Rubber. 
Throw Tires 
On the main screen, choose the Single Race and then choose 
your driver and track. When the Race Day screen appears, press 
Up, Down, Left, Right, R1, Up, Up. You will automatically be 
taken to the race. During the race, press Up on the D-pad to 
launch a tire at the cars in front of you. There’s no telling what 
kind of havoc you’ll cause once you have this code enabled! 
Clean Replay Screen Lt — 
On the main menu, press Up, Down, Left, Right, R1, Down, Up. You can get a clean view of the replay Combine codes to get a clean screen 
When you are watching a replay of your laps, press the Circle screen when you enter the code. while replaying your new found skills. 

button for a clean 
im screen, with no boxes or text. 

99 sot A og i Hardcore Realism 
Hy aaa . Lae §=On the main screen, press Up, Down, Left, 

a _» Right, R1, Up, Down. Choose the Single 
Race and then choose your dri- 
ver and track. When the Race 
Day screen appears, access 
the Setup option. Go to the 
Realism setting and scroll 
over until you see 
“Hardcore.” 

NFL Blitz 20-02 
Create a Super Player " aie Unlimited Turbo 
On the main screen, enter the y ies | From the main menu screen, choose 
options. Choose the Rosters option. Kp , Exhibition. Pick your team and choose the 
Create a player for the game and ie <. opposing team as well. After you do this, 
then save him to a memory card. So > press L-Shift, L-Shift, L-Shift, L-Shift, B, B, 
Then scroll to the right and choose ! — oe B, A, A, R-Shift. You will hear a sound to 
the Edit Player option. Find your — ee confirm correct code entry. Now your play- 
created player and choose him. | a | ers will have infinite turbo throughout the 
Now move over to the Speed cate- | =) 90 game. 
gory and press X. On the “Edit” oo 
screen, move down to the Ratings 
category and press X again. Youcan  “™ ™ : 
now boost up your player’s ratings Edit the ratings of your player by moving the all of the 
to 09 in each category, giving you bar all the way to the right in each category. is on 
the ability to create a super player! es when you alll : 

atginnarmmamm 

Blow past 

enter the 

Turbo code 

correctly. 

=) Extreme G3 

anti ah Aa ” 
— Extreme Lap Challenge 

Load up your created player on the Edit Player You will now have a “99” in each category, vue ; pee ne 1p Lt, te, ti, RI, 
screen and access the Ratings option. making your chraracter into a super player. » RE, LITRE, Lethe. 

(98 RGAMENMOWY TET 

 



  

Dave Mirra Freestyle BMX 2 

Many Cool FMVs 
Ryan Nyquist Movie 

Left, Left, Down, Right, Down, 

Right, Up, Down, Square. 

Tim Mirra Movie 

Left, Left, Right, Up, Down, 
Left, Down, Up, Square. 

Troy McMurray Movie 

Left, Left, Left, Down, Up, 

Right, Up, Left, Square. 

Dave Mirra Movie 

Left, Left, Up, Right, Up, Left, 

Up, Up, Square. 

Zach Shaw Movie 
Left, Left, Left, Right, Left, 

Down, Right, Down, Square. 

Rick Moliterno Movie 

Left, Left, Up, Down, Right, 

Left, Left, Up, Square. 

Leigh Ramsdell Movie 

Left, Left, Down, Down, Left, 
Right, Down, Left, Square. 

Scott Wirch Movie 

Left, Left, Right, Up, Up, Up, 

Left, Right, Square. 

Access All Levels 

Colin Mackey Movie 

Left, Left, Right, Right, Down, 

Down, Right, Up, Square. 

Todd Lyons Movie 

Left, Left, Down, Up, Up, Right, 

Left, Down, Square. 

Kenan Harkin Movie 
Left, Left, Left, Left, Right, 
Right, Down, Down, Square. 

Mike Laird Movie 

Left, Left, Right, Up, Up, Right, 

Up, Right, Square. 

Enter any one of the codes as shown to 
get an automatic extreme biking movie! 

From the main menu, access the “Password” option. Now, put in 

this sequence of letters as shown: NQRDGTPB. You now are able to 

access any level in the game. 

Tons of Tricks 

Secret Debug 
Screen and 
Hidden 

Characters 
Debug Screen 

After turning on the 

Dreamcast, press 

and hold the START 

button. Keep hold- 

ing it until one of 

two things happen. 

If you have a VMU 

in the Dreamcast, a 

debug menu will 
appear after a little 

while. If you do not 

have a VMU, the game will ask you to insert one, or 

press START to continue. After pressing START, the 

debug menu will appear. From here, you can choose 

your character, starting level, sound test, invincibility 

and infinite bombs. 

Play as Morrigan and Aine 
On the character select screen, move over to the 

question mark icon and highlight it. Press Up to get 

Morrigan and Down to get Aine as a playable char- 

Accessing the debug screen will give 
you invincibility on any level. 

It’s easy to find the 
two hidden charac- 
ters. Just press Up for 
Morrigan and Down 
for Aine on the ques- 
tion mark icon. 

From the main menu, enter the options screen. Access the “Enter Your Name” option and put in the following codes in all cap- 

ital letters. You will get a confirmation sound on this screen when they are entered correctly. 

Extra Cash in Ducati Life 

GREEDYGIT 

All Licenses in Ducati Life 

BADDRIVER 

Foggy 966 Bike in Quick Race 
THEDOGSNADS 

900 SSS FE in Quick Race 

TODDMCARTOR 

Development Team Drawings 
TEAM 

Everything Open in Quick Race 

Bouts OR Oe ; 

Auoas 9.9196586," 
é i 

ght ; i Md 

DUCATIOUICKRACE 

The 900 SSS will be available for 
play in the Quick Race mode. 

Enter ITSALLOVER and everything 
will be open in the Quick Race. 

Go through some goofy character 
ITSALLOVER drawings with the code entry.  
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ALL-STAR BASEBALL 
2002 

Hidden Teams 
From the main menu screen, choose MLB 
Play, and then choose Exhibition. On the 
team select screen, press L2+R2 simulta- 
neously. You will hear a sound to confirm 
correct code entry. Now scroll through the 
teams until you reach the the Islanders 
and the Dingers. 

Austin Dingers in Batting 
Practice 
From the main menu screen, choose 3 
“Batting Practice.” Next, move down, high- 
light Derek Jeter and press X. On the play- 
er select screen, press L]+R1+L2+R2 
simultaneously. Once you do this, the 
Austin Dingers team will appear. You can 
choose any player from this team to try 
out for batting practice. 

the driver selection screen appears. You 
will see “No Arrows” on the bottom-left 
side of the screen. 
No Destination Mark 
After choosing how many minutes you 
want to play, the “Now Loading” screen 
will appear. Press and hold L1+START until 
the driver selection screen appears. You 
will see “No Destination Mark” on the bot- 
tom-left side of the screen. 
Expert 
After choosing how many minutes you 
want to play, the “Now Loading” screen 
will appear. Press and hold L1+R1+START 
until the driver selection screen appears. 
You will see “Expert” on the lower-left side 
of the screen. This mode combines No 
Arrows and No Destination Mark. 

Taxi Bike 
On the driver select screen, quickly press 
L1+R1, L1+R1, L1+R1 and then choose 
your driver. You will hear a bike bell if 
you entered the code correctly. Now you 

will be picking up passengers on a bike 
BLOODY ROAR 3 
Sudden Death Survival 
Win nine fights in Survival Mode (Survival 
Mode only). 

No Guard Battle 
Earn first place in Arcade Mode (Survival 
and VS. Mode only). 

Highest Difficulty 
Finish Arcade Mode without continuing 
(Survival Mode only). 
Knockdown Battle 
Earn first place in Survival Mode after 
unlocking Sudden Death Survival (Survival 
and VS. Mode only). 

High Speed Battle 
Fight 100 battles in Survival mode with 
one character and get a place in the rank- 
ings. 

Low Speed Battle 
Fight once with each character and get a 
place in the rankings. 

Hyper Beast Battle 
Fight 10 battles in Arcade mode with one 
character and getting a place in the rank- 
ings. 

Sumo Wrestling Battle 
Fighting 20 battles in Survival mode with 
one character and gett a place in the 
rankings. 

Unlock Kohryu 
In Arcade Mode, beat the fourth stage 
without losing a round and Kohryu will 
appear as your opponent on the fifth 
stage. 

Unlock Uranus 
In Arcade Mode, beat the last stage of the 
game without continuing. You will then 
fight Uranus on a special stage. You must 
defeat him to be able to play as him. 

CRAZY TAXI 

On the mode selection screen, choose 
Arcade or Original. Then enter these tricks 
as shown. 

No Arrows 
After choosing how many minutes you 
want to play, the “Now Loading” screen 
will appear. Press and hold R1+START until 

instead of driving a taxi. 
Another Day 
On the driver select screen, press R1, then 
press and hold R1 while choosing a driver. 
You will see “Another Day” on the bottom- 
left side of the screen. The passengers and 
destinations will change. 
View Changes 
(Note: You must have a second controller 
plugged into port 2 of your PlayStation 2 
for this trick to work.) In the middle of an 
Arcade or Original game, take controller 2 
and hold L1+R1. While holding these but- 
tons, press the one of the following but- 
tons to see these new views. 

First Person = Circle (Press Circle again for 
Rear View) 

MPH = Square 

Third Person = Triangle 
Normal View = X 

DAVE MIRRA 

FREESTYLE BMX 2 
Enter the following codes on the main 
menu screen. 

Alternate Outfits 
Dave Mirra 

Up, Down, Up, Down, Right, Left, Up, Up, 
Square. 

Ryan Nyquist 
Up, Down, Down, Left, Down, Up, Up, 
Down, Square. 

Troy McMurray 
Up, Down, Left, Down, Right, Left, Up, 
Left, Square. 
Mike Laird 
Up, Down, Right, Left, Right, Up, Up, 
Right, Square. 
Tim Mirra 
Up, Down, Right, Left, Left, Up, Down, Up, 
Square. 
Leigh Ramsdell 
Up, Down, Down, Left, Down, Down, 
Down, Left, Square. 
Joey Garcia 
Up, Down, Up, Left, Down, Right, Down, 
Right, Square. 
Rick Moliterno 

Up, Down, Up, Up, Up, Up, Left, Up, 
Square. 

Todd Lyons 
Up, Down, Down, Right, Up, Left, Left, 
Down, Square. 

John “Luc-E” Englebert 
Up, Down, Left, Down, Left, Right, Left, 
Left, Square. 
Scott Wirch 
Up, Down, Right, Up, Down, Right, Left, 
Right, Square. 
Colin Mackay 
Up, Down, Right, Down, Up, Right, Right, 
Up, Square. 

Zach Shaw 
Up, Down, Left, Right, Down, Down, Right, 
Down, Square. 

All Bikes Unlocked 
Up, Left, Down, Right, Down, Down, Right, 
Down, Down, Left, Square. 
Hidden Riders 
Mike Diaz 

Up, Left, Down, Right, Right, Left, Up, 
Down, Up, Right, Square. 
Amish Boy 
Up, Left, Down, Right, Right, Left, Left, 
Down, Up, Left, Square. 

EXTREME G3 
(Note: You will need to re-enter these 

codes after each race.) 

Infinite Shields and Turbo 
From the main menu screen, enter L]+R1 / 

L2+R2, L1+L2, R1+R2. When entered cor- 
rectly, the message “Cheat Infinite Shield 
On” will appear. This code will also enable 
Infinite Turbo. 

Infinite Ammo 
From the main menu screen, enter L2, R2, 
LI, R1, L2+R2, L1+R1. When entered cor- 
rectly, the message “Cheat Infinite 
Ammunition On” will appear. 

GUANTLET: DARK 
LEGACY 
Password Codes 
When you are asked to enter your name 
on the character select screen, put in any 
of these cheat passwords for the results 
shown. 
invulnerability 
INVULN 

Infinite Supershot 
SSHOTS 

Nine Potions and Keys in 
Each Level 
ALLFUL 

Full Turbo 
PURPLE 
Pojo the Chicken 
EGG911 

Reflective Shot 

REFLEX 

Growth and Shrink Enemy 
DELTAI 
$10,000 Gold in Each Level 
10000K 
Invisibility 
000000 

Extra Speed 
XSPEED 

Rapid Fire 
QCKSHT 

518964 

—s1K221 

—TAKIT 

| Stig 
— $16333 

_ X-Ray Glasses 
PEEKIN 

3-Way Shot 
-MENAGE 
- Waitress 

KA0292 
Karate Guy 

Cheerleader 

CEL721 

Ratface Knight 
RAT333 
Smiley Face 

Garm 

GARM99 

Sumner 

~SUM224 
General 

1CE600 

| S&M Dwarf 

NUDO69 
Chainsaw Guy 
KJH105 

, Sky General 
~ SKY100 

Castle General 

(AS400 

Punkrocker 

PNK666 

Battle General 

BAT900 

Desert General 
DES700 

Chris 

($$222 

Football Player 
RIZ721 

School Girl 
~ AYASSS 
_ Mike 

DIB626 
Guy with Mace 

- ARV984 

- Town General 
- TWN300 

- Mountain General 
~ MTN200 

Sick Garm 

GARMO00 

GRADIUS Ill AND IV 
These commands can be done multiple 
~ times in Gradius Ill. In Gradius IV, you 

must beat the first boss of the game to do 
the tricks and they can be done once per 

level beaten thereafter. If you don’t use 
the power-up trick in a level, you can 

build it up to do it multiple times in the 
next level. 

Double Weapon Power-Up 
In Gradius III or IV, pause the game dur- 

3 ing play and enter Up, Up, Down, Down, 
Left, Right, Left, Right, Square, Triangle. 
Laser Weapon Power-Up 
In Gradius Ill or IV, pause the game dur- 

3 ing play and enter Up, Up, Down, Down, 
Left, Right, Left, Right, X, Circle. 

  

Hidden Modes in Gradius III 
Cube Attack Appears in Extra Mode: Reach 
Stage 9. 

First Gradius Stages Appear 
in Extra Mode 

Get hit with a bullet from the boss of 

Stage 10. 

Extra Edit Appears in Extra 
Mode 
Complete the entire game once. 
More Weapons 
Complete game in Extra Edit. 
Hidden Modes in Gradius IV: 

Boss Rush Mode 
Complete the entire game once. 
Stage Select 
Complete the entire game without using a 
Continue. 

Full Power-Up in Gradius IV 
Make sure you have beaten a level and 
the end level boss. After this, press START 
to pause the game and then press Up, Up, 
Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, X, 
Circle. Press START to unpause the game 
and your ship will be fully powered up 
with lasers, options, shield, etc. This will 
only work once per level, so use it wisely. 
You can build it up by clearing multiple 
levels without using it, and then you can 
do the trick more than once per level. 

KNOCKOUT KINGS 
2001 
Password Codes 
From the main menu, choose Modes. On 
the next menu, choose Career and then 
pick “New.” On the “Name Boxer” screen, 
put in any of these names to unlock these 
hidden boxers. 
Play as Joe Mesi: 
BAILEY 
Play as Owen Nolan: 
OWNOLAN 
Play as John Botti: 
JB0TTI 
Play as David Defiagbon: 
DEFIAGBN 
Play as Junior Seau: 
JRSEAU 
Play as Ray Austin: 
AUSTIN 
Play as Steve Francis: 
STEVEF 

Play as Trevor Nelson: 
NELSON 
Play as Ashy Knucks: 
MECCA 
Play as Barry Sanders: 
MRBARRY 
Play as Bernando Osuna: 
OSUNA 

Play as David DeMartini: 
DEMART 

Play as Jason Giambi: 
JGIAMBI 
Play as Charles Hatcher: 
HATCHER 
Play as Chuck Zito: 
ZITO 

Play as David Bostice: 
BOSTICE 

 



  

MDK2: ARMAGEDDON 

invincibility 
In the middle of the game, press START to 
pause, then press and hold L2+R2. While 
holding these, press Up, Up, Down, Down, 
Left, Left, Right, Right, Square, Triangle, 
Square, Triangle, SELECT. 
Matrix Camera 

In the middle of the game, press START to 
pause, then press and hold L1+R1 to 
remove the pause menu and give you a 
better look at the rotating view while 
you re paused. 
Stationary Camera 
In the middle of the game, press START to 
pause, then press and hold L2+R2. While 

holding these, press Circle, X, Circle, 
Triangle. 
Racecar Camera 

In the middle of the game, press START to 
pause, then press and hold L2+R2. While 
holding these, press Circle, X, Circle, X. 

METAL GEAR SOLID 2: 

S.O.L (TRIAL EDITION) 

In the Metal Gear Solid 2 demo that 

comes with Zone of the Enders, you can 
do some things to make your experience 
more interesting. Just refer to these tidbits 
as shown. 
Full View of Bridge 
On the title screen, use the Right Analog 
Stick to move the screen for full panoram- 
ic view of the George Washington Bridge. 
CODEC Fun 

When you’re in CODEC mode, you can 

move the heads of Otacon and Snake with 
the Analog Sticks. Also, hold the L2 and 

  

~ R2 buttons and move the Analog Sticks up 
~ and down to get a zoom effect. 

| Adult Humor 

These tidbits have to do with the posters in 
— the locker room. Open up either of the 

two lockers with the model posters on 
them and stand with your back toward 
one of them. Now press the Circle button 
and knock in the middle the poster. You 

will alert the guards! Another thing you 
can do is to have Snake face the poster 
and press R1 for first person mode. While 
holding R1, press the SELECT button and 
then press Circle to call Otacon. Snake will 
look like he’s having too much fun and 
Otacon will scold him for it. 

NBA STREET 
Button Codes 

On the “Enter Cheats” screen, change the 
four basketballs into other symbols by 
pressing the buttons the number of times 
shown, and then press Down on the D- 
pad. For example, 4,1,3,2, Down would 

be Square four times, Triangle one time, 

Circle three times, X two times and then 
Down on the D-pad. 
Summertime Joe “The 

Show” 

1,0,0,1, Down. 

Athletic Joe “The Show” 

1,2,0,1, Down. 

Springtime Joe “The Show” 
1,1,0,1, Down. 

Player Names 
0,1,2,3, Down. 

Less Gamebreakers 

1,3,4,2, Down. 

More Gamebreakers 

1,4,3,2, Down. 

| No Gamebreakers 

~—-1,4,4,2, Down. 
- No Dunks 
~ 301.2 Down. ll io eo | 

_ Mega Dunking 
- 3,0,1,0, Down. 

- Explosive Rims 
1,2,4,0, Down. 

No HUD Display 
1,4,1,2, Down. 

Casual Uniforms 

1,1,0,0, Down. 

Authentic Uniforms 

0,0,1,1, Down. 

Unlimited Turbo 

2,0,3,0, Down. 

Harder Distance Shots 

2,2,3,0, Down. 

No Juice 

1.4.43, Down. 

No Auto Replays 
1,2.1,1, Down. 

Captain Quicks 
3,0,2,1, Down. 

NuFX Ball 

0,1,3,0, Down. 

- Beach Ball 

~ 01,1,2, Down. 

~ Volleyball 
> 01,1,4, Down. 

EA Big Ball 
~ 0,1,4,0, Down. 

ABA Ball 

: 0.1,1,0, Down. 

- Medicine Ball 

 0,1,1,3, Down. 

- WNBA Ball 
> 0,1,2,0, Down. 

- Socer Ball 
~ 021.0, Down. 

Ce et 

: No Cheats 

~ 11,1,], Down. 

NHL 2001 
From the main menu, access “Game 

Settings.” On this menu, access “Rosters.” 

From this screen, choose “Create Player.” 
Next, enter the first and last names of the 

players as shown below for various results. 
~ When it asks if you would like to create 

player like him, answer “Yes.” You can 
change this player’s name but don’t 
change any attributes before you save 
him. 
Superstar Defense 
Put in Sandis for the first name and 
Ozolinsh for the last name, or Chris for 
the first name and Pronger for the last 
name. 

: Superstar Forward 

- Put in Peter for the first name and 
~ Forsberg for the last name, or Jaromir for 
the first name and Jagr for the last name. 
- Superstar Goalie 
~ Put in Patrick for the first name and Roy 
- for the last name, or Dominik for the first 

~ name and Hasek for the last name. 

- ONI 
- Button Codes 
- Inthe middle of the game, press the 
- SELECT button. Move down and highlight 

~ the “Help” option. Now press L2, LI, L2, 
~ Square, Circle, Square. This is the first part 

- of the codes shown below. After entering 

this part first, put in the rest of the codes 

~ as shown below for these results. 

~ (Note: The L3 and R3 commands are per- 

formed by pressing in the left analog stick 
~ for L3 and pressing in the right analog 
stick for R3) 
_ Mini Me 

~ 13, R3, Square, Circle. 

_ Huge Heads 

GUILT BY ASSOCIATION >>> 
IF THERE WERE EVER A METAL GEAR MOVIE... 

Metal Gear creator Hideo Kojima has always said that 

if he were ever to make a Metal Gear movie, he would 

want the Wachowski brothers to direct it. Although the statement 

was probably just a compliment to the brothers Wachowski, you’ve 

gotta ask yourself, “How cool would that be? The directors of The 

Matrix taking on what could possibly be the greatest video game 

movie ever!” Of course, you’d have to answer yourself by saying, “I 

cannot possibly conceive of such coolness because my frail human 

form would surely disintegrate” ... or something like that, anyway. 

If you want to get the perfect visual aide for helping you imagine 

what a Metal Gear movie might be like (fears of disintegration 

aside), you should pick up the special edition Matrix Revisted 2- 

pack DVD when it comes out on November 20. Besides getting one 

of the greatest sci-fi films ever made, you’ll get more than two 

hours of behind-the-scenes footage, brand new interviews with the 

directors and stars, a sneak peek at the Matrix sequels, and a pre- 

view of the upcoming Matrix anime project. The Matrix Revisted is 

also jampacked with Easter Eggs, which should keep you busy 

while you search for more than 3 hours of hidden features. The 

Matrix Revisted 2-pack DVD retails for about $40. Do what you 

gotta do, but get one. 

  

, a r + 

  

e Matrix Revisited is packed 
with previews and other goodies. 

  

Solid Snake dodges a bullet in 
slo-mo as Kojima pays homage 

to the Wachowski bros.   
  

START, Square, Circle, START. 
_ Stronger Hits 
~ R3, L3, Circle, Square. 

Get Big 
~ R3, Square, Circle, L3. 

One Hit Kill 

L3, R3, Circle, Square. 

~All Ammo and Hypo 
Circle, Circle, Circle, R3. 

Infinite Ammo 

2 ul, Ee 

Invisibility 
LT, R3, L2, L3. 

— QUAKE III: 
REVOLUTION 
Level Skip 

Inthe middle of a one-player game, press 
~ and hold L1+R1+R2+SELECT. While hold- 
- ing these, press X, Circle, Square, Triangle, 

— X, Circle, Square, Triangle. The level will 
_ end with you as the winner-—even if you 
- are in last place! 

RAYMAN 2: 

- REVOLUTION 
- Menu Cheat 
~ First, you must get to at least one save 

- point in the game, or load a saved game. 
~ Then press START to pause. From the main 

- menu, access the “Sound” option. On the 

~ sound menu, highlight the Mute option 
~ and hold the L1+R1 buttons simultaneous- 
~ ly. With these held, quickly press L2, R2, 

L2, R2, L2, R2. The “Menu Cheat” will 
appear with items that you would normal- 
- ly have to purchase in the game. 
: Bonus Mini-Games 
_ After you load up the game and choose 
~ your language, go to the main menu and 
access the options. From the options 
menu, access the “Language” option, and 

~ then choose “Voices.” On the voices menu, 
highlight the “Raymanian” option and 
~ hold the L1+R1 buttons simultaneously. 
- With these held, quickly press L2, R2, L2, 
 R2, L2, R2. 
: Names in Baby Soccer 
- You can do this trick after you unlock the 
bonus levels and access the Baby Soccer 
- mini-game. While playing Baby Soccer, 
- hold the L1+R1 buttons simultaneously. 
~ With these held, quickly press L2, R2, L2, 
> R212, R2. 

_ READY 2 RUMBLE 
- BOXING: ROUND 2 

Button Codes 

~ From the main menu, choose Arcade 
~ Mode. Pick a One Player or Two Player 
game and on the boxer selection screen, 
enter any of these codes for the results as 
- shown. You will hear a bell if the trick was 
entered correctly. (Note: Player One may 
- enter one of the codes and then choose a 
- character. Then Player Two may enter a 
different code and then choose a charac- 
fer). 

- Huge Gloves 
Left, Right, Up, Down, R1, R2. 
- Zombie Boxer 

Left, Up, Right, Down, R1, RI, R2. 
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 Fat Boxer 

Right, Right, Up, Down, Right, R1, RI, R2. 
Skinny Boxer 
Right, Right, Up, Down, Right, RI, R2. 
Play as Freak E. Deke and 
Michael Jackson 
RI, RI, RI, RI, RV, RI, RI, RI, RI, RI, 
RI, RI, RI, R2, RI, RI, RI, RI, RI, RI, 

R1, RI, RI, RI, R2. 

Christmas Arena and 
Costume 

Start up your system without the disc 
inside, then access the “System 
Configuration” option. Choose “Clock 
Adjustment” and set the date to 
12/25/2000. After adjusting the date, 
insert the game and begin. Choose Arcade 
mode and highlight “Selene Strike” on the 
boxer selection screen. The words, 
“Holiday Outfit” will appear underneath 
her name. 

Unlock Ali Boxers 
From the main menu, choose Arcade 
Mode. Then select one or two players. On 
the boxer select screen, press Left, Left, 
Right, R2, Left, Right, Right, RI, RI, R2. 
You will hear a bell when entered correct- 
ly. Now you can choose from a variety of 
new boxers, including Bill and Hillary 
Clinton! 

RIDGE RACER 5 
Opening Cinema Effects 
During the opening cinema, you can give 
three different effects to the graphics. 
Pressing RI once will give you black and 
white graphics, pressing R1 again will give 
you yellowish graphics and pressing R1 a 
third time will give you blurred graphics. 
Use LI to cycle the effects the opposite 
way. 
Controller Sensitivity 
Display 
In the middle of a race, press and hold the 
SELECT button until you see a graphic dis- 
play. This display will show how hard you 
are turning your car, pressing the gas and 

pressing the brake. If you want to get rid 
of the display, just press the SELECT but- 
ton. 

RUMBLE RACING 

Password Codes 
Go into the game options. Move down to 
the “Load and Save” option and press 
Right on the controller to bring up the 
“Password” option. On the “Password” 
screen, enter your name as one of the 
codes shown below to unlock these cars. 
High Roller 
HGIROLREL 

Buckshot 
UBTCKSTOH 
Sporticus 
OPSRTISUC 

Van Itty 
VTYANIYTT 

Gamecus 

BSUIGASUM 

Pro Cup 2 
P1PROCI PU 
Pro Cup 3 

Q2PROC2YT 

Elite Cup 1 
AEPPROPUC 

Elite Cup 2 
ILETEC] MB 

Elite Cup 3 
ILCTEC2VB 

Elite Cup 4 
ILQTEC3PU 
EA Elite Cup 
LEAITEPUC 

EA Stunt Cup 
YEAMPLOWW 

Circus Minmus Track 
ZEAGTLUKE 

XXS Tomcat Vehicle 
NALDSHHSD 

Vortex Vehicle 
TAREXTIAR 

Thor Vehicle 
THTORHROT 

Stinger Vehicle: 
AMHBRAAMH 

Revolution Vehicle 
PTOATRTO! 

Road Trip Vehicle 
ABOGOBOGA 

Interceptor Vehicle 
CDAAPTNIA 

SILENT SCOPE 
Button Codes 
On the mode select screen, enter these 
cheats as shown. 
Professional Mode 
Hold the RI button and quickly press 
START, START, START, START. 

Night Vision Mode 
Hold the R1 button and quickly press 
START, START, START, START, START. 
Professional Night Vision 
Mode 
Hold the R1 button and quickly press 
START, START, START, START, START, START. 
No Crosshair 
Right, Right, Right, Square. You will hear 
an explosion when entered correctly. 
Romantic Mode 
Left, Right, Right, Square, Triangle. You 
will hear “Wow!” when entered correctly. 
Super Fast Professional 
Mode 
Down, Triangle, Up, Square, Triangle, 
Down, Right, Down, Right, Square, 
Triangle. 
Mirror Mode 
Left, Left, Right, Square, Down, Down, Up, 
Triangle, Up, Right, Down, Up, Left, Down, 
Square. 

No Scope 

Right, Down, Right, Square, Right, Down, 
Right, Square. 
Hidden Mode (All enemies 
are invisible) 
Right, Down, Right, Square, Up, Square, 
Square, Triangle, Down, Right, Down, 
Right, Square, Triangle. 
Night Mode 
Up, Right, Down, Left, Up, Square, 
Triangle. You will hear “Silent Scope” 
when entered correctly. 
First-Person View 

     
CHECK IT OUT >>> 
LEARN HOW TO DESIGN VIDEO GAMES! 

    

  

       
   
   

    
    

   

   

     
   
   

    

    

    

    

   

      

    

  

    

    

    

    

  

Up, Up, Up, Up, Down, Down, Down, 

Down. 

No Enemy Targeting Mode 
Right, Right, Right, Right, Left, Down, Up, 
Right. 
Half of Life for 5 Seconds 
Pause during play and press Up, Up, 
Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, X, 
Circle. 
5 Seconds for Half of Life 
Pause during play and press Circle, X, 
Right, Left, Right, Left, Down, Down, Up, 
Up. 

SMUGGLER’S RUN 
Button Codes 
In the middle of the game, press START to 
pause. Now you may enter any of the but- 
ton sequences below. You will hear a beep 
when these are entered correctly. Once 
you complete a mission or return to the 
menu, the trick(s) will no longer be active 
until you enter them again. 
Speed Increase 
RI, L1, L2, R2, Right, Right, Right. You 
can do this code up to three times to get 
even faster speeds. 
Speed Decrease 
R2, 12, L1, RI, Left, Left, Left. You can do 
this code up to three times to get even 
slower speeds. 
Half Gravity 
LI, R1, RI, L2, R2, R2. Your car will float 
after going over any jump. 
Zero Gravity Traffic 
RI, R2, RI, R2, Up, Up, Up. Bump into 
any “traffic vehicle” on the ground and it 
will float away into the distance. 
Invisible Off-Road Vehicles 
RI, LI, LI, R2, LI, LI, L2. (Strangely 
enough, the cops will still know where you 
are.) 

Who hasn’t played 
through a crappy game only to think 
that they could do something better if 
they only knew how? If you dream 
about making video games but don’t 
know where to start, you just may be 
in luck, because Gamelnstitute.com 
can get you started on the path to 
video game glory. The Gamelnstitute is 
an online training ground that prides 
itself on offering high-quality but 
affordable classes in video game pro- 
gramming. Sure, you’ll be taking brain- 
busting courses like Introduction to C and C+ Programming, Real Time 
3D Terrain Rendering, Understanding Pathfinding Algorithms, and 
Principles of Game Design and Architecture, but at $50 to $95 a pop, 
you won't go broke in the process of becoming the next Miyamoto or 
Kojima. Classes last anywhere from six to 12 weeks each, and all your 
materials are included in the course fees. Good luck! 

  

       

  

     
   

  

    
    

    

SSX 
Button Codes 
On the rider select screen, press Square to 
access the options. Next, press and hold 
L1+L2+R1+R2, then one of the following 
codes. You will hear a sound if the trick 
was entered correctly. 
Unlock Everything 
Down, Left, Up, Right, X, Circle, Triangle, 
Square. This will give you access to all rid- 
ers, outfits, boards and courses in the 
game.) 

All Attribute Points 
Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle, X, 

, Triangle, Square. 
Crazy Runners 
Square, Triangle, Circle, X, Square, 
Triangle, Circle, X. Your rider will have his 
board on his back and you will have to 
run the course on foot in order to win. 
Unlimited Hints 
Circle, X, Circle, X, Circle, X, Circle, X. On 
the “Loading” screen before the game 
starts, you will see all the hints appear 
one after another. Unfortunately, this 
doesn’t stop and you will have to press the 
Reset button on your PS2 to get out of it. 

STAR WARS: 
STARFIGHTER 
Password Codes 
On the main menu, access the options, 

then go to “Code Setup.” Now enter the 
following passwords to unlock each cheat 
as shown. 
Unlock All Levels 
OVERSEER (This will give you everything 
except the bonus multiplayer missions). 
Bonus Multiplayer Missions 
ANDREW 
Secret Ship for Bonus 
Missions 
BLUESNF 

  

    

    

  

    
   
   

    

  

   
    

  

    
    

   
   

    

  

    

  

    

  

Disable Cockpit Display 
NOHUD 

Ship and Cast Pics 
HEROES 

Pre-production Art 
PLANETS 

Pictures of Simon 
SIMON 

Development Team Pics 
TEAM 

View Credits: 
CREDITS 

Invincible Mode 
MINIME 

Jar Jar Mode 
JARJAR (This will reverse your ship’s con- 
trols.) 
Director Mode 
DIRECTOR (This will give you alternate 
camera angles in the game. Press SELECT 
for the views and R1 for zoom.) 
Christmas FMV 
WOZ (This brings you a video of a Nym 
having trouble opening a door. When he 
finally bashes it in, he gets a strange 
Christmas greeting.) 

STAR WARS: 
SUPER BOMBAD 
RACING 

Button Codes 
Enter the following codes on the main 
menu screen. 
Boba Fett 
Square, Circle, Triangle, Circle, Square. 
Boba Fett's ship will replace any ship you 
choose on the racer selection screen. 
AAT Battle Tank 
Circle, Triangle, Square, Circle, Triangle, 
Square. The tank will replace any ship you 
choose on the racer selection screen. 
Speed Start: Press and hold X+R2 immedi- 
ately before the final race light appears. 

 



  

Super Speedy Mode 
LI, LI, LI, LI, R2, Square. 

Super Arena Mode 
Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left. 
Grrl Power Enabled: Down, SELECT, Up, 

SELECT, Left, Right, SELECT. 
Jawa Language 
SELECT, SELECT, SELECT, Square. 
Battle Droid Language 
SELECT, SELECT, SELECT, Up. 
German Language: 
SELECT, SELECT, SELECT, LI. 
Spanish Language 
SELECT, SELECT, SELECT, R1. 
French Language 
SELECT, SELECT, SELECT, R2. 
Italian Language 
SELECT, SELECT, SELECT, L2. 
English Language 
SELECT, SELECT, SELECT, Circle. 
Slip ‘N Slide Mode 
Left, Right, Square, Circle, L1, L2. 

Backward Racers 
L2, L2, L2, L2, Circle, SELECT. 
Super Spinning Mode 
Up, Left, Down, Right, Left, Up, Down. 
Super Honk 
Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle, L2, SELECT. 

Death Star Power-up 
R1, RI, RI, Rl, Up, Left. 
Infinite Boost 
LI, R2, L2, R2. 
Unlock Space Freighter 
Arena 
L1, Rl, SELECT, Circle. 
All Racers Are Shaak 
Up, Right, Down, Left, SELECT. 
All Racers Are Kaadu 
LI, RI, L2, R2. 

SUPER BUST-A-MOVE 

Secret Characters 

On the title screen (where “Press Start 

Button” is flashing), press Triangle, Right, 

Left, Triangle. A sound will play and an 

icon will appear in the upper-left corner of 

the screen to indicate that the trick 

worked. Choose a mode at the Game 

Menu screen. 

Another World 

On the title screen (where “Press Start 

Button” is flashing), press Triangle, Left, 

Right, Triangle. A sound will play and an 

icon will appear in the upper-right corner 

of the screen to indicate that the trick 

worked. Choose the 1P Puzzle mode and 

all of the stages will be changed to new 

puzzles. 

SWING AWAY GOLF 

Unlock All Golfers 

On the main menu screen,, press L2, R2, 

L2,R2, Up, Right, Down, Left, L1, R1. You 

will hear a sound if the code was entered 

correctly. Now go into either Story Mode 
or Normal Mode. Three more golfers will 
now be available. 

TEKKEN TAG 
TOURNAMENT 
Begin with Tag Partner 
If you want to start your match with your 

  

second player, just hold the Tag button on 

the loading screen until the match begins. 
New Armor King Costume: Beat Arcade 

mode with Armor King, then at the charac- 
~ fer select screen, highlight Armor King and 

: press START. 
' Tekken Bow! 

Use Ogre to unlock True Ogre. (While 

bowling, you can see Dr. Boskonovitch 

jumping in the background. Aim to the left 

where he is, and if you get it just right, 

~ you will be able to K.0. him with the bowl- 
ing ball!) 
Jukebox 
Get a score of 200 or more in Tekken 
Bowl. The jukebox will allow you to choose 
the background music that plays as you 
bowl. 

THEME PARK: ROLLER 
COASTER 
Button Codes 

These tricks are entered while playing the 
game. You will hear a sound when they 
are entered correctly (make sure you 

don’t pause before entering them). 
255 Golden Tickets 
Up, Down, Left, Right, Circle, Right, Left, 

Down, Up, Circle (Press this combination a 

total of four times). 
Free Purchases 

Left, Down, X, Circle. (Press this combina- 

fiona total of eight times). 

: TIME CRISIS Il 

' Arcade Mode Secrets 
- Extra Credits 

Play through Story Mode and use all three 

of your credits to earn a fourth credit at 
the start of your next game. You can keep 

~ doing this until you get nine credits. 
Free Play 
If you've earned nine credits in Story 

~ Mode and still use up all your continues, 
~ you'll active Free Play, where you have 

infinite continues. 

~ Extra Life 
~ When you unlock Free Play, you can go to 
~ the “Game Options” screen and change 

the number of health boxes that you have 
during the game. Instead of the standard 

three lives, you can have up to nine. 
New One Stage Trial Stages 

You just have to get to Stages 2 and 3 in 
Story Mode. 

- Auto Bullets 
If you finish Story Mode twice, players 1 

and 2 can select Auto Bullets. Auto Bullets 

act like the game’s machine gun (unfortu- 
nately, though, you will have to keep 

reloading when you use this feature). 
Infinite Bullets 
Finish Story Mode with Auto Bullets and 

both players can select Infinite Bullets so 
: they never have to reload. 
3 Wide Bullets 

Finish Story Mode with Infinite Bullets and 
both players can select Wide Bullets. These 
- bullets are like a shotgun blast, giving the 

player a huge shot radius. 
: Mirror Mode 

Finish the Story Mode without continuing 

  

3 Up. 

: God Mode 

  

~ and you open up Mirror Mode, a flip- 
flopped version of the game. 

Crisis Mission Tricks 

To unlock the hidden Crisis Misssion extra 

game, simply finish Story Mode. In this 
bonus game, you must clear missions such 
as scoring so many points in a round or 

killing a certain number of enemies. The 
game consists of five “Days,” with each 
Day containing five missions and one EX 
mission. 

Days 2-5 
Complete most of the missions in the cur- 
rent Day to open up the next Day. 
EX Missions 
Complete all the missions in a day to open 
up the EX mission. 
Final Mission 2 
Complete all of the hidden missions and 

the final mission to unlock this true final 
mission. 

Music Player 
Complete Crisis Mission and you'll unlock 
this sound test mode. 

Quick & Crash Trick Extra 
Modes 
Earn a score that places in the top five to 
unlock three new modes of play: Chain 
Hit, One Shot and 10 Seconds. 
Shoot Away II Trick Extra 

: Mode 

Earn the high score in the Retro Mode to 
unlock an updated version of the classic 
game, Shoot Away Il. 

- TWISTED METAL: 

BLACK 

Button Codes 

In the middle of the game, press and hold 
L1+L2+R1+R2. Keep holding this button 
combination down and enter one of the 

~~ following codes. Make sure you have the 
control settings on “Classic” before enter- 
ing these tricks. The trick you just entered 

will appear on the screen if you did it cor- 

- rectly. 
Invulnerability 

Up, Down, Left, Right, Right, Left, Down, 

Up, X, Left, Circle. 
- Killer Weapons 

> XX, Up. 

_ Mega Guns 
- X,X, Triangle. 

- Weapons for Health 
Triangle, X, Square, Circle. 

New View for Weapons 
In the game, press Right+SELECT to get a 

different look for your weapon icons. 

UNREAL TOURNAMENT 

Button Codes 
In the middle of the game, press START to 

~ pause, then key in the button sequences. 

invincibility 
Square, Circle, Left, Right, Circle, Square. 

Level Skip 
Up, Down, Left, Right, Right, Left, Circle. 

- 999 Ammo 

Left, Right, Circle, Circle, Circle, Right, Left. 

Level Select 
In the middle of a match, pause and    

  

~ choose to exit the game. Go to the main 
~ menu and choose to resume the game. 
- Highlight the name of the saved game : 
~ (character) you want, and press Up, Down, 
~ Down, Up, Left, Up, Right, Down. You will 
~ hear a sound. The “Select Ladder” screen 

will appear. Now you will see that all the 
matches are completed in each category, 
which makes them available to play. 
Stealth Mutator 

From the main menu, press Square, 

Square, Circle, Circle, Square, Square, 

Circle, Circle. You will hear a sound. 
Choose Multiplayer and on the “Select 
Game” screen, choose Mutators. move 

down the list until you see Stealth as an 

option. Choose this mutator to have all 

players equipped with cloaking devices. 
Fatboy Mutator 
From the main menu, press Circle, Circle, 

Circle, Up, Down, Down, Up, Circle, Circle, 
Circle. You will hear a sound. Choose 
Multiplayer and on the “Select Game” 

screen, choose Mutators. move down the 

list until you see Fatboy as an option. 

Choose this mutator to fatten up your 
~ character as he/she gets frags. 

- WILD WILD RACING 

All Cars and Challenges 
- Qn the main menu screen, access the 

- options. On the options screen, press and 

~ hold the Square button. While holding 
- Square, press Up, Circle, Down, Circle, 

~ Left, Right, Left, Right, Circle. A new 
option called “Secret” will appear under- 
~ neath the rest of the options. Access this 

- new option and you will be able to turn all 
of the classes and challenges on. Next, go 
~ back to the main menu and choose Single 
~ Player. Enter your name as NORTHEND 

and you will hear a voice say, “Wild Wild 
~ Racing.” Now go back to the Options and 
~ access the “Secret” option again. Another 

~ new option will appear called “Top Secret.” : 
~ Inhere, you can turn on All Cars, All 
~ Upgrades, |.C.V. and Saucy, 

WINBACK: COVERT 

OPERATIONS 
: Button Codes 

~ On the title screen where it says, “Press 
~ Start,” enter any of the following codes to 
get the corresponding result. You must 

~ enter each code before the game goes into 
~ demo mode. 
- Max Power 

~ Press LI, R2, L2, R2, L2, Triangle, Circle, 
~ Triangle, Circle, then press and hold L1. 

~ While holding L1, press START. This option 
— will appear on the main menu and will 

give you all weapons and unlimited 
> ammunition. 

— Trial 
~ Press Up, Down, Down, Right, Right, Right, 

~ Left, Left, Left, Left, then press and hold 

~ Triangle. While holding Triangle, press 
~ START. This option will appear on the main 

~ menu, and will allow you to begin from 
any level in the game. 

All Characters 

Press Up, Down, Down, Right, Right, Right, 

      

     
      

Left, Left, Left, Left, then press and hold 

Circle. While holding Circle, press START. 
Go into Versus mode and access the 
“Character” option. You will see that all 

the characters will be unlocked and 
playable in this mode. 
Sudden Death 
Press L2, R2, L2, R2, Circle, Triangle, 

Circle, Triangle, then press and hold L1. 

While holding L1, press START. This option 

~ will appear on the main menu, and will 
make your character and opponents vul- 

nerable to one-hit kills. 

_ X& SQUAD 
Button Codes 

On the main menu screen, enter these 

codes to start your game with more 
~ weapons, ammo and items. You will hear 

a gunshot if the codes were entered cor- 
, rectly. 
- Michael’s 9mmS+99 Ammo 

Square, Circle, Triangle. 

Michaels 9mmS+99 Ammo. 

Taylor M82+99 Ammo and 
No Limit on Weight 

| Triangle, Circle, Square. 
- Michaels 9mmS+99 Ammo. 
- Taylor M82+99 Ammo, No 

Limit on Weight, Radar 

~ Circle, R1, Circle, L1, Triangle, R2. 

Michaels 9mmS+99 Ammo. 

: Taylor M82+99 Ammo, No 
Limit on Weight, Radar, 
Level 3 Shield, SiriusP 

L2, Square, R2, Triangle, L1, Circle, RI. 

~All Weapons (Beginner)+99 
~ Ammo, No Limit on Weight, 

Radar, Level 3 Shield, 

SiriusP 

2 Triangle, Square, Circle, Square, Triangle, 
Circle. 

3 All Weapons 
(Intermediate)+99 Ammo, 

No Limit on Weight, Radar, 

Level 3 Shield, SiriusP 

LI, L1, L2, L2, R1, RI, R2, R2. 

All Weapons (Advanced)+99 
: Ammo, No Limit on Weight, 

Radar, Level 3 Shield, 

| SiriusP 

Circle, Circle, Circle, Triangle, Square, 
| Square, Square, Square. 

_ ZONE OF THE ENDERS 
Health and Ammo 

In the middle of the game, press START to 
pause. Then press LI, LI, L2, L2, LI, RI, 
L1, RI, R2, RV. Your health and ammuni- 

~ tion will be refilled. The consequence of 
this trick is that your level will decrease 
each time you enter the code. 

: Versus 

On the title screen (where it says, “Press 
Start Button”), press Circle, X, Right, Left, 

Right, Left, Down, Down, Up, Up. You will 

hear a sound to confirm that the code was 
entered correctly. Now press START and 

- scroll through the main menu options until 

you reach “Versus.” Choose this option to 
- fight a one-on-one battle with the comput- 
~ er or a second player.
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4 WHEEL THUNDER 
Super Start 
When you begin your race, wait for the 
countdown to reach “Go.” As soon as this 
appears, press L-Trigger+A at the same 
time. You'll get a boosted start and a four- 
second boost as well. 
Clean Pause 
While the game is paused, press Y+X 
simultaneously to get rid of the text and 
see a clean action shot of your current 
game. 
Infinite Slot Machine Retries 
Once you finish a race, save your game. 
You may be awarded with a slot machine 
jackpot bonus game after the race. If you 
do poorly on the slots or just want to try it 
again, just load up your saved game and 
the slot machine will be available to play 
once again. You can do this as many times 

as you want. 

AEROWINGS 2: 

AIRSTRIKE 
Get Everything 
When you begin your game, abort 
Training Mode and get to the “Game 
Select” screen. While on this screen, hold 
L-Trigger+X. With these held, press Y. You 
will hear a voice to confirm the code was 
entered correctly. 

ALIEN FRONT ONLINE 
Unlock All Stages 
Enter I2I?II as your name during start up 
(%, lowercase L, 2, uppercase i, ?, upper- 
case i, and lowercase L) to unlock all 
stages, plus a secret. 

BANGAI-O 

Level Select 
When you are asked to enter your initials, 
put in the pale gopher symbols for all 
three initials, then choose “Start Game.” 
When the Level menu appears, scroll Left 
or Right to choose your starting level. You 
can choose any level up to 44 with this 
trick. 
Hidden Options 
Choose Exit from the Level menu, then go 
back to the main menu and pick Game 
Options. Scroll down and choose “Done.” 
You will now access a new menu called 
“Secret Garden.” Now you can choose the 
size of Riki and Mami’s shots, the size of 
the debris, choice of background and 
Invincibility! 

BUST-A-MOVE 4 
Button Codes 
On the title screen with “Press Start 
Button” flashing, enter the following codes 
for the results shown. You will hear a 
sound if the code was entered correctly. 
Another World 
X, Left, Right, Left, X. Now you will have 
more puzzles available in Puzzle mode 
under the Arcade setting. 
More Characters 

Right, Right, X, Left, Left. 
Tarot Card Reading 
Up, X, Down, X, Up. At the game menu, 
go into the option screen to see the new 
“Tarot Reading” (Love) option. 
Talk Demo 
First enter the More Characters and Tarot 
Card Reading codes, then, at the title 
screen, press X, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up, 
X, Down, Left, Up, Right, Down, X. At the 
game menu, go into the option screen to 

see the new “Talk Demo” option. 

CRAZY TAXI 2 
Button Codes 
Enter these tricks from the driver select 
screen. 
No Arrows 
Press and hold the START button and then 
press A. “No Arrows” will show up on the 
lower-right side of the screen. You will 
have to rely on your passengers’ direc- 
tions to get to your destinations. 
No Destination Mark 
Press and hold the Y button and then 
press A. “No Destination Mark” will show 
up on the lower-right side of the screen. 
You will have to rely on the arrows to 
guide you to the correct spot to stop your 

taxi. 

Expert 
Press and hold the Y+START button simul- 
taneously and then press A. “Expert” will 
show up on the lower-right side of the 
screen. This is a combination of No Arrows 
and No Destination Mark. 
New Views 

(Note: You must have another controller 
plugged into port 3 of your Dreamcast for 
this trick to work.) Take the controller in 
port 3 and hold START. While holding this 
button, press any of the following buttons 
for these results. 
Y = Third Person View. 
X = Toggle between Counter Clockwise and 
Clockwise Rotation. 
A = Normal View 
B = Toggle between Left Side Panel View, 
Front View and Rear View. (While in this 
mode, press the following commands to 
get even more views. Left = Left Side 
Panel View, Right = Right Side Panel View, 
Up = Unobstructed Front View). 
L-Trigger = Change arrow color to blue. 

DAVE MIRRA 
FREESTYLE BMX 
Button Codes 
From the main menu, choose Proquest 
mode. Now enter these codes on the fol- 
lowing screens for various results. You will 
hear a sound when they are entered cor- 
rectly. 
Slim Jim 
On the select rider screen, press Down, 
Down, Left, Right, Up, Up, Y. You will hear 
a sound. Move Left until Slim Jim appears. 
Unlock Bikes 
On the bike select screen, press Up, Left, 
Up, Down, Up, Right, Left, Right, Y. 
Styles Unlocked 
On the “Style” screen, press Left, Up, 

Right, Down, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, 
and Y. 
Every Level Open 
From the main menu screen, choose the 
Proquest Mode. Go to the level select 
screen and press Left, Up, Right, Down, 
Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Y. 

FIGHTING FORCE 2 

Level Select 

On the title screen, while “Press Start” is 
flashing, put in Left, Up, X, Up, Right, Y. 
You will see a flash on the screen if the 
code was entered correctly. Choose the 
“Start Game” option and a level selection 
screen will appear. Now you can choose 
your starting level. 

GRAND THEFT AUTO 2 
Password Codes 
On the main menu screen, choose “Play.” 
At the next menu, move up to the player 
name and change it to one of the follow- 
ing names to unlock these cheats as 
shown. 
invincibility 
INFINITY 

99 Lives 
BIGCATS 

Every Weapon 
BIGGUNS 

Level Select 
SESAME 
Recover Weapon After 
Death 
LOSTTOYS 

Double Damage 
DBLWAMMY 

Unlimited Electric Gun 
BIGFRIES 
No Police 
LAWLESS 

Get the 5X Multiplier 
BOYAKASH 

Max Respect from All Gangs 
ALLFRIEND 

More Blood 
WOUNDED 
Get $500,000 
MUCHCASH 

Get $9,999,999 
ULTIMATE 

Pedestrians Are Elvis 
ERRHUH (Note: If you run over an entire 
group of Elvis pedestrians with a car, you 
will get the message, “Elvis has left the 
building.”) 
Unlimited Flame Thrower 
TOASTIES 

Invisible Player 
SCOOBYDO. 

HOUSE OF THE DEAD 
2, THE 
Get All Items in Original 
Mode 
Complete Training Mode with five-star 
marks in each training session. 
Display Score 
On the title screen use the 
D-Pad to enter the code L, L, R, R, RL, R, 
START. 

Two More Sessions in Boss 
Mode 

Beat all bosses in Boss Mode and get a 
ranking with each boss. This unlocks the 
Emperor and Fight All Bosses Mode. 
Unlimited Credits in 
Original Mode 
Complete Boss Mode with five-star marks 
for each boss, including Fight All Bosses 
Mode. 
Bonus Cats 
Shoot a cat and it will lead you toward a 
bonus item. 

Bonus Rooms 

To access one of the bonus rooms at the 
end of the game, you must get there with- 
out killing any hostages, or allowing any 
hostages to be killed. 

LEGACY OF KAIN: 

SOUL REAVER 

Button Codes 
Press START to pause in the middle of the 
game and enter any of these codes. You 
will hear a confirmation sound after each 
code is entered. 
Refill Health 
Hold L-Trigger and press Down, B, Up, 
Left, Up, Left. 
Next Level Health 
Hold L-Trigger and press Right, A, Left, Y, 
Up, Down. 

Maximum Health 
Hold L-Trigger and press Right, B, Down, 
Up, Down, Up. 
Refill Magic 
Hold L-Trigger and press Right, Right, Left 
Y, Right, Down. 
Maximum Magic 
Hold L-Trigger and press Y, Right, Down, 
Right, Up, Y, Left. 
Pass Through Barriers 
Hold L-Trigger and press Down, B, B, Left, 
Right, Y, Up. 

Wall Climbing 
Hold L-Trigger and press Y, Down, X, 
Right, Up, Down. 

Hurt Raziel 
Hold L-Trigger and press Left,B, Up, Up, 
Down. 

Force 
Hold L-Trigger and press Left, Right, B, 
Left, Right, Left. 
Constrict 
Hold L-Trigger and press Down, Up, Right, 
Right, B, Up, Up, Down. 
Force Glyph 
Hold L-Trigger and press Down, Left, Y, 
Down, Up. 

Stone Glyph 
Hold L-Trigger and press Down, B, Up, 
Left, Down, Right, Right. 
Sound Glyph 
Hold L-Trigger and press Right, Right, 
Down, B, Up, Up, Down. 

Water Glyph 
Hold L-Trigger and press Down, B, Up, 
Down, Right. 
Sunlight Glyph 
Hold L-Trigger and press Left, B, Left, 
Right, Right, Up, Up, Left. 
Fire Glyph 

t 

  

Hold L-Trigger and press Up, Up, Right, 
Up, Y, X, Right. 
Shift at Any Time 
Hold L-Trigger and press Up, Up, Down, 
Right, Right, Left, B, Right, Left, Down. 

MARVEL VS. CAPCOM 
Play as Shadow Lady 
On the character selection screen, put the 
cursor on Morrigan. Then press Up, Right, 
Right, Down, Down, Down, Down, Left, 
Left, Up, Up, Up, Up, Right, Right, Left, 
Left, Down, Down, Right, Right, Down, 
Down, Left, Left, Up, Up, Right, Right, Up, 
Up, Left, Left, Down, Down, Down, Down, 
Down. You will see Shadow Lady appear 
below Gambit. 
Play as Gold War Machine 
On the character selection screen, put the 
cursor on Zangief. Then press Left, Left, 
Down, Down, Right, Right, Down, Down, 
Left, Left, Up, Up, Up, Up, Right, Right, 
Left, Left, Down, Down, Down, Down, 
Right, Right, Up, Up, Left, Left, Down, 
Down, Right, Right, Up, Up, Up, Up, Up. 
You will see Gold War Machine appear 
above Zangief. 
Play as Orange Hulk 
On the character selection screen, put the 
cursor on Chun-Li. Then press Right, Right, 
Down, Down, Left, Left, Right, Right, 
Down, Down, Left, Left, Up, Up, Up, Up, 
Down, Down, Right, Right, Up, Up, Down, 
Down, Down, Down, Up, Up, Up, Up, Left, 
Up. You will see Orange Hulk appear 
above Ryu. 
Play as Lilith 
On the character selection screen, put the 
cursor on Zangief. Then press Left, Left, 
Down, Down, Right, Right, Up, Up, Down, 
Down, Down, Down, Left, Left, Up, Up, Up, 
Up, Right, Left, Down, Down, Down, 
Down, Right, Right, Up, Up, Left, Left, 
Down, Down, Down, Down, Right, Down. 
You will see Lilith appear below War 
Machine. 
Play as Red Venom 
On the character selection screen, put the 
cursor on Chun-Li. Then press Right, Down, 
Down, Down, Down, Left, Up, Up, Up, Up, 
Right, Right, Down, Down, Left, Left, 
Down, Down, Right, Right, Up, Up, Up, Up, 
Left, Left, Up. You will see Red Venom 
appear above Chun-Li. 
Play as Roll 
On the character selection screen, put the 
cursor on Zangief. Then press Left, Left, 
Down, Down, Right, Right, Down, Down, 
Left, Left, Up, Right, Up, Up, Right, Right. 
You will see Roll appear to the right of 
Mega Man. 

NBA 2K1 
Password Codes 
From the main menu, access the options 

screen, then select “Codes.” On the “Cheat 
Codes” screen, type in your password as 
one of these shown below. 
Hidden Teams 
vc 
Be the Ball 

betheball 

 



  

Giant Heads 

heliumbrain 

Wierd Commentary 
whatamisaying 
Taunt After Shot Is Made 
sohappy 

PHANTASY STAR 

ONLINE 

New Costume Colors 

From the main menu screen, choose “New 

Game” and at the character select screen, 

pick a character. Now, enter one of these 

names on the “Character Name” screen. 
After putting in the name, choose the 
Enter key and you will hear a sound to 
confirm correct code entry. Now move up 
to the “Costume” or “Body Color” option 
and you will see that there are now nine 
colors instead of seven. 

Fomar 

DNEAOHUHEK 

Fonewm 

ASUEBHEBUI 

Fonewearl 

XSYGSSHEOH 

Humar 

KSKAUDONSU 

Hucast 

RUUHANGBRT 
Hunewearl 

MOUEOSRHUN 
Ramar 

SOUDEGMKSG 

Racast 

MEIAUGHSYN 

Racaseal 

NUDNAFJOOH 

RAYMAN 2: 

THE GREAT ESCAPE 

Hidden Mini Game 
On the title screen, press START, then 

immediately hold L-Trigger+R-Trigger and 
press B, B, B, B while the screen is 
scrolling down. Now, on the menu, you 
will have access to a new option called 
“Globox Disc Access.” Choose this option 
and you'll be taken to a mini game that 
allows you to play with multiple players. 

SONIC ADVENTURE 2 
Chao’s Pumpkin Head 

From the stage select screen, choose 
Rouge or Knuckes and go to the Chao 
Garden. Start digging the ground until you 
find a pumpkin. If you give it to a newly 
hatched Chao, it will play with the pump- 
kin and then throw it. If you give it to a 
more advanced Chao, it will put the pump- : 

kin on its head! 

SPIDER-MAN 

Password Codes 
On the main menu screen, highlight and 
enter the “Special” option. Then move 
down and access the “Cheats” option. 
From here, enter any of the following 
passwords for the cheats that are 
described below. 
Level Select 

MME WEB 

  

     
Unlimited Webbing 

GLANDS 
invulnerable 

~ ADMNTIUM 

- Movie Viewer 
CINEMA 

- Character Viewer 
-  RGSGLLRY 

- Full Health 
- WEAKNESS 

~ Game Comic Covers 

KIRBYFAN 

Comic Collection 

FANBOY 

“What If?” Contest 

UATUSEES 

Pulsating Head 
EGOTRIP 
Stick Spidey 
STICKMAN 
Quick Change Costume 
SM LVIII 

Amazing Bag Man Costume 
KICK ME 
Scarlet Spider Costume 

~— XILRTRNS 
_ Symbiote Spidey Costume 
-  SECRTWAR 

Peter Parker Costume 

: MRWATSON 

_ Spidey 2099 Costume 

- MIGUELOH 
Ben Reilly Costume 
- CLUBNOIR 

- Spidey Unlimited Costume 
SYNOPTIC 
- Captain Universe Costume 

> TRISNTNL 
_ Storyboard Viewer 

ROBRTSON 
, Everything 
~ LEANEST 

       

- TOMB RAIDER 
- CHRONICLES 
: Special Features 

During the game, press START to pause. 

- Access the “Inventory” screen and then 
access the “Timex-TMX” option. Press A to 

get to the “Statistics” screen. Now, press 

and hold the Y button for about five sec- 
onds, and then let go. After letting go of 
the button, the “Secrets Found” statistic 

should read 36/36. Exit the game and go 
back to the main menu screen. Access the 
options and then enter the “Special 
Features” option. 

Second Story 
On the main menu screen, have the “New 

Game” option highlighted, then press and 
hold L-Trigger+R-Trigger+Down. Hold 
these buttons until the game loads. This 
will bring you the Second story in the 
game. 
Third Story 

- On the main menu screen, have the “New 
~ Game" option highlighted. Then press and 
: hold L-Trigger+R-Trigger+Left. Hold these 
: buttons until the game loads. This will 

bring you to the third story in the game. 
Fourth Story 

- On the main menu screen, have the “New 

~ Game” option highlighted. Then press and 
~ hold L-Trigger+R-Trigger+Right. Hold 
- these buttons until the game loads. This 
~ will bring you to the fourth story. 

- TONY HAWK’S PRO 
SKATER 2 
Button Codes 

Press START to pause in the middle of a 
~ game. Now, press and hold L-Trigger. 
~ While holding it, enter any one of the 
codes shown below. The screen will shake 
_ if the code was entered correctly. 
_ Low Gravity 
A,X, Leff, Up, Down, Up, X, ¥. 
~ Slow Motion Tricks 
Bp. YX A,YB. 
Wire Frames: 

    

~ Down, B, Right, Up, X, Y. 
- No Texture Maps: 

- Down, Down, Up, X, Y, Up, Right. 

Flashing Ramps: 
: Down, Up, X, B, Up, Left, Up, A. Once you 

~ do a successful trick off a ramp, it will 
start flashing. 
Real Physics: 
B, Right, Up, Left, Y, B, Right, Up, Down. 

Unlock Trixie: 
Down, Up, Left, Left, B, Left, Up, Y, Y, Up, 
Right, X, X, Up, A. Trixie will be unlocked 

once your time runs out. 
- Ultimate Cheat: 

~ AA,A,X, Y, Up, Down, Leff, Up, X, Y, A, 
~ YB A, YB. This will give you access to 

~ tons of cheats including Officer Dick, 
~ Spider-Man, tons of money, etc. 

Big Head: 
 X,B, Up, Left, Left, X, Right, Up, Left. Exit 

the stage and enter it again to see the 
results. 
- Full Special Meter: 
- AYB,B, Up, Left, Y, X. 

- Turbo Stater: 

- Down, X, Y, Right, Up, B, Down, X, Y, 

~ Right, Up, B. 

- Toggle Blood: 
~ Right, Up, X, Y. 
: Floating Skater 
- From the main menu screen, press and 
- hold the L-Trigger button. While holding it, 
: press Up, Up, Up, Up, A, X, Up, Up, Up, 

Up, A, X, Up, Up, Up, Up. The wheel will 

~ turn to confirm that you entered the code 
correctly. Now begin a game in any mode. 
- In the middle of the game, press A to 

~ jump and then hold A in the air to start 
rising up! Hold Y to hover above the 
- ground. Use L-Trigger and R-Trigger to 
~— strafe left and right. Use the D-pad to 
- move forward, back, left and right. Once 
- you touch the ground, you will have to 
press A and then hold A again to rise into 
- the air. As long as you are in the air, you 
- can continue to complete objectives, even 
_ when time runs out. Once you land, the 

FANBOY >>> 
SPECIAL EDITION TOMB RAIDER DVD COMING OUT SOON! 

There are two types of people who saw the Tomb 
Raider movie: those who hated it and those who are smart 

enough to have actually gotten the point. If you’re one of the smart 
ones, good for you—you obviously understood the subtlety and, um, 

nuance of Angelina Jolie’s performance and will probably want a piece 
of the special edition Tomb Raider DVD when it comes out on 
November 13. We definitely are calling in sick to work that day, 
because there’s no way we’re going to miss out on special features 

such as director Simon West’s audio commentary, four deleted scenes, 

an alternate main title sequence, the music video to 
U2’s “Elevation,” a heap of mini-documentaries (one of 
which looks at the Tomb Raider video games), and 
Angelina Jolie in the Lara Croft short-shorts/gun-holsters 
combo. Tomb Raider will retail for about $30, which is 

Could there be a 
more perfect 

Lara Croft? We 
think not. 

something any self-respecting fanboy would gladly pay. 

  

game will tally your score. 

  

_ UFC: ULTIMATE 
FIGHTING 

~ CHAMPIONSHIP 
999 Creation Points 
On the main menu, choose “Career” and 

on the Edit Menu, choose “Make a New 

Fighter.” After selecting a discipline, fight- 
er type, voice and color, go to the 
“Setting” selection at the top of the 

: screen. Enter “Best” for the first name and 

“Buy” for the last name. 

- WILD METAL 
Button Codes 

In the middle of your game, press the fol- 
lowing buttons to unlock these new game 

3 features (note: Right, Left, Down, and Up 
are D-Pad commands). 

Invincibility 
- Y, Right, B, Left, X, Down. 

Friendly Al Units 
B Down, A, Down, X, Y. 

Boost 

Up, X, Down, B, A, Y. 

All Weapons 
AA, Right, Y, A, Right. 
: Maximum Health: 

Down, Down, A, X, B, X 

: Show All Token Locations 

— Y,B, A, Left, Down, Down. 

- ZOMBIE REVENGE 
Fighting Mode Stage Select 
From the title screen, choose the “Fighting 

Mode” option. At the “Fighting Mode” 
screen, press and hold START. While hold- 
- ing START, choose an option with the A 

- button. The stage select screen will appear 
- where you can choose between seven dif- 
- ferent stages. 

Costume Change 
On the character select screen, highlight a 

| character and hold START. While holding 

; START, press the X, Y or B buttons for a 
new costume. 
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NINTENDO 64 [| 
ALL-STAR BASEBALL 
2001 
Password Codes 
On the main menu screen, highlight and 
access the “Game Options.” In the “Game 
Options” screen, scroll until you highlight 
the “Enter Cheats” option. Access this 
option and on the cheat code screen, enter 
any one of the following passwords to 
unlock the corresponding mode, as 
described below. 
Big Ball Mode 
BCHBLKTPTY 

Ball Trail Mode 
WLDWLDWST 

Aluminum Bats 
HOLLOWBATS 
Small Players 
TOMTHUMB 

Blurred Graphics 
MYEYES 

Blackout Mode 
WTOTL 

BANJO-KAZOOIE 

Password Codes 
First, beat the game. Go inside Banjo’s 
house and walk up to the picture of the 
mole. Stand in front of the fireplace (not 
touching it), and press Up-C. Then, up at 
the picture of Bottles the Mole. Bottles 
should congratulate you on finding his 
hidden puzzle game. Win the puzzle game 
and Bottles will give you a password. 
When you're done, exit the puzzle and 
look up at the picture again—now you 
get a different, harder puzzle. You can do 
this up to seven times and each time you 
will get a new password. (After the sixth 
puzzle, Bottles will tell you that there are 
no more games to play. Don’t believe 
him.) Once you've gotten all seven codes, 
exit Banjo’s house and go to Treasure 

Trove Cove. Enter the puzzle-letter room 
and type out the codes by stomping on the 
letters. You can’t enter any of the codes 
shown unless you beat the puzzle game 
that gave you that actual code. To de-acti- 
vate any codes, go to the puzzle-letter 
room and type in NOBONUS. 
Big Head Banjo 
BOTTLESBONUS 
Banjo Big Hands and Feet 
BOTTLESBONUSTWO 

Big Kazooie 
BOTTLESBONUSTHREE 

Tall Skinny Banjo 
BOTTLESBONUSFOUR 

Tall Skinny Banjo with Big 
Hands and Feet 
BOTTLESBONUSFIVE 

Big Everything (Including 
Kazooie) 
BIGBOTT + LESBONUS 
Washing Machine Banjo 
WISHYWASHYBANJO 
Secret Codes 
First, start a new game or access a saved 

game. Go to Treasure Trove Cove without 

- 

changing at Mumbo’s hut in Mumbo’s 
Mountain. Get to the Sand Castle, then 
enter CHEAT on the floor tiles. You will 
hear a mooing sound for each letter of 
CHEAT you enter. Next, enter one of the 
following codes on the floor right after 
you enter the CHEAT letters. You will not 
hear any confirmation sound until you fin- 
ish each code. (Note: The “CHEAT” code 
may not work in all circumstances of all 
saved games. Make sure you enter CHEAT 
every time before putting in any of these 
codes.) 
Infinite Eggs 
BANJOBEGSFORPLENTYOFEGGS 

Infinite Lives 
LOTSOFGOESWITHMANYBANJOS 

99 Mumbo Tokens 

DONTBEADUMBOGOSEEMUMBO 

BOMBERMAN 64 
Item Locations 
Here’s where to find some of 
Bomberman’s optional outfit parts. 
Tennis Shoes 
In the blue resort. It is in Level 1 under 
the bridge that has a box under it and a 
blue guy on the bridge. 
Iron Armor 

In the white glacier. It’s in Level 1 behind 
one of the houses. Take a pump bomb and 
throw it at the houses. Run over the roof 
and put a bomb by the tree to get it. 
Extra Battle Mode Stages 
Press START at the title screen. When the 
main menu screen appears, press START 

rapidly until you hear a ringing sound. Go 
into the Battle Mode to choose the new 
stages! 

CONKER’S BAD 

FUR DAY 

Password Codes 
From the main menu (where you can 
choose chapters, options, etc.), access the 
options screen. Move down and select 
“Cheats.” On the “Cheats” screen, put in 
any of these passwords for the results as 
shown. 
50 Lives 
BOVRILBULLETHOLE 
Easy Game 
EASY 
Very Easy Game 
VERYEASY 
Play as Weasel Henchman in 
Multi Games 
CHINDITVICTORY (Deathmatch and Race 
games.) 

Play as the Cavemen in 
Multi Games 
EATBOX (Deathmatch and Race games.) 
Play as Villager and 
Zombies in Multi Games 
BEEFCURTAINS (Deathmatch and Race 
games. ) 

Play as Sergeant and Tedi 
Leader in Multi Games 
RUSTYSHERIFFSBADGE (Deathmatch and 
Race games.) 

Play as Grim Reaper and 
Skeleton in Multi Games 

    BILLYMILLROUNDABOUT (Deathmatch and 
Race games.) 

Play as Conker in Multi 
Games 
WELLYTOP (Deathmatch and Race games.) 
Play as Neo Conker in Multi 
Games 

EASTEREGGSRUS (Deathmatch and Race 
games.) 

Decapitation Effect in 
Deathmatch 
SPUNKJOCKEY (In the Multi Deathmatch 
(skull icon) game, choose a one-player 
game. When you have a sword or chain- 
saw, hit an opponent. Some of the time 
you will get a cool rotation effect with the 
decapitation, but it is random.) 
Open Heist Chapter 
CHOCOLATESTARFISH 
Open It’s War Chapter 
BEELZEBUBSBUM 
Open Spooky Chapter 
SPANIELSEARS 
Open Uga Buga Chapter 
MONKEYSCHIN 
Open Sloprano Chapter 
ANCHOVYBAY 
Open Bats Tower Chapter 
CLAMPIRATE 
Open Barn Boys Chapter 
PRINCEALBERT 
Open All Chapters and 
Scenes 

WELDERSBENCH 

DR. MARIO 64 

S-Hard in Story 
From the main menu screen, choose 
“Story.” After choosing a name, go to the 
“Story” menu and move down to “Game 
Lv." Highlight the Hard difficulty setting 
and press the Z button to get the $-Hard 
difficulty setting. 
Hard and S-Hard in Vs. 
Computer 
From the main menu screen, choose “Vs. 

Computer.” After choosing a name, go to 

the “Vs. Computer” menu and choose your 
player. When choosing the computer play- 
er, press and hold L-Shift. While holding L- 
Shitt, press A. The computer's level wil 
increase one star to give it the Hard diffi- 
culty level. For S-Hard level, hold L-Shift 
and press B. 

  

EXCITEBIKE 64 

Password Codes 
On the main menu screen, press and hold 
the following buttons in this order: Hold L- 
Shoulder, then hold C-Right, then hold C- 
Down. While holding these buttons, press 
A and the “Enter a Cheat Code” menu will 
appear. On this screen, you may enter any 
of these passwords as shown. 
Big Head Mode 
BLAHBLAH 

Invisible Rider 
INVISRIDER 

Stunt Bonus 

SHOWOFF 

Unlock Every Stunt 
TRICKSTER 

Mirror Tracks 
YADAYADA 
Tiny Head 
PINHEAD 
Beat This! 
PATWELLS 

Night Mode 
MIDNIGHT. 

Transparent Riders 
XLURIDER 

Crazy Color Tracks 
ROTCOLS 
Programmer Information 
IMGOINGNOW 

GOLDENEYE 007 
: Time Codes 

Codes will be revealed by completing each 
level under a certain time, at a certain dif- 
ficulty level. Here are the levels and times 
you need: 
Level 1 
Dam-Paintball Mode-Secret Agent-2:40 
Level 2 

Facility-Invincibility-00 Agent-2:05 
Level 3 
Runway-DK Mode-Agent-5:00 
Level 4 
Surface-2x Grenade Launcher-Secret 
Agent-3:30 

Level 5 

Bunker-2x Rocket Launcher-00 Agent-4:00 | 
Level 6 
Silo-Turbo Mode-Agent-3:00 
Level 7 
Frigate-No Radar (Multi)-Secret Agent- 
4:30 

Level 8: 
Surface2-Tiny Bond-00 Agent-4:15 
Level 9 
Bunker2-2x Throwing Knives-Agent-1:30 
Level 10 
Statue-Fast Animation-Secret Agent-3:15 
Level 11 
Archives-Invisibility-00 Agent-1:20 
Level 12 
Streets-Enemy Rockets-Agent-1:45 
Level 13 
Depot-Slow Animation-Secret Agent-1:30 
Level 14 
Train-Silver PP7-00 Agent-5:25 
Level 15 
Jungle-2x Hunting Knives-Agent-3:45 
Level 16 
Control-Infinite Ammo-Secret Agent-10:00 
Level 17 
Caverns-2x RC-P90s-00 Agent-9:30 

Level 18 
Cradle-Gold PP7-Agent-2:15 
Level 19 
Aztec-2x Lasers-Secret Agent-9:00 
Level 20 
Egyptian-All Guns-00 Agent-6:00 

LEGEND OF ZELDA: 

OCARINA OF TIME 

Hidden Pictures 
Find the place in the Hyrule Castle court- 
yard where you meet Princess Zelda for 
the first time. When there, look to your 
left and right; there will be windows. Look 
(with Up-C) to the right window and you 

  

will see pictures of Yoshi, Mario, Luigi, 
Bowser and Princess Toadstool! Now, take 
aim with your slingshot and shoot at the 
window. A red rupee will pop out, and you 
will be able to collect it for a gain of 20 
rupees! If you take aim and shoot the 
window on the left, a guard will pop out, 
scold you and throw a bomb right back. 
Multiple Bottles Trick 
Choose any one of the EMPTY bottles you 
have. Find a shallow pond with a fish or 
find a fairy. Swing the bottle and, in mid- 
swing, press START. On the “Select Item” 
screen, choose any weapon or item 
(except the ice, fire, or light arrow) and 
equip it to the spot where the bottle is. 
Now you will have a bottle in place of the 
weapon. The best part is if you use the 
bow or a special arrow, the bow will still 
work with the special arrows. When you 
collect ammo for the item, it will go back. 
Note: If you cover a needed weapon, you 
may not get it back! 

MARIO TENNIS 
Password Codes 
From the main menu, access the “Special 
Games” option. In the Special Games 
menu, choose the Ring Tournament. Now, 
on the “Code Entry” screen, put in the 
password for the Cup you want to play. 
After you play one of these tournaments, 
you will receive a new code to rank you 
on the mariotennis.com website. 
Mario Cup 
A3W5KQA3C 
Luigi Cup 
M1C2YQM1W 

Peach Cup 
OFOXFQOFR 

Donkey Kong Cup 
MM55MQMMJ 
Wario Cup 
UOUFMPUOM 

Waluigi Cup 
LA9BJRLAR 

Bowser Cup 
N24K8QN2P 

Mariotennis.com Cup 
48HWOR482 
Blockbuster Cup 
ARM6JQARU 

NASCAR 99 

Hidden Announcer Car 
To play as the commentator, Benny 
Parsons, choose a Single Race from the 
main menu. On the “Single Race” screen, 
move down to “Select Track” and choose 
the Richmond Track. Now move up and 
highlight the “Select Car” option. With this 
option highlighted, enter the following 
code very quickly (within four seconds): 
Up-C, Right-C, Down-C, Left-C, Z, Z, Z, L- 
Shoulder, Z, Z. 

PERFECT DARK 

Press START to pause the game. You'll see 
the Perfect menu. Move Left or Right to 
Options and then access the “Cheats” 
menu. Each option has different unlock- 
able cheats within each category. Listed 

 



All Tricks- TH 

All Tricks - BB 

here are the categories with the missions 
and times you need to complete them. 
Fun 

DK Mode 
Beat Chicago-Stealth Mission on any diffi- 
culty setting. 
Small Jo 

Beat G5 Building-Reconniassance Mission 

on any difficulty setting. 

Small Characters 

Beat Area 51-Infiltration Mission on any 

difficulty setting. 
Play as Elvis 
Beat Area 51-Rescue Mission on Perfect 

Agent setting in under 7:59. 

Slo-Mo Single Player 
Beat dataDyne Research-Investigation 

Mission on any difficulty setting. 

POKEMON STADIUM 
You must have the Yellow version of the 

Game Boy Pokémon game for this to 

| a coe | eee 
PIKGCHU IGiKS 

Upload Pikachu from the game to 
Pokémon Stadium. Don’t register Pikachu. 
Now start a battle and use Pikachu. When 

battling, Pikachu will say its name and 

have new animations for some of its 

moves. 

SPIDER-MAN 

Password Codes 

On the main menu screen, access the 

“Special” menu. Highlight and enter the 
“Cheat” option. Now put in any of these 
cheats on the cheat screen. 
Level Select 

LVLSKIPPER 

invulnerable 

TURTLE 

Full Health 

HELP ME 

Webbing 
STICKYSTUF 

Comic Collection 
CLITHMALL 

All Slide Shows 

SMESTORY 

8 10ES8SCOFFFF 

8 10E88C2FFFF 

S1OESSC4FFFF 

8 10E8SC6FFFF 

810E8SCSFFFF 
8 1OESSCAFFFF 
8 1OES9A4FFFF 

8 10ES9AGFFFF 

8S 1OES9ASFFFF 

8 1OES9SAAFFFF 

8 10ES9ACFFFF 
8 1OES9SAEFFFF 

Game Comic Covers 

COV VEIW 

All Sound Menu 

LISTEN 

Symbiote Spidey Costume 
SYMBSPID 

Quick Change Costume 

GTATNKFST 
- Captain Universe Costume 

- POWCOSMIC 
- Spidey 2099 Costume 

~ SPTWOKNN 
- Ben Reilly Costume 
- DA CLONE 

- Peter Parker Costume 
—_MISTERMJ 

Spidey Unlimited Costume 

~ LIMITED ED 

Scarlet Spider Costume 

SPID INRED 
Everything 
TRUBLEVR 

STAR WARS: ROGUE 

SQUADRON 

Enter HALIFAX? and ignore the incorrect 

entry sound. Next, enter !YNGWIE! as a 

second passcode and a Naboo Starfighter 
from Star Wars Episode 1: The Phantom 

Menace will be between the X-Wing and V- 

Wing at the ship selection screen. The new 

fighter will be available in any mission 
that does not require a Snowspeeder or T- 

16 Skyhopper. To disable the code, enter 

HALIFAX? as a first passcode and anything 
: else as a second passcode. 

- TONY HAWK’S 
_ PRO SKATER 

~ Choose Career Mode from the main menu 

and begin your game. While playing, 

~ press START to pause. Press and hold the 

L-Shoulder. While holding L, enter one of 

the following button combinations. The 

screen will shake if entered correctly. 

Random Locations 

Left-C, Right-C, Down-C, Up, Down. 

All Tricks - SC 

All Tricks - Officer Dick 

S1OESASSFFFF 

TRICKS/NOW, 

GameShark Codes >>> 
TONY HAWK’S PRO SKATER 2 

8S 10ESASAFFFF 

S1OESASCFFFF 

S1IOESASEFFFF 

8 10ESA90FFFF 

8 10ESA92FFFF 

810E97E4FFFF 

810E97E6FFFF 
810E97ESFFFF 

8 10E97EAFFFF & Skate Heaven 

810E97ECFFFF 
810E97EEFFFF 

Fewer Falls 

Up-C, Right-C, Left, Right-C, Right, Up, 

Down. 

Slow Motion 

Down, Down, Up-C, Right-C, Left. 

Turbo Skater 

Right, Up, Down, Down, Up, Down. 

Stats Raised to 10 

Down, Right, Up, Right, Up, Left, Left-C. 

All Tapes 
Right-C, Left, Up, Up-C, Up-C, Right, Down, 

Up. 

Faster Specials 
Up-C, Left, Down-C, Down-C, Up, Down, 

Right. 

TRIPLE PLAY 2000 

When you are pitching or up to bat, hold 
L+R+Z and press Up, Down on the D-Pad 

or Analog Stick. You will hear a click. One 
more ball and you walk! 

~~ Hold L-Shoulder+R-Shoulder+7 and press 
~ Down, Up on the D-Pad or Analog Stick. 

- TUROK 3: SHADOW 

- OF OBLIVION 
Meaeverwsnmel fa 
aD on & & AY oh oe o 
rassworag .OGeS 

From the main menu screen, access the 

“Secrets” option. Choose “Enter New 

Secret” and put in the passwords as shown 
below. We hope you know your animals! 

Play Chapter 1 
Frog, Elk head, Horse, Dragonfly, Wolf 

head, Rabbit. 

Play Chapter 2 
Owl, Owl, Horse, Elk head, Elk head, Elk 

head. 
Play Chapter 3 
Owl, Rabbit, Bear, Beetle, Frog, Cougar. 

Play Chapter 4 

Bear, Horse, Raven, Eagle head, Horse, 
Coyote. 

Play Chapter 5 
Bear, Dragonfly, Horse, Bear, Frog, Elk 

head. 
invincibility 
Raven, Fish, Eagle head, Bear, Lizard, 

Rabbit. 

All Weapons 
Owl, Bear, Owl, Beetle, Hawk, Owl. 

Unlimited Ammo 

Fish, Elk head, Bull head, Snake, Eagle, 

Fish. 

All Keys 
~ Lizard, Dragonfly, Bull head, Bear, Wolf 

- head, Eagle head. 
- Headless 
- Lizard, Elk head, Eagle head, Owl, Fish, 

- Horse. 

Big Heads 
~ Cougar, Wolf head, Snake, Rabbit, Lizard, 

- (Coyote. 
- Big Hands and Feet 

Lizard, Lizard, Dragonfly, Horse, Lizard, 

- Coyote. 

Skinny 
Horse, Eagle head, Snake, Cougar, Beetle, 

Fish. 

Shorty 
Frog, Frog, Fish, Beetle, Wolf head, 

Cougar. 

Deathmatch Mannequins 

Snake, Bull head, Snake, Frog, Bear, Elk 

head. 

Pen and Ink 

Cougar, Horse, Elk head, Fish, Cougar, 

Hawk. 

Gasping 
Dragonfly, Bull head, Rabbit, Fish, Eagle 

~ head, Raven. 
Gouraud 

~ Lizard, Fish, Beetle, Fish, Wolf head, 

~ Dragonfly. 
- Menu Madness 

~ Rabbit, Owl, Horse, Beetle, Bear, Bear. 
- Clean Screen 

- Rabbit, Owl, Lizard, Elk head, Fish, Rabbit. 

Credits 
~ Elk head, Elk head, Elk head, Elk head, 

- Elk head, Elk head. 

V-RALLY EDITION ‘99 

Cheat Options 

When you are at the screen that says 
“Press Start,” enter L-Shoulder+R- 

Shoulder, C-Left, C-Right, L-Shoulder+R- 

Unlock Spider-Man 

All Tricks - Spider-Man 

SOOEDDS80001 
SOOFOB9B0001 

8 10E9SCSFFFF 

8 10E9S8CAFFFF 
8 10E9SCCFFFF 
8 10E9SCEFFFF 
8 10E98DOFFFF 
810E98D2FFFF 

Unlock Hoffman Factory 
SOOEAOCBOO3F 

Shoulder, START. Now on the main menu 

screen, hold Z and press L-Shoulder. The 

word “Cheats” will appear underneath the 

other options. Now you can unlock cars, 
choose no time and more! 

WCW BACKSTAGE 

ASSAULT 

Button Codes 

On the main menu screen, enter any of 

these codes for the results as shown. You 
will hear a sound when they are entered 
correctly, 
Unbreakable Weapons 
L-Shift, R-Shift, L-Shift, R-Shift, C-Left, C- 

Left. 
Super High Stamina 
R-Shift, R-Shift, B, R-Shift, R-Shift, B. 

New Wrestler Noises 
R-Shift, L-Shift, R-Shift, L-Shift, B, B. 

Tiny Wrestlers 
~ R-Shift, R-Shift, L-Shift, L-Shift, C-Left, C- 

Left. 

- Women Wrestlers Are Huge 
~ R-Shift, R-Shift, B, B, L-Shift, L-Shift. 
- No Damage 

On the main menu screen, press R- 

Shoulder, R-Shoulder, B, R-Shoulder, R- 

- Shoulder, B. When you begin a one player 
game, your wrestler will not take any 

: damage from the CPU opponent. 

XENA WARRIOR 
PRINCESS: TALISMAN 

OF FATE 
Button Codes 

Go to the main menu screen and quickly 
press Right, Right, Left, Left, Right, Left, 
Right. You will hear a sound. Then enter 
the codes as shown. 
Xena VS. Gabrielle (Hope) in 

Quest Mode 
C-Left, C-Left, C-Left, C-Left. 

Despair As a Playable 
Character 
C-Left, C-Right, C-Left, C-Right. 
Higher (Titan) Difficulty 
Level 

(-Up, C-Down, (-Up, C-Down. A new diffi- 

necemper 2oni (7; MEN WY 107) 
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007 RACING 
New Car in Two Player 
Mode 
On the title screen, where “Press Start” is 
flashing, quickly press L1, R1, Triangle, 
Circle, X. You will hear an evil laugh when 
this is entered correctly. From the main 
menu, choose Two Player mode and your 
type of game. On the car select screen, 
scroll left or right until you see the Aston 
Martin Vantage. You may now use this car 
in the two player mode! 

ARMORED CORE: 
PROJECT PHANTASMA 
Fixed Camera 
Press and hold Circle+X simultaneously. 
While doing this, press START. Press START 
again to unpause the game and the cam- 
era will be in the “fixed” position. To 
return to the regular camera view, just 
pause and unpause the game one more 
time. 

Cockpit View 
Press and hold Triangle+Square simultane- 
ously. While doing this, press START. Press 
START again to unpause the game and the 
camera will be in the cockpit point of view. 
To return to the regular camera view, sim- 

ply pause and unpause the game one 
more time. 

Change Pilot's Name 
With “A.C. Name Entry” highlighted, press 
and hold SELECT. Then press the X button. 
You will now be able to change your origi- 
nally registered pilot's name. 
Emblem as Raven’s Nest 
Wallpaper 
While in “Edit Emblem,” press and hold 
the L1 and RI buttons and then press 
SELECT. The selected emblem will be tiled 
over the background. 

BLADE 
Button Codes 
At the main menu screen, enter these 
tricks. In the middle of the game, press 
START to pause and access the Cheat Menu 
to activate them. 
Infinite Weapons 
Down, Right, Up, Leff, L2, LI, R2, RI. 
Infinite Health 
Left, Left, Left, Right, L2, L1, R2, RI. 
All Items 
Right, Left, Up, Down, L2, L2, R2, R2. 

COLIN MCRAE 

RALLY 2.0 

Password Codes 
On the main menu, choose “Arcade” and 
then pick the mode you want to play. 
Choose a one or two player game and on 
the driver select screen, access the “Create 
New Driver Profile” option. After entering 
any three letter tag entry you want, put in 
your name as one of these passwords as 
shown. 

Unlock All Cars 

ONECAREFULOWNER 

     Unlock All Tracks 

HELLOCLEVELAND 

COMMAND & 
CONQUER: 
RED ALERT 

RETALIATION 

Button Codes 
In the middle of the game, press the 
Triangle button to bring up the sidebar. 
Now, move the cursor over the appropri- 
ate symbols (X, Circle, Triangle, Square) 
and key in each sequence with the Circle 
button to obtain the following results. 
Win Current Mission 
Circle, Circle, Triangle, X, X, Square. 
Lose Current Mission 
Circle, X, Circle, Square, Square, X. 
Unshroud 
Triangle, Triangle, X, Circle, Triangle, 
Square. This turns off the shroud so you 
can see everything in the level. 
Increase Money 
X, X, Square, Circle, Circle, Circle. This 
increases your money by $1,000 each 
time you enter the code. 
Equip Parabomb 
X, X, X, Circle, Triangle, Square. 
Equip Nuke: Circle, X, Circle, Circle, X, 
Square. Equip Chrono: Square, Circle, 
Triangle, X, Circle, Circle. 
Equip Iron Curtain 
Square, X, Circle, X, Triangle, Triangle. 
Change Civilian Names 
Square, Square, Circle, Circle, Triangle, 
Triangle. This replaces the generic “civil- 
ian” names with real names. 
Soylent Green 
Square, X, Square, X, Square, X. Harvest 
people instead of ore. 

DAVE MIRRA 

FREESTYLE BMX 

Unlock Slim Jim 
On the rider select screen, press Down, 
Down, Left, Right, Up, Up, Circle. 
Unlock All Bikes 
On the bike select screen, press Up, Left, 
Up, Down, Up, Right, Left, Right, Circle. 
Unlock All Styles 
On the style select screen, press Left, Up, 
Right, Down, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, 
Circle. 
Every Level Open 
From the main menu screen, choose the 
Proquest Mode. Go to the level select 
screen and press Left, Up, Right, Down, 
Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Circle. Now, 
every level will be open! 

FEAR EFFECT 2: RETRO 
HELIX 

Number Codes 
To do these tricks, you must beat the 
game at least once. Next, begin a new 
game and wait until the cinema ends. 
After Rain goes into the next room, move 
Hana forward until the view changes. You 
will see a control panel on the left side of 
the screen. Move up to the panel until you 
see the “Use” command appear. Press the 
Triangle button to access the panel. Once 

   

you do this, enter one of the following 
number codes to initiate these tricks. 
Huge Head 
10397 
Every Weapon 
11692 

Infinite Ammo 
61166 

FIFA 2000 
Hidden Super Teams 
After choosing a mode of play, go to the 
team select screen and cycle through the 
categories until you see “Rest of the 
World.” Now move down to the teams and 
cycle through until you see four EA teams 
(EAT through EA4). These special 
Electronic Arts teams have very high 
attributes. For a perfect team, scroll 
through until you reach a team called 
Special Guests. This incredible team has 
full attributes. 

FIGHTING FORCE 2 
Level Select, Unlimited 
Ammo and Invincibility 
When you see the title screen with “Press 
Start” flashing, press and simultaneously 
hold L1+L2+R1+Triangle+X+Left. Keep 
holding until you see the level select 
screen appear. From here you may choose 
your starting level. When playing, you will 
notice that you have unlimited ammuni- 
tion and that attacks won't decrease your 
energy. The only thing that can hurt you is 
fire. 

GRIND SESSION 

All Tricks Enabled 
Press START to pause the game, then press 
Down, Left, Up, Right Down, Left, Up, 
Right. “All Tricks Enabled” will appear on 
the screen. Now when you access the Trick 
List, you will see all of them are enabled. 

HOT SHOTS GOLF 2 
Incredible Code 
From the title screen, choose New Game. 
When asked to choose your name, enter 
2GSH and then press the 0.K. button on 
the screen. Now all of the hidden charac- 
ters will be unlocked, all difficulties, spe- 
cial clubs and balls will be available, prizes 
and more! 

JADE COCOON: 
STORY OF THE 
TAMAMAYU 

Free Mugworts 
Start a new game and go through the 
entire introduction sequence until you get 
to Koris in Beetle Forest. He will be wait- 
ing to train you. Talk to him, then go to 
attack and defend. He will give you a free 
Mugwort to start with, then you must dis- 
obey his commands while in training. He 
will make you start over, but you will stil 
have the Mugwort. Repeat this process 
and he will keep giving you Mugworts. 
This way you can build up your Mugworts 
without effort! 

  

LEGACY OF KAIN: 

SOUL REAVER 
Button Codes 
Refill Health 
Hold L1 and press Down, Circle, Up, Left, 
Up, Leff. 
Next Level Health 
Hold LI and press Right, X, Left, Triangle, 
Up, Down. 

Maximum Health 
Hold L1 and press Right, Circle, Down, Up, 
Down, Up. 

Refill Magic 
Hold LI and press Right, Right, Left, 

, Triangle, Right, Down. 
Maximum Magic 
Hold L1 and press Triangle, Right, Down, 
Right, Up, Triangle, Left. 
Pass Through Barriers 
Hold LI and press Down, Circle, Circle, 
Left, Right, Triangle, Up. 
Wall Climbing 
Hold LI and press Triangle, Down, L2, 
Right, Up, Down. 
Hurt Raziel 
Hold LI and press Left, Circle, Up, Up, 
Down. 

Force 

Hold L1 and press Left, Right, Circle, Left, 
Right, Left. 
Constrict 
Hold L1 and press Down, Up, Right, Right, 
Circle, Up, Up, Down. 
Force Glyph 
Hold L1 and press Down, Left, Triangle, 
Down, Up. 

Stone Glyph 
Hold L1 and press Down, Circle, Up, Left, 
Down, Right, Right. 
Sound Glyph 
Hold L1 and press Right, Right, Down, 
Circle, Up, Up, Down. 
Water Glyph 
Hold L1 and press Down, Circle, Up, Down, 
Right. 
Fire Glyph 
Hold L1 and press Up, Up, Right, Up, 
Triangle, L2, Right. 
Sunlight Glyph 
Hold L1 and press Left, Circle, Left, Right, 
Right, Up, Up, Left. 
Shift at Any Time 
Hold L1 and press Up, Up, Down, Right, 
Right, Left, Circle, Right, Left, Down. 

MARVEL VS. CAPCOM 
Hidden “EX” Option 
Press START at the title screen. When the 
main menu appears, highlight “Option,” 
press and hold SELECT and then press 
START. The “EX” option will appear and 

you'll be able to choose your vitality, 
recovery speed, a full hyper combo gauge 
and more! 

NASCAR 2001 
Button Codes 
From the main menu screen, choose 
Options. On the options menu, choose 
Credits. On the credits menu, choose 
Development. Now you must wait for the 
FMV to end. When the credits are scrolling, 

you can enter any one of these tricks. 
Asher Boldt Driver 
While holding L2, press Square, Circle, 
Triangle, X. 
John Andretti’s Other Car 
While holding R1, press Square, Triangle, 
Square, Triangle. 
KC Monoxide Driver 
While holding L2, press Square, Circle, X, 
Down, Up, Right, Left. 
Shorty Leung Driver 
While holding R2, press Square, Circle, X, 
Up, Down, Left, Right. 
Jocko Michaels Driver 
While holding L1, press Square, Triangle, 
Square, Circle, Square, X. 
Treasure Island Course 
While holding L2, press Square, Circle, 
Square, Up, Up, Down, Up, Left, Right, X. 
Proving Grounds Course 
While holding R1, press Left, Circle, Up, 
Down, Right, Right, Right. 

RESIDENT EVIL 2 
In addition to the thrills and chills normal- 
ly offered by Resident Evil 2, there are 
couple of secret characters and special cos- 
tumes worth finding. 
Play as Hunk 
Beat a complete game (Claire and Leon) 
on the standard difficulty level with an 
“A” rating. When the rating comes up on 
the screen, you'll be able to save the sce- 
nario with Hunk as the character for a hid- 
den game! 
Play as Tofu 
This is a bit tougher. Beat three complete 
games, making sure you get Hunk on 
your first or second try. 
Alternate Costumes 
You have to find and kill a hidden zombie. 
To find him, play through most of the 
beginning without picking up a single 
item. Make your way to the front of the 
police department. When you get to the 
gates, take the lower stairs around the 
front yard. You'll find the zombie there. 
Once you kill him, search the corpse to 
find a key. They key opens up a locker in 
0 first-floor room below the stairs on the 
west side of the police department. Open it 
to find brand-new costumes for Claire and 
Leon. These will give you slight advantage 
in terms of finishing the game. 

RESIDENT EVIL 2: 
DUAL SHOCK 
Play as Chris Redfield and 
Ada 
To play as two new characters, beat 
Scenario B with either Leon or Claire (your 
old RE2 saved games work). This will open 
up the Extreme Battle Mode. Then you 
have to beat Extreme Battle on Level 1, 
which will let you play as Ada. After you 
get her, a Level 2 difficulty will become 
available. Complete Level 2 with any of 
the three available characters (Leon, 
Claire or Ada), and you'll get to play as 
Chris Redfield! 

 



SIMPSONS 
WRESTLING, THE 

Bonus Match Up 
At the title screen where it says, “Press 

Start,” press Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, 

Right, Left, Right. You will hear a bell and 
see “Bonus Match On” appear at the top 

of the screen when the code is entered 

correctly. On the main menu screen, you 

will see a new option called “Bonus Match 

Up.” Choose this option and you will be 

able to fight in any ring with any charac- 
ter in the game. (Note: On the Itchy ‘n’ 
Scratchy level, you can only fight with 

Itchy and Scratchy.) 

SPIDER-MAN 

Cheat Codes 
On the main menu screen, access the 

“Special” menu. Highlight and enter the 

“Cheats” option. Next, put in any of the 

follwing cheats on the “Enter Cheats” 

screen. Be sure to use all capital letters, 

otherwise he tricks won't work. 

Level Select 

XCLSIOR 
invulnerable 

RUSTCRST 

Webbing 
STRUDL 

Game Comic Covers 

ALLSIXCC 

Movie Viewer 

WATCH EM 

Character Viewer 

CVIEW EM 

Storyboard Viewer 
CGOSSETT 

What If Contest 

GBHSRSPM 

Ben Reilly Costume 
BNREILLY 

Symbiote Spidey Costume 

BLKSPIDR 

     ~ will have access to all the levels. In the 

— middle of any mission, press START to 

_ Spidey 2099 Costume 
— TWNTYNDN 
- Captain Universe Costume 

S COSMIC 

Spidey Unlimited Costume 
PARALLEL 

Scarlet Spider Costume 
LETTER S 
Amazing Bagman Costume 
AMZBGMAN 

Peter Parker Costume 
MJS STUD 

Quick Change Costume 
ALMSTPKR 

Unlock J. James Jewett 

RULUR 

Full Health 
DCSTUR 
Big Heads 
DULUX 

Debug Info 
LLADNEK 

Everything 
EEL NATS 

No Naughty Words 
Enter a “naughty” word for a cheat pass- 

word and Spider-Man will appear next to 

the word and punch it, turning it into 

“nice” word. 

- SPYRO THE DRAGON 
99 Lives 
In the middle of the game, press the 

- SELECT button and then press Square, 

- Square, Square, Square, Square, Square, 

~ Circle, Up, Circle, Left, Circle, Right, Circle, 
~ START. Your life counter will increase to 

- 991 

_ STAR TREK: INVASION 

Unlock Everything 
- On the mission select screen, press Up, 

Left, Down, Right, Up, Right, Down, Left, 

Up, L1+R1, L2+R2. The screen will flash if 

the code was entered correctly. Now you 
- Wire Frames 

Down, Circle, Right, Up, Square, Triangle. 

~ pause. On the pause screen, access the 

“Cheat Screen” option at the bottom of 

the menu. The Cheat screen will give you 

new options such as “One Hit Kills,” 

“Player Can't Die” and “All Weapons”! 

View Cheats Screen 
On any mission briefing screen, press the 

following commandsfive times: Left, Right, 

Up, Down. 

STREET FIGHTER 

ALPHA 3 

Battle Shin Akuma 
You must first open up Final Battle Mode 
by beating the game on difficulty level 7 

or 8. Once you do this, select Final Battle 

Mode from the main menu screen. Next, 

once you're on the character select screen, 

press and hold L1+L2 and choose your 

fighter. Keep holding it until the “VS.” 

screen appears. When you see Shin 

Akuma, you know the trick was entered 
correctly. Now your Final Battle fight wil 

be with Shin Akuma instead of M. Bison! 

TONY HAWK’S 
PRO SKATER 2 
- Button Codes 

- From the main menu screen, access Career 
Mode and choose to continue a career or 

- start a new one. On the “Select Player” 

- screen, choose a character and begin your 
~ game. In the middle of play, press START 

- fo pause the game and then press and 
- hold the L1 button. While holding this but- 

~ ton, enter any of these codes to unlock the 
~ following features. The screen will shake 

~ when each of these tricks are entered cor- 
rectly. 

Low Gravity 
X, Square, Left, Up, Down, Up, Square, 

~ Triangle. 

Slow Motion Tricks 

~ Circle, Up, Triangle, Square, X, Triangle, 

Circle. 

FANBOY > > > 
OLD-SCHOOL STAR TREK FIGURES CELEBRATE 35 YEARS 

Ever since its debut back in 1966, Star Trek has been a 

science fiction sensation. There have been five TV series, 

an animated cartoon show, a passel of feature films, dozens of nov- 

els, a couple of video games (PC mostly), and more Star Trek conven- 

tions than you can shake a stick at. There’s no denying that Star Trek 

is huge, so it should come as no surprise that Palisades Toys will be 

celebrating the show’s 35th anniversary by creating exclusive Star 

Trek action figures featuring the two men who started it all: Star Trek 

creator Gene Roddenberry and a frighteningly young looking William 

Shatner as Captain James T. Kirk. Both figures will be packaged in the 

same diorama-style window box (Kirk will be seated at the captain’s 

- No Texture Maps 
~ Down, Down, Up, Square, Triangle, Up, 

~ Right. 
- Flashing Ramps 

Down, Up, Square, Circle, Up, Left, Up, X. 

Once you do a successful trick off a ramp, 
it will start flashing. 
Real Physics: 

Circle, Right, Up, Left, Triangle, Circle, 

Right, Up, Down. 
Unlimited Special Meter 

_ X, Triangle, Circle, Up, Left, Triangle, 
~ Square. 

Fast Motion 

Down, Square, Triangle, Right, Up, Circle, 

~ Down, Square, Triangle, Right, Up, Circle. 

Full Statistics 

- X, Triangle, Circle, Square, Triangle, Up, 

~ Down. 

- No Blood 

~ Right, Up, Square, Triangle. 
_ Skinny Skater 
- X,X,X, X, Square, X, X, X, X, Square, X, 

- X,X, X, Square. 

| Obese Skater 

~ X X,X,X, Left, X, X, X, X, Left, X, X, X, 

YX, Left. 

: Floating Skater 
- From the main menu screen, press and 

~ hold the L1 button. While holding it, press 

: Up, Up, Up, Up, X, Square, Up, Up, Up, 

- Up, X, Square, Up, Up, Up, Up. The wheel 
~ will turn to confirm that you entered the 
~ code correctly. Now begin a game in any 

- mode. In the middle of the game, press X 

~ fo jump and then hold X in the air to start 

~ rising up! Hold Triangle to hover above 

the ground. Use L1 and R1 to strafe left 
and right. Use L2 and R2 to turn com- 

pletely around. Use the D-pad to move 
forward, back, left and right. Once you 
~ touch the ground, you will have to press X 

and then hold X again to rise into the air. 

As long as you are in the air, you can con- 

~ tinue to complete objectives, even when 

time runs out. Once you land, the game 

~ will tally your score. 

- Mode and choose to continue a career or 

start a new one. On the select player 

screen, choose a character and begin your 

- ton, press X, X, X, Square, Triangle, Up, 

~ Down, Left, Up, Square, Triangle, X, 
— Triangle, Circle, X, Triangle, Circle. The 

- screen will shake when entered correctly. 

Select the “End Run” option after entering 
- the code, and you will have access to all 

the cheats in the game! 

- Qn the main menu screen, press and hold 

- Square, Square, Triangle, Right, Up, Circle, 

Triangle. The skate will spin around to con- 
- firm the code was entered correctly. Now 
access the Create Skater Mode. Choose 
- and empty skater slot from the roster and 
enter any of the following names to auto- 

_ matically create members of the NeverSoft 

> team. 

AARON CAMMARATA 

~ RALPH D’AMATO 

: JOEL JEWETT 
- CONNOR JEWETT 

MICK WEST 

JOHNNY OW 

      

Unlock Everything 
From the main menu screen, access Career 

game. In the middle of play, press START 
to pause the game and then press and 
hold the L1 button. While holding this but- 

NeverSoft Pro Skaters 

L1. While holding this button, press Up, 

NOEL HINES 
GARY JESDANUN 
RYAN MCMAHON 

NOLAN NELSON 
SCOTT PEASE 
CHRIS RAUSCH 
—JUNKI SAITA 

DARREN THORNE 
JASON UYEDA 

- WHO WANTS TO BE 
_ A MILLIONAIRE: 3RD 

- Comments and Alternate 
Names 

On the “Enter Your Name” screen, put in 

~ your name as REGIS or REGIS PHILBIN 

and Regis will tell you that it is taken and 

- replace it with another name, such as BIG 

:  FAKER or PRETENDER. If you enter the 
~ name, MILLIONAIRE, Regis will make a 
- comment and give you another name, 
- such as MY BIGGEST FAN. If you choose 
~ not to enter a name, Regis will get mad 

- and give you a replacement name, such as 
WHOEVER. 

X-MEN: MUTANT 
- ACADEMY 

Unlock Everything 
On the main menu screen, press SELECT, 

Up, L2, RI, L1, R2. You will hear a voice if 

~ the code was entered correctly. Next, go to 
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- the Arcade, Survival or Academy modes 

~ and you will be able to play as Toad, 
Mystique, Sabretooth and Magneto. In 
Cerebro mode, you will have access to all 

~ the cinemas and behind-the-scenes 
- footage! 

chair with Roddenberry standing just behind) and 

will be fully articulated to allow full pose-ability. 

The set will cost around $25 and will be available 

right after Thanksgiving at toy stores, comic book 

shops and specialty retailers everywhere. 

That’s Star Trek 
creator Gene 

Roddenberry standing 
behind Kirk.   
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102 DALMATIONS: 
PUPPIES TO THE 
RESCUE 
Password Codes 

On the main menu screen, access the pass- 
word option. Enter any of the codes below 
to get to new levels. 
Garage 
Bone, Bone, Paw, Toy Tank. 
Cafeteria 
Domino, Bone, Key, Paw. 

Cruella! 
Toy, Bone, Bone, Bone. 

ALADDIN 

Hot Tamale 
In the Agrabah Street, try to entice the 
Sultan’s guards to walk onto the hot coals. 
Cutting It Close 
Timing is of the essence when throwing 
knives at the Knife Juggler. One second 
off and it’s not a pretty sight. 
Watch Yourself 

Be aware of the basket thieves. 

The Straw 
Jump on the camels’ backs for a little 
extra height. 
Treetop Goodies 
Sometimes you'll find more than coconuts 
in the tops of palm trees. It's not just the 
monkeys that are up there. 
Not Exactly Cowardice 
It's sometimes easier to leap adversaries 

instead of confronting them. 
What's the Rush? 
There’s no clock to worry about, so take 
your time. You may find items of interest 
where you'd least expect them. 

ARMY MEN: 
SARGE’S HEROES 2 
Mission Passwords 

    
Mission 2 Complete 
C1F6Q3TP 
Mission 3 Complete 
V4R2B1JK 

Mission 4 Complete 
X6K2L1KT 
Mission 5 Complete 
S5H8L2RG 
Mission 6 Complete 
Y2C3T6BF 
Mission 7 Complete 
FIC4P9VP 

Mission 8 Complete 
VJC2PFHC 
Mission 9 Complete 
W3S4(75S 
Mission 10 Complete 
MB8R2X4LS 

Mission 11 Complete 
KBHD4V1D 

Mission 12 Complete 
14NN6168 
Mission 13 Complete 
PDO1S4N5 
Mission 14 Complete 
BOT7V9CK 

Mission 15 Complete 
BDD61977 

Mission 16 Complete 
K4TLLCT 1 

Mission 17 Complete 
S6P8D2KG 

Mission 18 Complete 
7TNSYIAN 
Mission 19 Complete 

~ Y2K4X8TP 
Mission 20 Complete 
B25VNING6 

Mission 21 Complete 
KFHIJGCO 
Mission 22 Complete 
T3FBROZY 
Mission 23 Complete 
Y7C8R2NO 
Mission 24 Complete 
XW3L7B26 

7 Mission 25 Complete 
Q2X3Q5TC 

- Mission 26 Complete 
LV75HRR9 

Mission 27 Complete 
D2K7P0S4 
Mission 28 Complete 
H4KXJ68D 

Mission 29 Complete 
INSY1912 

Mission 30 Complete 
JYMCBBO1 

BATMAN 

Sound Test 

There is a hidden Sound Test Mode. To 
activate it, simply press Up and Right 
simultaneously, then press START. The 
sound test will appear and enable you to 
select from all of the game’s audio tracks. 

BLADE 

From the main menu, access the Password 
option, then enter this code to see the 
ending cinema and credits. 
Ending Cinema Password 
BT!IN?BJT?530 

BLASTER MASTER: 
ENEMY BELOW 
Stage Passwords 
Press START at the title screen and then 
access the “Password” option. Enter one of 
the level codes below to begin each stage 
with 99 homing missiles and thunder 
guns. 
Stage 1 
1202G7KV 

Stage 2 
— M6P3H7KO 

Stage 3 
M703H7K1 
Stage 4 
M7P3H7K2 
Stage 5 
N603H7KA 
Stage 6 
N6P3H7KB 
Stage 7 

N703H7KC 
Stage 8 
N7P3H7KD 

Contrary to what you may think, Tanks but No Tanks 
is not the ad campaign for the latest Army Men game 

(although we admit that we think the slogan’s a keeper), but a fairly 
rare video game that came out for the Atari 2600. Developed by 
Zimag, which is now a purveyor of video and cassette tapes, Tanks but 
No Tanks is one of the earliest tank-based video games ever made. It 
was also pretty bad (with such notoriously awful games as Dishaster 
and I Want My Mommy in its library, it’s safe to say that Zimag didn’t 
exactly pride itself on quality). Tanks but No Tanks is playable as a one 
or two-player game, and the point is pretty much to drive your tank 
through a weak-sauce maze as you try to blow up the other guy. If 
you can find a copy of this game, expect to pay about $10 to $15 
bucks for it. 

BOARDER ZONE 
- Hidden Time Track 
- From the main menu, enter the “Options” 
screen. Highlight and access the 
“Password” option. Now put in your pass- 
~ word as 020971. The screen should tell 
_ you that you've opened a new level. Now 

- go into Challenge Mode and access the 
“Time” option. After selecting your board 
and rider, move Left on the course select 
- screen and you will be able to access the 
- hidden fourth track. 

BOOMER’S 
- ADVENTURE IN 
ASMIK WORLD 
Stage Select 
Enter ANCIENT as a password. Change the 

number of the stage by pressing Up or 
Down. If you select a stage with a punctu- 

ation mark after the number, the stage 
~ numbers will decrease. If you select a 
stage that has no punctuation mark after 
the number, the stage numbers will 
: increase. 

_ BUBBLE BOBBLE PART 2 
: Extra Puzzles 

For your passoword, put in >5>V. Press 
START to get the “Stage Select” screen. 
- Use up and Down to cycle through the 
stages, and press START to begin. Do not 
select “Exit.” If you do, it will not work. 

_ BUFFY THE VAMPIRE 
- SLAYER 
- Stage Passwords 

Enter these level codes for access to each 
stage in the game. 
- Graveyard 
~ 3NKFZ8 
- Alley 

9MD1WV 
- Sewers 

~ XTNAFT 
- Zoo 

— SBVPL2 
- Mansion 

 9D6F0S 

- Initiative 

GRANDPA GAMER > > > 
LOOK WHAT WE DUG UP 

  

—TSCNB4 
Caverns 

(SJTQZ 

Hellmouth 

BNPXZ9 

Ending 
GH9MRY 

BUZZ LIGHTYEAR OF 
STAR COMMAND 
Level Passwords 
From the main menu, access the 
“Password” option and enter these codes 
for new levels. 
Level 2 

(VVBB 

Level 3 
XBVBB 

Level 4 

YVVBB 

Level 5 

GBVBB 

Level 6 

HVVBB 
Level 7 

3BVBB 

Level 8 
AVVBB 

Level 9 

LBVBB 

Level 10 
MVVBB 

Level 11 
7BVBB 

Level 12 

8VVBB 

CASTLEVANIA II 
Password Codes 
These codes are entered from the 
“Password” option. There will be four 
boxes and you can scroll through various 
icons. Insert the icons in the patterns 
shown below. 
Extra Lives 
Put a Candle in the first two boxes and a 
Heart in the second two. Now you will be 
able to start your adventure with a full 
supply of nine lives! 
Sound Select 
Put a Heart in all four boxes. You will see 
a box that says, “Sound Select.” Now you 
can scroll through the game's three differ- 
ent musical selections as you prepare to 
play! 
Secret Password 
Put a Heart in the first box, an Eyeball in 
the second, a Candle in the third and 
leave the fourth empty. Now press START 
and you will be put in the beginning of 
Dracula's castle. Put in an Eyeball, a 
Heart, a Candle and a Geart in the boxes 
and you will be in the room with the final 
boss, Dracula! 

CONTRA: 

THE ALIEN WARS 

Level Four on Easy Mode 
Now you can go to Level Four on Easy 
Mode (you normally end the game at 
Level Three). After the cinema, you will 
reach the title screen. Move the cursor 

 



  

down to “Password” and press START. On 
the password screen, enter the code 21LN. 

CROC 
Open All Levels 
On the main menu screen, access the 

“Password” option. Now enter PQHPBFD- 
HJB to get access to all levels, but no pick- 
ups. 

DAVE MIRRA 
FREESTYLE BMX 

All Goals and Trophies 
On the main menu, access the “Password” 

option. Put in your password as 
R6KZBS7L1CTQMH to complete all goals 
and open all the locked levels. 

DEAD HEAT SCRAMBLE 

Stage Select 
On the title screen, press B eight times, A 

eight times, then press B one less time 

than the stage you want to go to. For 

example, press B four times for Stage 5. 

DONKEY KONG 
LAND 3 
Bonus Stage 
Go to the Cape Codswallop’s level, Total 
Rekoil. When you begin the stage, jump 

toward the left to enter a bonus stage. 

DUKE NUKEM 
Buttons Codes 
Enter the following codes on the title 
screen when “Press Start” is flashing. 
invincibility 
Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Up, Up. 

Level Select 
Left, Right, Up, Up, Down, Up, Right, Left. 

FACEBALL 2000 

Level 01 to 10 Warp 
When you get to the flashing section of 

wall at the end of the first level, turn 180 

degrees and fire at the wall. The wall will 

disappear, revealing a clue item that will 

warn you that you are nearing the warp. 

Move forward and shoot the next wall to 

reveal another flashing wall. Walk into it 
to warp to level 10! 

Level 10 to 20 Warp 
As soon as you see the Level 10 exit, turn 

180 degrees and fire at the wall. A new 
exit will open up that takes you straight to 

Level 20! 

GHOSTS ‘’N GOBLINS 

From the main menu, move down to pass- 

word and enter the following code to get 

to the last level and face the last level 

boss. 

Final Boss 

N8C(Heart Icon)K40N 

GODZILLA: THE SERIES 

Password Codes 

On the main menu screen, choose 

“Password” and enter any of the following 

codes. 

Level 2 

NCFRGJJBBK 

  

Level 3 
~ DMTFLSBFOM 
- Level 4 

~ PKDJMPLNPS 

- Level 5 
- KDQLHRNDCN 
Level 6 
- DQSPCFPFJR 

- Full Power on Last Level 

- DMJMBIRFFR 

GO GO TANK 

Seven Chances 
On the title screen, press Left, Up, Right, 
Up, Left, Left, Up, Right, Up, Left, Up, 
Right, START. You'll have seven lives and 
seven continues. 

invincibility 
~ On the title screen, press Left, Up, Right, 

Up, Left, Left, Up, Right, Up, Left, Up, 
Left, START. 

JAMES BOND 007 

- Password Codes 
Begin a new game and pick an empty file. 

When asked to enter your name, put in 

one of the following names to play the 

corresponding card game. 
- Blackjack 
~—BIACK 
- Baccarat 

» BACR 

Red Dog 
~ REDOG 

_ THE JUNGLE BOOK: 
_ MOWGLI’S WILD 
_ ADVENTURE 
: Level Select 

- From the main menu, choose “Continue” 

and then enter BMHG as the password. 
~ Next, press START and you will then be 
~ taken to the level map of the game. Here, 

you can choose from any level, including 

- the Extra levels. 

: KIRBY’S DREAM LAND 

. Special Config. Mode 
At the title screen, press and hold 

~ Down+B+SELECT. Using the D-Pad, you 
- can choose different options. On the Sound 

- Test, press A to enter it so you can listen to 

different sounds from the game. 
: Secret Bonus Game 

~ On the title screen, hold Up+A+SELECT at 
the same time. The word “Extra” will 
- appear. Press START to play the Bonus 

Game. 

- KIRBY’S PINBALL 

_ LAND 
| Fight Only Bosses 
- At the title screen, press 
~ Right+SELECT+A+B at the same time. Now 
~ you'll see a black cat run across the high 

- score screen. Press START to begin your 

~ game and you will end up at a screen with 

the names of all the bosses. Move Kirby to 

- the star by the name of the boss against 

which you want him to begin. Defeating 
- three bosses will let you face King 

— Dedede! 

    

3 Play Bonus Games 
_ At the title screen, press Left+B+SELECT. 
: Start a new game. Go to any stage and 

~ you'll be at the bonus game of that stage! 

THE LEGEND OF 
ZELDA: ORACLE OF 
SEASONS 
Hidden Game Boy Advance 
Area 

Using a Game Boy Advance to play this 

game will gain you access to a new area. 

In Horon Village, go to the house of the 
“Know-it-all birds” and the door to the 
right will be open. Go inside the door and 

you will enter the 100 Rupee Advance 

Shop. Everything inside costs 100 rupees. 

The items include a Gasha Seed, Advance 

~ Ring and a Magical Ring. 

| Chicken Attack 
~The old chicken attack trick works with this 
~ game. Start slashing a chicken with your 
~ sword. Continue doing this and you will 
get a barrage of chickens attacking you! 
Remove yourself from the area to stop the 
- chickens. 

- MARIO GOLF 

: Golf Left-Handed 
Press and hold the SELECT button. While 
- holding this, press the A button. If you 
- choose Mario, Wario, Luigi or Club 
~ Champs, that golfer will be a left-handed 
- player. 

: Infinite Retries 
Before completing a hole, save your game 
~ and exit—don’t turn off the Game Boy. 

~ Once you return to your game, you will be 

~— able to replay the hole again. 

_ MEGA MAN 5 
_ Power-up Arm Weapon 
After you die on a stage, the “Game 
~ Over” screen will appear. Press B to con- 

tinue. Die and continue two more times at 

~ the same stage. At the third continue, the 

screen will change to Dr. Light’s laborato- 
__ ry. He will have just finished developing 
- the Turbo Accelerator for your arm 
~ weapon and he will give it to you. Die and 

~ continue again on the same stage and he 

~ will give you another Turbo Accelerator 
item for even faster fireball shooting! 

_ MEN IN BLACK 
: Levitate Code 
- From the Command Center, highlight and 

‘enter the “Access Codes” option. Now put 
~ in 0601. The screen will say, “Error.” Press 
~ START and you'll go back to the Command 

~ Center. Begin your game and while you're 

standing, press and hold SELECT+Up to 

- float into the air. While in the air, press 

Left or Right to move. 

- Acquire the Noisy Cricket 

- Gun 
_ Mter entering the fly code, press the 
~ SELECT and A button simultaneously. There 

~ will be a lightning symbol next to your 
fives. Now you'll have three huge shots 
that will knock you back if you stand still! 

- Skip Stages: Put in 2409 as a password 

! and then begin a new game. To skip to the 
~ next level, press START to pause and then 

press Select. 

NASCAR RACERS 

~ Level Passwords 

Enter the following codes on the password 
screen to begin at these new levels. 
Jungle Level 1 Finished 
KTHZTRYW 
Jungle Level 2 Finished 

~ PXMMZCHW 

- Jungle Level 3 Finished 
~ TYGNDPTS 

- Jungle Level 4 Finished 

~ LZMTTXRS 

- Egypt Level 1 Finished 
: GCLSYGZW 

| Egypt Level 2 Finished 
— DYCLNSDR 
- Egypt Level 3 Finished 
 DIDWWYDZ 
- Egypt Level 4 Finished 
> CNCMCCML 

- Europe Level 1 Finished 
— DSTZLCY 
: Europe Level 2 Finished 
-— NHKMZRXZ 
- Europe Level 3 Finished 

: LSCLLLZS 
Europe Level 4 Finished 

~ MKYTNHOX 

- $t. Petersburg Level 1 
_ Finished 
- PPTSZINT 

- $t. Petersburg Level 2 
- Finished 
- TICWXDSW 

_ St. Petersburg Level 3 
- Finished 
- PGPMWKPY (Press START during the race 
and choose “Quit Race” to win with Gold 
- Racer status.) 

_ NBA JAM: 
- TOURNAMENT EDITION 

| Button Codes 
~ Enter the following codes at the “Tonight's 
- Match-Up” screen. 
- Always On Fire 
~ Down, Right, Right, B, A, Left. 

- Super Dunks 

~ Left, Right, A, B, B, A 
_ More Interceptions 
- Left, Left, Left, Left, A, Right. 

- More Three Pointers 
Up, Down, Left, Right, Left, Down, Up. 

~ High Shots 

~ Up, Down, Up, Down, Right, Up, A, A, A, 
- A, Down. 

_ Slippery Court 
~AA,AA,A, Right, Right, 
~ Right, Right, Right. 
- Legal Goal Tending 
~ Right, Up, Down, Right, Down, Up. 
- Display Shot Percentage 
- Up, Up, Down, Down, B. 

- PAC-MAN: SPECIAL 
- COLOR EDITION 

' Pac-Attack Level Codes 
- Press START on the title screen. Now move 

~ down and choose Pac-Attack. On the Pac- 

Attack title screen, move down and access 
~ Puzzle Mode. On the Puzzle Mode main 
~ menu screen, choose Password. Now you 

can enter any of these level codes. 
- Level 2 

HNM 

Level 3 

ST 
- Level 4 

TR 
- Level 5 

| MYX 
Level 6 
KHL 
- Level 7 
RTS 
- Level 8 

SKB 

Level 9 
~ HNT 
Level 10 
SRY 

- POCKET BOMBERMAN 
- All Power-Ups 
5656 

- Area Passwords 
- FOREST WORLD 
- Area | 7693 

Area 2 3905 
: Area 3 2438 

: Area 4 826] 

Area 5 Boss = 1893 
- OCEAN WORLD 

- Area | 2805 

Area 2 927] 
> Area 3 1354 

> Area 4 4915 
- Area 5 Boss 8649 
- WIND WORLD 

Area | 0238 
- Area 2 5943 
- Area 3 6045 

- Area 4 2850 
Area 5 Boss 8146 

- CLOUD WORLD 

Area 1 9156 
Area 2 2715 

- Area 3 4707 

Area 4 7046 
> Area 5 Boss 0687 

EVIL WORLD 

Area | 3725 

- Area 2 0157 

Area 3 5826 

Area 4 9587 
- Area 5 Boss 3752 

- POKEMON 
- GOLD/SILVER 

- Duplicate Pokémon and 
' items 

- WARNING: THIS TRICK AFFECTS YOUR 

~ SAVED GAMES. USE WITH CAUTION! 

_ First, you must decide on the Pokemon 

- and item you want to clone. At any time 
during the game, press START and access 
- the “Pokemon” option. Choose the 
~ Pokémon you want to clone and make it 

hold and item that you also want to clone 
~ (such as a Master Ball). Next, go into a 
~ town and find a Pokémon Center. Move in 
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 front of the PC and press START. Move 

down the menu and access the “Save” 
option. After saving your game, press the 
A button to turn on the PC. Access Bill’s PC 
and deposit the Pokemon you want to 
clone into one of the boxes. Then choose 
“Change Box” and move to an empty box. 
Press A and choose “Switch.” When it asks 
if you want to save the game, choose 
“Yes.” Now, this part is very important 
and requires precise timing. The game will 
tell you that there is already a save file, 
and it will ask you if it is OK to overwrite 
the file. Choose “Yes” and immediately 
turn off the Game Boy. Be sure to turn if 
off before any words other than “Saving” 
appear on the screen, or the trick will not 
work. Turn the Game Boy back on again. 
Check your party status and you should 
see the Pokémon you wanted to clone still 
in your party. Access Bill’s PC and look at 
the box in which you deposited the 
Pokémon. The Pokémon and the item it 
was holding will be cloned inside the box, 
and still in your party! You can clone up to 
5 Pokemon and items at one time by 
doing this trick. 

RAYMAN 

Button Codes 
Pause in the middle of the game and then 
enter one of the following codes. 
99 Lives 

Left, A, Right, B, Up, A, Left, B, Down, A, 
Right, B, Up, A, Left, B. 
World Map 
A, Left, A, Left, A, B, Right, B, Up, B, A, 

Left, A, Down, A. 
All Powers Available 
Right, Left, Up, Down, A, Up, Up, Down, 
Down, B, Right, Right, Left, Left, A. 
Gain Back Energy 
B, Right, A, Up, B, Left, A, Down, B, Right. 

READY 2 RUMBLE 
BOXING 

Button Codes 
On the main menu screen, enter any of 
these codes while highlighting Arcade 
Mode. 

Unlock Kemo Claw 
Left, Left, Left, Right, Right, Right, Left, 
Right, Left, Right. 
Unlock Nat Daddy 
Right, Right, Right, Left, Left, Left, Right, 
Left, Right, Left. 
Unlock Damien Black 
Right, Left, Right, Right, Left, Left, Right, 
Right, Right, Left, Left, Left. 

SPIDER-MAN 2: 
THE SINISTER 6 
Password Codes 
From the main menu, access the Continue 
option to get the Password screen. Enter 

these codes below to advance to higher 
levels in the game. 
Mysterio Defeated 
MP!63C 
Sandman Defeated 
PL851D 
Vulture Defeated 

   
MM947F 

Scporpion Defeated 
1S6!9G 
Kraven Defeated 

LR6!9G 

STAR WARS EPISODE 
1: OBI WAN’S 
ADVENTURES 

Level Passwords 
On the main menu screen, access the 
Password option. On the password screen, 
enter any of the codes listed to go to that 
level. 
The Trade Federation 
Landing Craft 
BQVQK 
The Naboo Swamp 
WNLRM 

Naboo Swamp & Sacred 
Place 

SDGNK 

Coruscant 

CNLML 

The Catacombs of Theed 
BXGTG 
The Streets of Theed 
QSRVJ 

Queen Amidala’s Palace 
TKGJZ 

The Final Battle 

LPZCP 

SUPER MARIO BROS. 
DELUXE 
Many of the old tricks for the original 
Super Mario Bros. game on Nintendo work 
on the new Game Boy Color version. For 
example, the warp zone found in World 1- 
2 is still intact! 

Warp Zone 
Go to World 1-2 and find the second set of 
moving platforms (the ones moving 
upward). Get on these platforms and ride 
them until you reach the top. Then jump 
up and to the right. You will land on the 
top bricks of the level. Run right and keep 
going until you reach an opening. Fall 
down the opening and you'll see three 
pipes that will allow you to automatically 
warp to worlds 2, 3 or 4! 
Max Out Lives 
Go to World 3-1 and get to the end of the 
level where the staircase of blocks leads 
up to the end-level flagpole. Two turtles 
will come down the steps and you'll have 
to avoid or get rid of the first one. Now, 
you will have to get the second turtle shell 
between one of the blocks and Mario's 
body by jumping on it to make it bounce 
off the block and Mario multiple times. 
Once you do this correctly, your score will 
increase and eventually turn into 1-Ups! 
This way you can max out your lives! 
The Lost Levels 
Basically, you must get the number-one 
position on the “Ranking” screen (a mini- 
mum score of 300,000 points). Then on 
the title screen, select the Luigi icon for an 
entirely new game—Super Mario Bros. 2: 
The Lost Levels. 
You vs. Boo 

You must get a minimum score of 
100,000 points. On the title screen, select 
“Boo” for the “You Vs. Boo” bonus levels. 
Five Extra Lives 
Note: This works only on a new game. 
Select the “Toy Box” option at the main 
menu screen, and then choose the 
“Fortune Teller” option. Keep choosing 
cards until you get the Extremely Lucky 
card. This will give you five lives. Return 
to the main menu and choose to play the 
original levels. Start a new game to begin 
with 10 lives instead of five. 
Play as Luigi 
Press the SELECT button at the Map screen 
before you begin a level. This will let you 
play as the green plumber instead of the 
red one. 

SUPER MARIO LAND 
2: SIX GOLDEN COINS 
Easy Mode 
On the title screen, press START to enter 
the pipe room. In this room, press SELECT 
to get into “Easy Mode.” You can then 
begin any saved file you wish. 
Play the Demo 
When the title screen appears, hold Up, 
SELECT and B (in that order). Continue to 
hold the buttons until the screen changes. 
After playing the demo for about 60 sec- 
onds, however, the game will freeze up 
and you'll need to reset. 

TARZAN 

Level Passwords 
3-1 

Vertical Lines, Vertical Lines, Maze, Swirl. 
4-1 

X, Moon, Up/Down Arrows, Cross. 
5-1 
Up/Down Arrows, Up/Down Arrows, 
Moon, Vertical Lines. 
6-1 
Swirl, Maze, Cross, Up/Down Arrows. 

TAZMANIAN DEVIL: 
MUNCHING MADNESS 
Level Passwords 
Enter these passwords to attain the follow- 
ing levels in the game. 
China Level 
BLGNGJPDFFTJ 
Switzerland Level 
LMBPBKTFKDPK 

TERMINATOR 2: 
JUDGMENT DAY 
Slow Down the Time 
In stage three of this game, you must 
rewire circuit boards within 50 seconds. 
You can hold the SELECT button to slow the 
timer down. 

TETRIS 

Rockets 
Score 100,000 points in the A-type game 
and you'll get to watch a small rocket 
launching off into the stars. Score 
200,000 or more and you get a large 
one. 
Russian Dancers 

Complete Level 9 in the B-type game and 
Russian dancers will fill the screen. 

Space Shuttle 
Complete Level 9 in the B-type game with 
the High at “5” and you get to see the 
space shuttle take off! 

TINY TOON 
- ADVENTURES 

Practice Bonus Games 
Hold Down and the B button. Next, press 
START at the main menu. 

- TUROK: RAGE WARS 
Level Passwords for All 

Difficulties 
On the main menu, choose Options. From 

_ the “Options” screen, choose Password. 
Now enter the password for the following 
levels, on any difficulty as shown. 
Stage 2 Easy Level 
K14QF4 

: Stage 2 Medium 
3MQTLI 
Stage 2 Hard 
DISJVI 
Stage 3 Easy 
315131 

7 Stage 3 Medium 
Z1KMQ1 
Stage 3 Hard 
2F5QZM 

, Stage 4 Easy 
SMJ54M 
Stage 4 Medium 
2TQCMR 
Stage 4 Hard 

~-MQSLRS 

_ TUROK 3: SHADOW 
OF OBLIVION 
Password Codes 
On the title screen, highlight and enter the 
options. Access the “Password” option and 

enter any of these codes for the results 
shown. 

Level Skip 
: XCDSDFS (Pause the game and press Left 

or Right to change levels. Press the SELECT 
~ button to go to that level.) 

Infinite Lives 

FJVHDCK 

_V-RALLY EDITION 99 
Password Codes 

These codes allow you to access tracks on 
~ the Arcade Mode. 

- Medium Tracks 
FAST 

Hard Tracks 

FOOD 

_ WACKY RACES 
Hidden Tracks and 

| Characters 

From the main menu, highlight and enter 
the options. Move down to “Password,” 

press B and put in MUTTLEY as the name, 
then press A. 

  

WARIO LAND: 
SUPER MARIO LAND 3 
Max Out Lives, Hearts, 
Coins, Ete 
Press the START button to pause the game. 
Press the SELECT button 16 times. If you 
did it correctly, there will be a blinking 
box around the last digit of your lives. 
Now, press and hold A+B, and keep them 
held for the entire trick. Next, press Left 
and then press Up. Your number of men 
should increase. Do this for every number 
(for the coins, hearts, etc.) until every 
number is a nine. Max out everything! 

WORLD HEROES 2 JET 
Scorcher Mode 
When the Takara code appears, press 
Right, Left, A, B, Down, A, B, Up. You will 
hear a sound to confirm that the code was 
entered correctly. The Scorcher Mode 
allows you to blast your opponents with 
your character's Super Attacks at any 
time, use Zeus as a character and it also 
allows you to choose fighting styles (like 
in Versus Mode) in Training and 
Tournament Modes. 

XTREME SPORTS 
Debug Menu 
On the main menu screen, press Left, Left, 
Left, Left, Left, Up, Up, Up, Up, Up, Right, 
Right, Right, Right, Right, Down, Down, 
Down, Down, Down, SELECT, SELECT, 
SELECT, SELECT, SELECT. A debug menu wil 
appear where you can choose from vari- 
ous events, a scrapbook and sound test! 
400 Medals 
From the main menu, choose New Game. 
Choose Guppi or Fin and go to the Sign-In 
Booth. Put in your name as xyzzy (all 
lower-case). Exit the booth and then hold 
the A button and press SELECT. Now press 
START. You will have 400 medals! 
Ending 
From the main menu, choose New Game. 
Choose Guppi or Fin and go to the Sign-In 
Booth. Put in your name as staff (all 
lower-case). Exit the booth and go left to 
the snack shop. Enter the shop and you 
will be taken to the ending and credit 
screens, where you can play the level 
while you go through the credits. 

YOSHI'S COOKIE 

Extra Levels 
First, set the music to “Off,” the speed to 
“High” and the round to “10.” Hold Up 
and press the SELECT button. The round 
should now say “11.” Now you can 
advance to even higher levels by pressing 
the SELECT button. 

ZELDA: LINK’S 
AWAKENING DX 
Alternate Music 
To change the background music at the 
file selection screen, begin a new player 
and enter your name as ZELDA. Note: Be 
sure fo use capitals only. 

 



TRICKS NOW, 

) GameShark Codes >>> 
CASTLEVANIA: CIRCLE OF THE MOON 

  

  
Must Be On [M] 15B2D50AFFA32F8E | ThunderBird Card 571F20D665483D69 | Uranus Card 476E8BAB6596B1 16 

CO50AB08880EC237 Unicorn Card 234A2E75547A07AE | Pluto Card 4651B78CA8D628FF 

infinite Health 3505FF604DCF2565 Black Dog Card 5B73E274CA774E4A | Dash Boots C48D6908C2FS8E36A 

99 Hearts 506D7394DE95AFA9 | Mercury Card 130450EFCSAFEOAE Double COO9E2ZE4ABFES8FDF 

Salamander Card 6D7649B9235E985D | Venus Card 0808997C3083EBDC | Tackle 24629707582892A9 

Serpent Card 6486F16B7B6DDAE7 | Jupiter Card EF34448360BB9049 Kick Boots A5A15B2D5FA1A820 

Madragora Card C562DFDA3B427CBB | Mars Card 6687FFO909F81B5D Heavy Ring 7€55843158870DI1C 

Golem Card 1201086937DD4DBC | Diana Card 1579909FS80BFA24B Cleansing 3624FBBC6D088978 

Cockatrice Card 55CAAFS8F5606CACD | Apollo Card 82FFSECE78FBD238 Roc Wing B186F4E5D26FF3DD 

Maticore Card E3095C947E1124E3 Neptune Card 4FE110733CF166B5 Last Key 8A141FO2BECB4FF6 % 

Griffin Card 8995351DOEB5BOB4 | Saturn Card 6E1FA8E1A769154A Press GS for Slow 78960794 27667199 A 

CASTLEVANIA: 

CIRCLE OF THE MOON 

(Note: This trick was done on a pre-pro- 

duction version of the game and is subject 

to change.) From the main menu screen, 

choose “Data Select.” Begin a new game, 
and put in one of these names to access 

different modes for your character. You 
may have to complete the game the num- 
ber of times shown in each mode before 

the tricks work. 

Beat the game once. Put in FIREBALL for 

your name to give your character magi- 

cian stats. During the game, press START 

to bring up your statistics. Choose DSS and 

you will see that you have all the cards. 
  

Beat the game twice. Put in GRADIUS for 

your name to give your character fighter 

stats. During the game, press START to 

bring up your statistics.   
Beat the game three times. Put in CROSS- 

BOW for your name to give your character 

shooter stats. During the game, press 

START to bring up your statistics. 

Beat the game four times. Put in DAGGER 

for your name to give your character thief 

stats. During the game, press START to 

bring up your statistics. 

EARTHWORM JIM 

Press START to pause during the game, 

then press Right, R-Shift, B, A, L-Shift, L- 

Shift, A, R-Shift. You will see the 

Earthworm Jim head say “Groovy” if you 

managed to enter the codes correctly. 

Press START to pause during the game, 

then enter any of the following commands 

to skip to the specific levels as shown 
below. 
What the Heck? 

SELECT, R-Shift, B Down, L-Shift, B. 

Down the Tubes 

Up, L-Shift, Down, A, R-Shift, A. 

Snot a Problem 

R-Shift, Up, SELECT, L-Shift, R-Shift, Left. 

Level 5 

R-Shift, L-Shift, A,B, B, A, L-Shift, R-Shift. 

' For Pete’s Sake   Right, Left, R-Shift, L-Shift, A, R-Shift. 

: Buttville 

Shift, A, Up, R-Shift, A, R-Shift, A 
: SELECT. 

- FIRE PRO WRESTLING 

From the main menu, choose Edit. On the 

next screen, choose Edit Wrestler. On the 
- Wrestler Edit Menu, access the “Name 

- Entry” screen. Now put in the word ALL for 

the nickname, the first name as STYLE and 

the last name as CLEAR. Make sure you 

use all capital letters. Now press the START 

button. Press B continuously to move back- 

wards through the screens until you reach 

the main menu once more. Choose 

Exhibition from the main menu screen and 

begin a one player match. Now when you 

scroll through the list of wrestlers in each 

league, you will notice that more have 
been added to the list. Here is a list of all 

the new wrestlers that are found in each 

league: 
APW 

OMEGA — The Lastman 

KLEEBO — The Runner 

MUSCI — Godfather 

  

AWG 
KILLA — Darkman 

MANN — Slim Jim 

: QHHASHI — Dragon Soldier 

ECLIPSE 
- SAEBA — The Fight King 
- H-CLASS 

- HIGAKI — The Clone 
DOCKEN — The Killer 
GRAPPLE 

, NICK — Mr. Perfect 

~ ALEVIN — The Titan 

FAGG — The Stylist 
FREE 

~ NOGAWA — Judo Master 
~ KAGURA — Kabukiman 
: DANGER — The Arab 

: TIGER — The Untamed 

~ LEGEND 

- RIKIOZAN — Zeus the Moose 

- KLAUSER — Commandant 

  
FAZE — The Champ 

KHAN — The Mongolian 
BULL — The Brain 

ROZHMOV — The Mountain 

ROCHE — The Lost Boy 
BRIGHT — The Inventor 

MAVERICK — Mad Dog 
McLand — Shamrock 

VJP 

MUSASHI — The Legend 
RIKIMARU — The Patriot 

MASA — Dr. Voodoo 

YAMAMOTO — The Master 

WAKAMOTO — Drill Sgt. 

PANTHER — Fantastic Hero 

KID — Mad Bomber 

  

IGARASHI — Dark Hunter 

- OJP 

- SHIBA — Super Giant 

- TOMMY — The A-Bomb 

: YAJIMA — The 49er 
- BOGGY — Dr. Nuke 

PEACE — The Peacemaker 

: HARRY — The Lone Star 

IW 

~ HAICHI — White Thunder 

KISHITA — Mad Bull 

- YUKIGUNI 
CONDOR — The Condor 

EAGLE — The Eagle 

GT ADVANCE: 

CHAMPIONSHIP 

RACING 

On the title screen, press and hold the L- 
— Shift+R-Shift buttons, then enter pme pf 

the codes below. You'll hear a sound if 
you managed to have entered the trick 

correctly. 
Extra | 

Hold Right and press B. 
Extra 2 

Hold Left and press B. 

First, enter “S3L3CTON* and when you are 

- taken back to the title screen, enter the 

; Password option again and put in 

~ *SHOWTIM3* for the second password. 
- You will be automatically taken to the 

- “Options” screen. The Last two options will 

~ be “Start Level” and “Start at Boss.” From 

- here you can start at the beginning of any 

: level, or you can choose a level number 

and choose to start at the boss of that 
- level. During the game, press SELECT to 

- end the current level and return to the 

- ADVENTURE 

: be invulnerable all the while. 

IRIDION 3D 

On the title screen, move down until you 
access the “Password” option. On the pass- 

word screen, put in the following codes 

(Make sure to include the * symbols at the 
beginning and end of the passwords). 

title screen. 

PITFALL: THE MAYAN 

On the title screen, enter L-Shift, SELECT, 

A SELECT, R-Shift, A, L-Shift, SELECT. The 

“Level Select” will appear in the middle of 

the screen. Hold SELECT and press L-Shift 
or R-Shift to switch levels and press START 
or B to begin on the level you chose. 

To move your character anywhere on the 

current level screen, press and hold the 
SELECT button, then, while holding it, 

move the D-pad in any direction —you'll 

~ Use up all three of your lives in the first 

~ level. When the “Continue” screen 

~ appears, press B, B, B. The counter will 

~ change to “9” and stop counting down. 

READY 2 RUMBLE 

BOXING: ROUND 2 

Enter the following codes from the main 

menu screen. You'll hear a cheering sound 

if you entered the trick correctly. 
Rumble Man 
Left, Left, Right, Left, Right, Right, Left, 

Right, Left, L-Shift+R-Shitt. 
Shaquille 0’Neal 
Highlight Survival and press Left, Left, 
Left, Left, Right, Right, Left, Left, Right, L- 

Shift+R-Shif. 
- Michael Jackson 

Highlight Arcade and press Left, Left, 

Right, Right, Left, Right, L-Shift+R-Shift 

TONY HAWK’S PRO 

- SKATER 2 

Enter tricks from the main menu. You will 

hear a sound and the wheel will spin if 

you enter these codes correctly. 

Hold the R-Shift button and press B, A, 

Down, A, START, START, B, A, Right, B, 

~ Right, A, Up, Left. Now access the Options 
and the Cheats option will be available. 

Hold the R-Shift button and press START, 

- A, Down, B, A, Left, Left, A, Down. 

Gold the R-Shift button and press B, Left, 

Up, Down, Left, START, START. 

Hold the R-Shift button and press Left, A, 

START, A, Right, START, Right, Up, START. 

Hold the R-Shift button and press Up, Up, 
Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, A, 

START (Spider-Man will be available from 

the Select Skater screen in Free Skate and 

~ Single Session modes). 

- On the title screen, enter L-Shift, SELECT, 

~ A SELECT, R-Shift, A, L-Shift, Select. The 

~ Level Select will appear in the middle of 
~ the screen. Hold SELECT and press L-Shift   or R-Shift to switch levels and press START 

or B to begin on the level you chose. 

While playing, be sure to hold SELECT and 

press B. 

Hold the R-Shift button and press A, 

START, A, Right, Up, Up, Down, Down, Up, 
- Up, Down. 

Hold the R-Shift button and press B, A, 

Left, Down B, Left, Up, B, Up, Left, Left. 

Tare OAMEMO UY, 113) 

 



THE EDGE | 
Dear GameNOW, 

| heard a rumor that there’s going 
to be a Soul Calibur 2. |s this true? 
And if it is, what system will it be 
on? If it’s the DC, will it have 
internet capabilities? 

Jonathan Haney 
@ , Khaney 1 @prodigy.net 

Good news, Johnny Boy. 
There is indeed going to be a 
Soul Calibur 2. Now here’s 
the bad news: it’s not coming 
out on the Dreamcast. 
Instead, it’Il be appearing on 
the GameCube, PlayStation 2 
and the Xbox. Of course, this 
isn’t really bad news unless 
you only have a DC. 

MISSING Lil 
Dear GameNOw, 
| know Nintendo just released 
some new Zelda games in Oracle 
of Seasons and Oracle of Ages, but 
will there be a sequel to Zelda: 
Majora's Mask? Majora's Mask is 
my favorite game and it really 
doesn't seem totally finished. 
Please get back to me on this. 

Adam 
DX] Address Withheld 

Nintendo is currently work- 
ing on a new Zelda game for 
the GameCube. If you haven’t 
seen Nintendo’s video 
footage of it yet, the game 
has a very different look to 
it. Despite the new graphics, 

Critics of the new “look” of the GameCube Legend 
of Zelda game claim that it’s too cartoony. It should still play great, though. 

  

  
  

  
   

   

GAMENOW SPEAKS 

    o there was Phil, sitting back in his cube, jam- 
ming on PaRappa the Rapper 2 for the very 
first time. | watched as he played through the 
first stage. Less than an hour later, he had beat- 
en the entire game. 

| bagged on the disc for its ultra short play time. Phil 
would have none of my ranting; he insisted that PaRappa 
2 is a must-have title, regardless of its length. 

A must-have title? For fifty bucks? No way! 
We batted the subject back and forth for a bit, and ulti- 

mately agreed to disagree. He’s gonna buy it, and I’m 
gonna rent it from a video store (or maybe I'll just bor- 
row his—I’m sure he’Il tire of it quickly enough). 

Last month, I got into a similar debate with Electronic 
Gaming Monthly editor Chris Johnston over Luigi’s 
Mansion. He needs to own it, despite the fact that it can 
be beaten in fewer than six hours. Sure, the game’s fun, 
and I’d happily drop 20 clams for it—but 50? When I put 
down that kind of change, I expect to come home with 
something that’ll keep me playing for 20 hours or more. 

Both guys mentioned that some of the best video 
games ever made are fewer than 10 hours long; Metal 
Gear Solid and Resident Evil 2 stood as their most persua- 
sive examples. And yes, these game are awesome—but 
should they really be at the same price point as the 
40hr+ Final Fantasy IX? Would you pop nine bucks to 
watch a movie that was only 30 minutes long? | extend 
the question to you—how long should a 50 dollar game 
last? Write back and let me know! 

  

- Ethan Einhorn 
Ethan_Einhorn@ziffdavis.com 

    

@ GAMENOVY, DECEMBER 2001



MAX SPEED [NORMAL :456 
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BODY STRENGTH [/in0]: 100 

TURN ;PERFORMANCE :E& 

BALANCE: & 

PICKUP GRAPH 

  
It used to be nice and easy to uncover the elu- 

sive Jet Vermilion car in F-Zero: Maximum Velocity via a secret website’s unlock 
code. If you want to race with this powerful car nowadays, you have to earn it. 

it looks as though it plays 

much like Ocarina of Time 

and Mask of Majora. 

F-ZERO 
Dear GameNOwW, 

looked at a code for F-Zero: 

Viaximum Velocity on how to get 

e Jet Vermilion ship. | logged on 

to “ss website you have to go to 

nd it wouldn't work. All | saw 

was a screen that said, “website 

not found.” | really want to get 

that ship! Is there any other way | 

could get it, or am | screwed? 

Jawad 

Address Withheld 

  

Sadly, that website has 

since gone down. If you want 

Jet Vermilion now, you gotta 

earn it. There are two other 

ways to unlock this ship. One 

way is to clear the Pawn, 

  
  

Knight, Bishop and Queen 

series with the nine vehicles 

on Master Class. The other 

way is to finish the 

Championship Circuit 255 

times. If you’re using this 

method, you must complete 

the entire race without quit- 

ting in the middle of it. 

THE EIC 
What is up with Dan Leahy? | am 

always e-mailing him, but he 
never answers me! Is he all right, 

or did he change his e-mail?ls it 

still dan leahy@ziffdavis.com? | 

hope that’s correct. Can you 

please tell me what happened to 

him! 

Fahad Algabba. 

DMX Address Withheld 

You know what, Fahad, we 

want a piece of him, too, so 

  

if you manage to get ahold 

of him, let us know. It’s 

always “I don’t know where 

your paychecks are” and “I’m 

the boss, so I get to play the 

good games first.”” He’s 

always feeding us some line 

about having to come up 

with stuff for the mag and 

having about 1,000 reader e- 

mails a day to answer, but 

we’re not buying it. 

MULTI- 
Dear GameNOwW, 

| was on a website and found a 

150 games in one Game Boy car- 

tridge. The person selling it said 

that he bought it directly from 

Japan a month ago and that all 

the games on it were the US ver- 

sion. There were some games on 

the cart that I've heard of and 

quite a few that | haven't. I’ve 

never read anything about this 

style of game in yours or anybody 

else’s magazine. He’s selling the 

game for around $200. Have you 

ever seen or heard of anything 

like this, and is it possible for so 

many games to fit on one small 

cartridge? 

Jack Malston 

@ jmmalston@ameritech.net 

The reason why you haven’t 

read about these types of 

games is because they’re ille- 

gal bootlegs. Often, overseas 

bootleggers will take multiple 
games and put them on one 

cartridge (which is relatively 

easy to do since Game Boy 

games don’t use much memo- 

  

  

INSTANT 
WesoAGs 

Wanna chat? Use AOL IM to 
talk to us at GameNowMag 
or GameNowEdit. We’ll print 
the best of what we see. 

  

WV What i is that celal deckiag 
thing (possibly a new mascot) that's 
on almost every page? 

| a ene 

  
| /AAF18221 V WRITES: eerie     
wp I'll be right back—I awa to 

kale my mom with the groceries. 
Seriously, if | don’t, I’m grounded.   

  

— 

  
B ORENGIMOMO \ WRITES: | 

  

Sw What is the Jackie Chan 
Adventures game about? When does 
it come out?   

4 

SEND | 
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WHAT YOU LIKE 
= AND WHAT YOU | 

DON'T 

Dear GameNOW, 
! want to thank you for your helpful 
guides and cheats. All those 
other magazines have cheats only for 
some systems, but you guys waste 
your time writing guides and cheats 
all night long while you could be 
spending time with your girl friends 
or skateboarding. | really appreciate 
that. Thank you for writing this 
excellent mag and may GameNOW’s 
fame shine all over the world! 

“The Game Wizard” 
JamesGbrl@aol.com 

OK, let’s get down to business. So 
you're covering all the systems that 
you hook up to a TV. Well why not 
PC? | own a PS, PS2, GBC N64 and 
a PC. What’s missing? So are you 
ever going to cover PC stuff? A lot 
of my friends subscribe to this mag 
and they are also asking why. Sure, 
it will be more work, but wouldn't it 
be worth it? 

Greg Larson 
thefinalsim@hotmail.com 

\ayaneesewenuwvyeneteretersneeneraneeaterersersteassseesseetses 

Dear GameNOW, 

GameNOW is an OK magazine, but 
other than the puny (not that they 
aren't good) 1-2 page strategy 
guides | found, there’s only one 
strategy guide! Uno, one, a single 
strategy guide away from nothing- 
ness. That sucks. | know you guys 
can do better than that! 

James Strain 
jstrain@vvm.com 

@ GAMENOW Try 

ry). Although they may seem 
like a pretty good deal, many 
of the games on these multi- 
carts are duplicates with 
minor changes such as 
increased speed. Not only 
that, but the companies that 
Originally made the games 
that are included on the carts 
get ripped off as well, since 
they don’t make any money 
from the sale. Don’t be 
tempted by these cartridges, 
especially for a price as high 
as $200. 

STRIP FIGHTER 3: 

Dear GameNOwW, 

Are you the people that have 
those nude Street Fighter pictures 
(| am doing this for my brother)? 

Iris 

MX Address Withheld 

Uh-huh. You looking for 
nudie pictures for your broth- 
er. We believe that, we really 
do. Regardless, you can tell 
your “brother” that we don’t 
have any naked Street 
Fighter pics. It was a joke. We 
explained that last month. 

Pm, 

THANKS ANDRE! 
No, Andre’s not the name of our cool 
robot mascot. Andre Sibyan is the 
artist we have to thank for creating 
him. Pretty cool, huh? At some point 
we may have a “Name the Robot” 
contest, but we’re not quite there 
yet. Keep those comments coming.   

Now please stop writing us 
about this! 

LOST IN 

Dear GameNOwW, 

| bought a Japanese version of 
Resident Evil Code: Veronica 

(Biohazard: CV Complete), and I’m 
very surprised that there's several 
difference between the two ver- 

sions. There’s even extra FMV 

  

sequences in the Japanese ver- 
sion, including the lengthy fight 
scene of Chris Redfield and Albert 
Wesker before the game ends. | 
know that Capcom is porting this 
title on the PS2, but why didn't it 
include these extra features on 
the DC’s US version in the first 
place? 

  

Name Withheld 

DX Address Withheld 

When you consider that for 
just the PlayStation there’s 
been three different versions 
of the first Resident Evil (the 
Original release, the 
Director’s Cut, and the Dual 
Shock compatible version) 
and two versions of Resident 
Evil 2 (original and Dual 
Shock versions), it should 
come as no surprise that 
Capcom isn’t shy about milk- 
ing the RE franchise for all 
it’s worth (we’re not even 
counting the various ports to 
Dreamcast, PC and other sys- 

tems). Biohazard Code: 
Veronica Complete (called 
Resident Evil Code: Veronica 
X over here) is just another 
example of that milking 

FAN CHALLENGE 
We set the task, you waste time trying to do it. Sweet. 

CHALLENGE: Bowl a 300



OUTRAGEOU 
OUTTAKES 

Office hijinx and other miscellaneous junk. 

        

      

    

eh The LAST thing in the world | want to do is play “NBA Dead.” 
- Dan Leahy, on the prospects of playing more NBA Live. 55 

PT” Wow, | can’t believe I’m talking to Phil Theobald. - AIM user who 
hasn‘t learned that talking to Phil isn’t that interesting. 

  

    
    
trend. Re-release the same 

game with a few new fea- 

tures so that hardcore fans 

buy it again. It’s worked for 

the Street Fighter series and 

it works for the RE series. 

WELL, DUN 
Dear GameNOwW, 

| know there’s a lot of time and 

work put into games these days, 
but the prices are outrageous. 

Some people just can't afford the 

prices and it leaves out a lot of 

people who want the gaming 

experience. Renting games gets 

expensive, and the games sold at 

hock shops are the ones that no 

one likes. | just thought I'd just 

bring this to attention. 

  

    

  

be Do your little monkey dance. - Dave Malec, to Meemee, his 

favorite character in Super Monkey Ball’s Monkey Bowling. a8 

Name Withheld 

MX Address Withheld 

Thanks for the heads-up on 

game prices there, guy. You 

know, they’re doing the same 

exact thing with cars right 

now. Just when you think 

you’ve found the ride of your 

dreams—BAM—you find out 

how much it costs. A lot of 

people are saying that houses 

are suffering the same prob- 

lem. Jeeze! You’ve got to be 

a Rockefeller just to get a sin- 

gle-family unit around here! 

And don’t get us started 

about Iuxury interactive 

entertainment media, 

either... 

          
  
  ET Ra = _ 

Mey man, i gotta’ fly (sorry). Mice taking te you 

1 Aleight bya 
APA Re APSE RTA THROAT 

idev 2. hey, 1¢ expert tom changed to gamenve.cem? | — Bad Cds eid sania ort sane anttincmll 

jcheeiS9t? cy, i gtg to the gym, keep up the great mag, and 

  

  

        
  Land lord up! How's it going 

iS 

~ , le 
shouid bring a Wheel OF Cheese te work one day..good fim =| jit 

          
TTY 

ONLINE WITH GAMENOW Ihe staff of GameNOW loves hearing 
from its readers (both positive and negative), so hop on AIM now. 

—," sneaniiiamnanoesion O 
  

READER CHAT 
Dear GameNOW, 

Keep up the good work on this 

tight mag. | think it’s pretty raw 

how you now talk with readers on 

Instant Messenger. | already 

added you guys to my buddy list! 

@ Name Withheld 

LEit614@aol.com 

We’re really glad that you 

enjoy the fact that we at 

GameNOW are going online 

to talk to our readers. We’ve 

been going online as much as 

we possibly can, and we real- 

ly love getting in touch with 

all the people that want to 

talk to us. We just want to 

take a moment and remind 

everyone to please be patient 

when coming online to chat 
with us. As you can imagine, 

there are a ton of readers 

waiting to talk, so some 

responses may take a while. 

GOOD FOR YOU 
Dear GameNOW, 

Jordan Jacobs, I’ve got a crush on 

you that I’ve had since third 

grade. There, | said it. 
Mike 

@ iamcanadienaye@hotmail.com 

Awww, Jordan and Mike, 

sittin’ in a tree... 

    

    

    

      

ues 
scone — 

‘INSTANT | 
| MESSAGE 

| Sw What's the deal with everyone 

  

    

  

_ hate Bill Gates. 

| launched his army of competition- 
| crushing robots to take of 

      
GB XXSHIBBYHOHOSXX WRITES: | 

  

| have to pick up a GameCube. Capcom 

|| has decided to make the series a 

      

   

        

   

  

   

    

   
   

   

  

   
   

   

    

     

     
    

    

      

      

  

      JASON1423 WRITES: 

asking for naked pictures of Street 
Fighter characters? 

manor | GEIST 

TT ee 
   

We wish we knew, Jason. We make 

one simple joke, and we get bom- 
barded with countless e-mails from 
readers asking where they can 
download the pics. We now get more 
requests for Street Fighter pics than 
we do for codes to revive Aeris in 
Final Fantasy VII. 

ERROR 1355 WRITES: ~—s | 

| just don’t like the Xbox 
because it is made by Microsoft. | 

  

Way fo go, Error, now Bill Gates has 

GameNOW headquarters. If you 
were smart, you'd run for the hills 
so they don’t find you. As for the 
Xbox, Halo looks pretty sweet. 

   
7 \s Capcom moving the Resident 

Evil series to GameCube? Because | 

want some of those Resident Evil 

games on Xbox. 

  

  - SEND 
SD CCMMMBOD) i) 159) 
   

Sorry, pal, if you wanna play the new 
Resident Evil games, you’re gonna 

GameCube exclusive with the excep- 
tion of RE Survivor 2 for PS2.               

oe 
se Sf



GUNS, 

  

FAN LETTER ART 
Where A Little Creativity and a Stamp Can Make You Famous! 
Send your letter art submission to: GameNOW Letter Art, P.O. Box 3338, Oak Brook, IL 60522-3338. (Entries submitted on 
anything other than a #10 envelope will be disqualified.) All entries become the property of ZD Inc. and will not be returned. 

  

OPINION POLL 

  

  For some advice on this question, be sure to 
check out our NewsNOW section to see what 

A our editors have to say. Chances are, though, 
that you already know what games you want 

7 @ and what system you need to play them on. 
Vote and we'll show the results next issue. 

“What did you think about the first issue 
of GameNOW?” - last month’s topic 

  
| LOVE IT: 70% 

20% 
10% 

DAN LEAHY 
EDITOR IN CHIEF 
Dan’s got a problem. He’s got 
to decide whether A) he 
wants to begin a workout 
regimen to lift his Xbox off 
the floor or B) he wants to 
have the most expensive 
green coffee table around. 

ETHAN EINHORN 
PREVIEWS EDITOR 
Ethan’s run into a lot of 
readers online with PSO v2, 
Bomberman and NBA 2K2. 
With all this Sega fun, will 
he find time to pick up an 
Xbox and a GameCube? Our 
Magic 8-ball says “YES.” 

MARK MANZO 
ASSOC. ART DIRECTOR 
With the recent birth of his 
baby, Mark is looking for- 
ward to an extra special 
Christmas this year. He’s also 
wondering if he can trade in 
used games for diapers and 
formula at Funcoland. 

Clarence J. Goode III 
Richmond, VA 

  

Gina Wu 
British Columbia, Canada 

JUSTYN HARKIN 
MANAGING EDITOR 
Although Justyn is hopelessly 
addicted to AIM chats with 
the readers, he can’t seem to 
get a reaction any stronger 
than “whatever” when he 
answers the “who am I talk- 
ing with?” question. 

CAREY WISE 
SENIOR ART DIRECTOR 
Carey is having a difficult 
time deciding whether the 
Xbox should be added to his 
Christmas list or not. Being 
an avid Oddworld fan, the 
Xbox just might have to jam 
into that stocking. 
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Jennifer Parker 
Weatherford, TX 

PHIL THEOBALD 
REVIEWS EDITOR 
Phil’s got a pocket full of 
quarters and he’s heading to 
the arcade. He don’t have a 
lot of money, but he’s bring- 
ing everything he made. He’s 
got Pac-Man Fever. It’s dri- 
ving him crazy. 

DAVE MALEC 
ASSOC. ART DIRECTOR 
“Mad Dogg” has been putting 
his bowling prowess in to 
play with Monkey Bowling. 
Who wouldn’t enjoy hurling 
cute simians down and over- 
sized alley, destined to 
collide with giant pins? 
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Only one prize per family, organization or house- 
hold per issue. 
2. Prizes: First P will have their 
name and trick disp dit in the mag      will receive a video game cartrid 

sponsor. First Prize has an approximate re 
value of $ ! b Te best ick submitted by 
First Prize winners will be de d the Grand 
Prize Winner. ( One Grand Prize winner will 

e one (1) GameShark. Grand Prize has an 
approximate retail ane of $109.95. Winners 
will be selected by a judging panel whose deci- 
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prizes become unavailable. 
3. Odds of oe The number of win- 

  

ners and the odds of winning will be determined 
by number of valid entries rece 
4. Eligibility: Contest open to residents of 
United States and Canada. Void in Quebec. Non- 
compliance with the time parameters contained 
herein or return of any prize/prize notification as 
undeliverable will result in disqualit cation. 
Winners or their legal guardians shall sign an 
affidavit of eligib ility/pri e 
—* receipt or forfeit 
prize. By scsegite of prize, winner(s) agree to 
the use of their name and/or likeness for purpos- 
es of advertising, trade, or promotion without 
further compensation, unless prohibited by law. 

yees of Ziff Davis Media Inc., InterAct 
Accessories and their respective affiliates are not 
eligible. Neither Ziff Davis Media Inc., InterAct 
Accessories nor tneirt respective affiliates, sub- 
sidiaries, divisions or related companies are 
responsible for any damages taxes or expenses 
that consumers might i incur as a result of this 
contest o Sain of prize. Winners accepting 
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be received by the 15th day of next month fol- 
ing the on-sale date of the publication. Allow 

four = for delivery of winners list. 
6. cae tg \ id where | Si or 
restricted by law. All federal, state and local reg- 
ulations ar ply y. 
‘- oe This contest is sponsored by Ziff 
Davis Media Inc. and InterAct Accessories, Inc. 
0) Ziff Davis Media Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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Letter of the Month: 
1. No sate es Necessary: To enter, send 
you er to ok PO. Box 3338, ( Oak 

e-mail us at xe@ziff- 
0 inc cn de your name, 

PSS, = phone number. No purchase or 
payment of any money is necessary to enter. 
Entries must be received by the 10th day of the 
month for the next availab le j issue e GameNOW. 
Sponsors assume no responsibility for lost, muti- 
ated, late illegible incomplete, postage-due, or 
misdirected entries. Contest open to residents of 
United States and Car vada. Void in Quebec. 
2. Prizes: One Grand Prize winner will t receive 
one of the fo wing prizes at eta rs ‘sole 
option: One (1 ) Quantum FighterPad for the 
Jreamcast; One ( Y shark Pad Pro i Ir the N64; 

uy am Pad for the PlayStation. 
p as an approximate retail value of 

$29.99 U.S. Winners will be selected by a judg- 
ing panel whose decisions are final. Winners 
shall be selected from all valid entries received. 
Entries shall be ae d on the following criteria: 

    

  

  
  

         
   

  

    

        

    

    

      

  

    (i) Origi inality (50%); and (ii) Topic (50%) 
Judging to be held on or about the 15th day of 

  

     mail. P non-transferable. No substitu- 
tions of fF re allowed, except at the 
option of Sponsors should the featured prize 
become unavailable. The odds of winning will 
be determined by number of valid entries 
received. Voi d where prohibited or restricted by 
law. All federal, state and local regulations apply 
FOR AN OFFICIAL COPY OF THE RULES, SEND A 
SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE TO: 
“LETTER OF THE MONTH CONTEST RULES,” 
P.O. Box 3338, Oak Brook, IL 60522-3338. 
3. Eligibility: Non-compliance with the tin 
parameters contain therein or return of any 
prize/prize notification as U indeliverable will 
result in disqualification. Winners or their legal 
guardians shall sign an affidavit of 
eligibility/release of liability/prize acceptance 
within five days of 1 econ or forfeit prize. By 
acceptance of pr ize, winner(s) agree to the use 
of their name and/or ee for purpose of 
advertising, trade, or promotion without further 
compensation, unless ae by law. 
Employees of Ziff Davis Media Inc., InterAct 
Accessories and their r soapy e affiliates are not 
eligible. Neither Ziff Davis | Media | Inc., InterAct 

ries and their respective affiliates, sub- 
sidiaries, divisions or related companies are 
responsible for any damages, taxes or expenses 
that consumers might incur as a result of his con- 
test or a t of prize. Winners accepting prizes 
agree that all prizes are awarded on the condi- 
tion that Ziff Davis Media Inc., InterAct 
Accessories and their agents, representatives and 

dloyees will have no liability whats iat 
any injuries, losses or damages of any k 

ing B from acceptance, possession 
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4. Winners’ List: For a list of winner, send a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope identifying the 
month for which the winners ist Is requested to 
“Letter of the Month | Winner rs List,” P.O. Box 
3338, Oak Brook, IL 60522-3338. BeCURSE for 
winners lists must be received by the 15th day 
of next month following the on-sale date. 
5. Sponsors: — contest is sp oonsored by Ziff 
Davis Media Inc. and InterAct Accessories, Inc. 

001 Ziff Davis h eda Inc. All rights reserved. 
Printed in the USA. 

Instant Message Contest: 
1. No Purchase Necessary: To enter, be 
one the first four people to Instant Message 
GameNOW editor in chief, Dan Leahy, by 
December 1, 2001. No purchase or payment of 
any money Is necessary to enter. All entries must 
entered via AOL's Instant Messenger. Entries must 

   

    

   

      

be rece by ero 1, 2001. All entries 
become exclusive property of Ziff Davis Media f 
Inc. and will not be arenas ged or returned. 
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2. Prizes: Four Grand Prizes: Grand Prize win- 
ners will receive one Resident Evil ac ah figure 
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3. Odds of pie The number of win- 
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that consumers might incur as a result of this 
contest or receipt of prize. Winners accepting 
prizes agree that all prizes are awarded on the 
condition that Ziff Davi lis Media Inc., its represen- 
tatives and employees will have no liability 
whatsoever for any injuries, losses, or damages 
of any kind resulting from acceptance, posses- 
sion, or use of the pri e(s). Winner further 
acknowledges tha at Ziff Davis Media Inc. has nei- 
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A LOOK AT UPCOMING ZIFF DAVIS PUBLICATIONS 

JANUARY 2002 
On sale December 13 

January's looking like the issue of the year, as we'll have some of the 

most anticipated titles of 2001. We'll go behind enemy lines to bring 

you a massive Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty review. That's just 

the highlight of a great reviews section which will include SSX: Tricky, 

Baldur’s Gate: Dark Alliance, Smuggler’s Run 2, Wave Race, Halo and 

more. Toss in our usual array of codes, a fine news section and our 

dedicated hand-held coverage and you're set. 

COMPUTER 

GAMING 
WORLD 

On sale December 4 

ES 

SHADOWS OF LUCLIN 
Everquest is arguably the most pop- 
ular online game around. Check out 
the biggest and best EQ expansion 
pack yet in this issue of CGW. 

ALSO FEATURED: 

w Planetside 

SYSTEM WARS! 

ALSO FEATURED: 
w Star Wars: 

Can’t figure out which of the new 
game systems to buy? EGM pits the 
GameCube and the Xbox against 
each other—only one will survive. 

m Exclusive Comic Strip 
By Scott McCloud 

Rogue Leader 
w Harry Potter 

Nintendo hits the 
"227) surf again with 

Wave Race: Blue 
Storm, the sequel to 
the hit N64 game. Is 
it any good? Find out 
next month. 

The king of all first 
i person shooters has 

"| finally arrived, and 
| it’s on Microsoft's 

| mean, green 
machine. Check out 
Halo on the Xbox. 

@® NFL Fever 

@ Soul Reaver 2 

@ SmackDown! Just Bring It 
@ Halo 

ELECTRONIC 

—— MONTHLY 

On sale December 4 

PlayStation 
MAGAZINE 

On sale December 11 

JAK & DAXTER 
Naughty Dog may have kicked Crash 
to the curb, hut fear not. The compa- 
ny’s Jak & Daxter will make you 
forget all about the bandicoot. 

ALSO FEATURED: 
@ Grand Theft Auto Ill 
= Baldur’s Gate: 

Dark Alliance 
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Tetris ts back. 
If you loved it then, you'll love it even more now. 
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¢ The most popular videogame ever created is back 

with a new look and variations. 

¢ Lush 3D worlds evolve and animate as a reward for 

clearing lines and reaching goals. See what each world 

is meant to look like. 

¢ Exciting challenges await you with 6 variations of Tetris 

in Story Mode and Arcade Mode, including the all new 

Hot-Line Tetris, Cascade Tetris and Fusion Tetris. 

¢ Enjoy Tetris Worlds together when up to four people 

play to see who is the best. 

(Two players only on GameBoy Advance)    Visit www.esrb.org gett urs 
aay 

or call 1-800-771-3772 Se PC 

for more info. TETRIS GAME CD PlayStation.e 
www.tetris.com 

www.tetrisworids.com ROM    
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